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XlTfKODSjOTXOH

General statement of the Problem 
KduGators everywhere are Interested in the study of 

cultural patterns which affect the personal development of 
children* teachers are also Interested in discussing the 
educational implications of these Influences*

fhe purpose of this study is to mahe an exploratory 
analysis of cultural pattern® of the Peruvian highland Indian 
communities which affect the self-development of the children 
and to discuss the educational implication® of these Influ
ences* In addition it may indicate directions for further 
research#

Background of Information 
In 19B0 the Peruvian dongress, under August© B* I/egula* 

administration, enacted legislation legally recognising the 
Peruvian Indian communities* Since this date some Peruvian 
writer® have become particularly Interested in what is called 
in Peru the * Indian problem."

Phis Interest has been shown in the publication of 
some books concerned with the life of the Indian communities, 
and the policies required in order to promote their progress* 
On® of these books, Wuestraa Comunidades» by Hildebrand©
Oastro Pozo, seems to be one of the best attempts among the 
Peruvian writers in trying to analyze the cultural values of
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the Queehua India® communities*
In the physical area, American and European scientists 

have made anthropometric measurements of the adult Queehuaa 
of Cuzco, and Aymaras of Puno, In the southern region of Peru* 
Marroqulm and Sains, Peruvian physicians, were concerned with 
problems of nutrition and diseases of the Indians# However, 
in these general studies by Peruvian® and foreigners there is 
no special emphasis on tha study of the Indian child*

Castro Peso has analyzed the economic structure, so
cial organization, folkways, religious and political beliefs 
of the Indian communities without special emphasis on the 
study of the Indian child within the general context of Its 
social environment * However, Mishkin, an American writer, 
points out In his study of contemporary Quechua culture, some 
general statements regarding the social expectations of the 
Peruvian Indian communities concerning the children, and the 
affactional relationships between parents and children*

Relatively more specific study of the Indian child 
within the context of hi® cultural environment has been made 
in the University of Maryland by a group of Andean teachers 
with the help of American professors*

In the Peruvian literature concerned with rural prob
lems there are no materials available regarding the Influence 
of the cultural values of the Indian communities on the self
development of the child* neither are there material® avail
able on the growth patterns of the child, nor specific studies 
related to nutrition, health, and diseases*

Regarding the programs of education in the rural
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schools, the Peruvian educational authorities point out that 
these programs must he based cm the cultural values of the 
Queehua communities#-. However, since these programs of ©duea- 
tlon are planned in Lima, there is some question as to whether 
these rural programs are based really on the cultural expert* 
ences of the Indian communities.

The general factors mentioned above provide the frame
work out of which this study arises in attempting to investi
gate the questions pointed out in the first page of this 
fntroduc 11on•

treatment of the Data
This study is mainly concerned with four tasks. The 

first deals with an analysis of some key cultural factors on 
common characteristics of the southern highland Peruvian 
Indian communities. The objective of this analysis Is to 
study the standard of living of the Quechua, hi® politico- 
social organisation, and his beliefs and customs. The anal
ysis of these values will reveal some of the needs, Interests, 
aspirations, mental attitudes and social habits of the Qa@- 
chuasi and some of the cause® that hinder his progress and 
welfare#

A knowledge of these cultural traits seems to be nec
essary for the formulation ©f the goals of rural education. 
Moreover, a knowledge of the Indian culture could be helpful 
in formulating projects of rural education tending to improve 
the conditions of the communities in overcoming the cause® 
which Impede the progress of the Indians, Finally, a knowledge
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of the values of the Quechuas could promote better under- 
standing between the schools and the communities*

fhe second task calls for an exploratory analysis as 
to how the key cultural factors of the Indian communities af
fect the childfs self-development. The self Is the product 
of two forcess heredity and environment* The newborn baby 
is not a tabula rasa as Aristotle thought* Be is equipped 
with potentialities inherited from his parents* These poten
tialities vary according to Individual cases* For instance# 
there are newborn babies who react faster than others to the 
physical stimulus of light, noise, warmth, cold, and bo forth# 

Heredity itself i® not a decisive factor in the for
mation of the self, because self does not depend on innate 
traits, but cm the influence of the cultural values upon the 
life of the individual, and the reaction of the individual to 
the pressures of the environment •

The self-development of the child take® place under 
the influences of the family, peer groups, and all the social 
institutions of the community* The child cannot ©scape the 
influence of the social forces surrounding M m *  He assimi
lates the defects or virtue© of his cultural environment«

T M ©  exploratory analysis of the second task seems to 
be important for three reasonst

1* It will shed some light on the knowledge of the cul
tural gaps of the Quechua® which hinder the healthful 
self-development of the child* Based on this knowl
edge the teacher could formulate projects of education 
tending to eliminate these cultural gap© which are
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negative Influences in the self-development of the 
child*

2 « It will help to create a better understanding of In
dian cultural factors which promote a healthful self- 
development of the child* This understanding could 
enable the teachers to avoid the making of plan© 
which tend to destroy the beliefs and custom© which 
are most important in the healthful self-development 
of the child#

5# It will bring to light some knowledge of the feelings, 
social habits, and mental attitudes of the Indian 
child which could be helpful to rural teachers, be
cause the teachers should know the child in order to 
educate him effectively*
The third task involves a brief analysis of the edu

cation, methods of teaching, and background of the teachers* 
The system of education should be based to a certain 

extent on the cultural values of the coHssunlty, because the 
school Is an integrative segment of the society* One of the 
main objectives of education is to help the child as much as 
possible to develop his potentialities, and to promote peace 
and progress in the society# The successful achievement of 
the objectives of education depends mostly on the methods of 
teaching employed In the schools* The so-called 11 traditional 
methods11 of teaching are unpleasant and painful for the chil
dren, while th© m o d e m  methods of the “active school11 centered 
in the intrinsic motivations of th© children mdk© th© learning 
processes pleasant and attractive# Of course, the kind of
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t@aoM.ng methods depends upon the background of th© teachers# 
The objective of the third task is to see whether the 

Plans and Programs of Peruvian rural education take into ac
count the cultural values of the Indiansi whether the plans 
of education develop th© potentialities of the Queckua child, 
and promote the economic and social progress of th® e o w m i *  
ties# In addition, th© third task tries to Investigate what 
kind of teaching methods are used in th© schools, and what is 
the background of th© rural teachers* A knowledge of th® 
actual educational realities of the rural schools will be one 
of th© important bases for pointing out recommendation© lead
ing to th© improvement of Peruvian rural education* It is 
unrealistic to attempt th® reform of Peruvian rural education 
without knowing first which are its shortcomings and handicaps* 
The final task deals with drawing some conclusions and impli
cations based on the study of th® three tasks mentioned above* 
It also deals with principle® which should orderly an approach 
to th© education of the Indians*

Problem® to Be Investigated 
Problems to be Investigated may be classified in the 

following groupsj
Problems in the Physical Area#
1# What is the nutritional diet of th© southern highland 

Peruvian Indian communities?
2* Boss the nutritional diet of the Indian child affect 

his health and physical growth?
3* Is the nutritional diet of the Indian child adequate?

mailto:t@aoM.ng
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4* What are th© conditions of health most prevalent and 
what diseases are most prevalent among the Indians 
In the Quechns communities?

Problems in the Onltnral Area,
1* What are the social and economic structures of the 

Indian communities?
2 m What are the child training practices of the Queehuas?
3* What are the Influences of these cultural factors on 

the child1© self-development?
Problems In the Affactional Area*
1. What is the nature of affactional relationships he* 

tween th® husband and wife in th® Indian communities?
2 m What is the nature of the affactional relationships 

between the parents and children?
3* What is the nature of relationships among the members 

of the extended families?
4* What is the affeotional relationship between the 

teachers and pupils?
5# What are the Influences of these affeotional rela

tionships In the child* s self-development?
Problems of Program® of Rural Education# Methods of teach
ing, and Background of the teachers*
1* Are the programs of education in the Peruvian rural 

schools based on the cultural patterns of the Indian 
communities?

8# What are the learning processes used in the rural 
schools?

3* What are the main goals of the teachers in rural
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education?
4* What are tha ways In which th© teachers handle the 

children?
5* What Is the background of the rural tea©hers In their 

knowledge of child behavior and development?
Problems of Possible' Iducatlonaj Recocamendatlong .
1* What are the principles which should underlie an ap

proach to the education of the Indians?
2, What are th© possible changes which can be made in th© 

programs of education in the light of the analysis 
made of Indian culture?

3* What are th© possible changes in methods of teaching 
in the Peruvian rural schools?

4* What are th® possible ways of improving the prepara
tion of the rural teachers ?

Indian Communities Selected for Study 
For the purpose of this study th© southern highland 

Indian communities of Guzce have been selected* fhe reason 
for this selection is that there are more materials for in
formation available on the culture of these coirwmlties than 
any other Peruvian Indian communities.

Availability of Information 
fhe materials for the first task, that of analysing 

some outstanding cultural patterns of the southern Indian com
munities, are obtainable from the Library of Congress, Wash
ington , B*G., from the Library of the pan American Union, from 
the Library of the Smithsonian Institution, and from th©
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Institute of Inter-American Affairs, Department of Education, 
Washington, D*C.

Data for the third task have had to he obtained through 
study of the programs of education for th© rural areas of 
Peru, plus th© author * e observations of the teaching prac
tices in Chinchero (Cusco) schools during the workshop ©f 
1051* fhe second task, involving the exploratory analysis 
as to how the cultural patterns of the community influence 
the self-development of the children, and the fourth task 
concerned with educational implications will necessarily be 
based on the materials assembled in the pages of this study*

Organisation of fhla Study 
fhe second chapter provides ah historical background 

of the Inca Civilisation against which the present cultural 
values of the southern Peruvian Indian communities can be 
more clearly seen and understood* Chapters III, IT, and V are 
concerned with the study of the cultural environment of the 
Indian communities * In the final part of each one of these 
chapters there are some considerations regarding the influence 
of the Indian cultural patterns on the personal development 
of the children* Chapter III is concerned with the study of 
the geographical environment of Peru, the Quechua race, th© 
nutritional diet of the Indians, and the most prevalent dis
eases of th© Quechua®« Chapter IT seeks to examine the social 
organisation, customs, beliefs, and conflict® of th© southern 
Indians of Peru# Chapter T deals with the study of affeotional 
relationships among th© members of the extended families, and
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also between the parents and children* Chapter VX is concerned 
with a brief analysis of the rural programs of education, 
teaching practices, and the preparation of teachers* On the 
basis of this analysis Chapter VII contain® some conclusions 
and educational implications regarding programs of education, 
methods of teaching, principles which should underlie an ap
proach to th© education of the Indians, preparation of the 
teachers, and so forth*

Possible Value of this Study 
fhis study is an attempt to analyze the various cul

tural forces affecting th® self-development of Indian children 
which promises to be helpful for rural teachers in better un
derstanding their pupils* It presents certain recommendations 
for rural education which could be valuable for the teachers 
and persons interested In problems of education* This study 
may also be useful in giving to th® teachers some suggestions 
in regard to principles which should underlie an approach to 
th® education of th® Quechums.



CHAPTER II

E&FLOKATIGJf OF M l  CULTURAL FACTORS OF THE IM0A CIVILIZATION
ikHB FALL OF THE IMBIAH EMPIRE

Culture Is an interaction between man and nature# 
Therefore, it Is not possible to study the cultural values 
of a country without knowing s q m thing about Its inhabitants 
and the geographical environment in which the culture takes 
place#

Who were the Incas and where did they come fromf 
There is one explanation for each of these questions# The 
first explanation is based upon legends which were written 
by the Spanish and Peruvian chroniclers during the sixteenth 
century* According to these legends the first Inca called 
"llaneo gapee* cam® with his wife f,Haiaa Cello” from Lake Titl
es ca, and founded the empire in th© valley of Ouzo©* The 
second explanation points out that th® Incas were of th# 
"Qaechua tribe” w M o h  lived In the early p#riod on the banks 
of the Pachachaea river and other tributaries of the Apurimac* 
Nevertheless, no one knows with certainty th# origin of th© 
Incas. Julio 0* Tell©, one of the most qualified archaeolo
gists of Form, thinks that th® origin of th© Peruvian rulers 
can be explained only In terms of hypothetical speculations#
At any rate, it seems possible that the Quechua tribes early 
in the twelfth century defeated the tribes of Huallas and



Sahuaeiras which lived in the valley of Guse©*1 Jult© Tell© 
says, ^Th© origin of th© Inca culture Is not well known* This 
culture probably started its development in the TJrubamba val
ley in very remote epochs.* (Author * s translation.) Th© vic
torious Queehuas founded their empire probably between 1100 
and 1200 &*D* Prom the foundation of the empire until 1550 
th© Ineas remained in the local areas of Ouzo© and the plateau 
of Coll&o* Gollao, or Altlplano, is a treeless region which 
is 12,000 feet above sea level. Around 1500, after a long 
period ©f terrible fighting against well organized confedera
tions, the Ineas dominated a large territory 1,500 miles long 
and SCO broad. According to Knock th© center of this terri
tory is crossed by the chain of the Andes while the coast is 
mostly desert. In this territory of highland and rainless 
coasts, th© Ineas were able to organize a great empire whose 
important achievements have aroused th© admiration of archae
ologists and historians.

The Peruvian and th© Spanish chroniclers believed 
that the Peruvian culture was exclusively Incaie. Among the 
chroniclers perhaps Oarcilaso Inca de la ?©ga was the one 
who emphasized more the belief that the Ineas were the pion
eers and th© only executors of th© Peruvian civilization*®

1Julio 0* Tello, Introducoion a la Higtoria Antigua 
del Peru, Lima, Peru* Xaprenta San fiarti’’,- 1322 , P* "58?.

®0©rcilas© Inc© de la Fega, Royal Commentaries of
the Ineas f translated and edited by’TJlejyant' X. ~~ MarlcH&m,.
London, 1871, p. 47.
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Oaroilaso Inca d© la Vega sayat
It must be understood that In th© first ©pooh 

seise of the Indians were little better than tame 
beasts, and others smsh worse than wild beasts*
These gentiles were as barbarous In the manner of 
building their houses and villages, as in their 
gods and sacrifices* The Ineas civilised them*

Based on th© chroniclers * sources of Information the writers
of the seventeenth, e ighteenth and part of the nineteenth
centuries dldn*t realize the achievements of the pre-Inca
cultures*^ H. Caatonnet Des Fosses says, nwe know almost
nothing about the pre-Inca periods«H (Author1® translation* )
The excavations carried out during the twentieth century and
the more scientific approach to the study of the Peruvian
civilisation have shown the great local cultural achievements
of Ohimu, Mochlca, Itasca, and parses® located in the coastal
region* A* Hyatt Ferril Is one of the writers who has pointed
out th© high development of the pre-Inea culture*4 Ha says:

Ages before the first Inca saw the light of day, 
the countries which th© Ineas afterwards ruled had 
been inhabited by highly cultured and civilised race® 
whose works far excelled those of the Inea civilisa
tion*

In fact, the archaeologists have found many evidences that the 
Inca culture is the result of a long ©volution of thousands 
of years* nevertheless, the Inca civilization has some pecu
liar characteristics which are original and diff©rent from 
the pre-Inoa cultures*

®H* Oastonnet Des Fosse®, Da Civilisation de 1*Anclen
Perou, Paris: Anger®, 1858, p. 7*

4A. Hyatt Verril, Old Olvlllgations of the Hew World, 
1st edition, Brooklfn, 1 * x 7 7 ~ I 5 2 1 T , ~ p * '
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On© chapter is not enough for a detailed study of a 
complex civilisation# Therefore, I will limit my exploratory 
analysis of the Inca Empire to th© outstanding social, eco
nomic, political, religious and aesthetic achievements of its 
civilisation* In addition I will try to explore the possible 
causes of the fall of th© Empire during the Spanish conquest*

Social Organisation 
The social organisation of th© Inca Empire was based 

on the pyramidal cast® system* Th© masses were at th© bot
tom of th© pyramid, and the Inca at th© top* Between these 
extremes were placed the provincial and * royal11 nobilities* 

There was a great difference in status and standard 
of living among these social classes. The Inca was consid
ered as son of the god and had all kinds of privileges. II© 
lived In the palaces, ate and drank from gold dishes and 
vases, wore the finest wool clothes of vicuna, and had a 
supernatural power over th© individuals of the empire* Even 
th® high ranking members of the nobility war© not supposed 
to talk with th© emperor looking at his face. Th® officers 
of th® army and th© priests belonged to the imperial nobil
ity. The curaoas, or nobles of provinces, enjoyed certain 
privileges as secondary ranking officers in the empire bu
reaucracy* Th® pleb®fs fat© was to work In farming and 
mining or to fight as a soldier in th© army of the Inca* Th© 
social status of this people was a matter of birth, liven th© 
more skilled artisans were not accepted in the social ©lit©# 
This lack of social mobility Is pointed out clearly by
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Benedetto Gialcomes® ®Th@ man of the Inca Empire hadn11 the 
possibility of Improving his social position and couldnft 
change his occupation#11 {Authorfs translation*) However, 
Oarcllaso Inca de la Vsga writes that the common people of 
unusual abilities received rewards and could change their 
social status. Charles Wienar points out also that the out
standing common individuals were decorated by the Inca. The 
French author points out also that the quality and rank of 
decorations were according to the Individual achievements*® 
Wienar says, 11. . * a tress of black hair, a particular fash
ion of hair cutting, and having th© ears pierced in a partic
ular fashion.® (Author*s translation*) According to Wienar 
these decorations consisted in some ways of special hair 
cutting* If this statement Is true, probably the social par
venus were very few because the casta system— according to 
the testimonies of many writers— was extremely close and 
rigid. On th© other hand, apparently the Ineas didn#t care 
at all for the education of the common people* Toto Glurato 
In his book, Beru Mllenarlo? p* 162, quoted the statement of 
one of the chroniclers of the Conquest relating to the sub
ject of education* According to this quotation Luca Boca, 
one of the fourteen Inca emperors, said often? nEducation is 
not for the common people who must obey always* Education is

Benedetto Gialcome, Americana, Comuni smo Incaico, 
Genova, Italia; LIbreria Mario lossT, 1§W€~,T"'

$0harles fllenar, Basai sur lea Institutions Bolltlquea,
Beligieuses, leonomlques eFIIoclaTe's’'die Y vlSpIre 3ei Ineas,
laZIzi m ^ a l r  I e I l i i ^ ^ e u v e T ^ I ^ V '' P * TO. ”  .............

^Toto Glurato, Peru Mllenarlo, Lima, Ferui Editorial 
Beos, 1947, p. 162.
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tha patrimony of the leaders•M Th© classical education of 
the Ineas was based on the knowledge of the history of the 
I&nplre— language, religion, rites, statistics, geography*
But primarily th© education was centered in the preparation 
of the young nobles for the ceremony of initiation, or 
Watachlcuy# The initiation consisted of several athletic per* 
formances * At the end of these physical events the Inca put 
In the ears of the young people large gold earrings. This 
final act was in reality the nespaldaras© de eabsller©**1 
After th© Initiation, the young noble recognised officially 
as a gentleman, started putting his ability to the Inca1® 
service* In reality, the young ”caba!leroft had all kinds of 
chances to succeed In the army or priesthood* The young noble 
had many privileges belonging to the position of his social 
class* He wore fine clothing and jewelry and had his hair cut 
In a special fashion. The young Peruvian noble, like the In
dian Brahman* not only must wear a special kind of clothing, 
but must observe in his behavior and life a rigorous ritual 
of protocol*

The common people observed regulations in their clo tir
ing too* In fact, the plebeian was forbidden to wear wool 
clothing and jewelry* Th© clothing of the people was mad© ex
clusively of cotton materials except for the objects like 
hats fohuoua) and certain accessories which were made with
wool materials. But these accessories war© allowed the common 
people just for statistical purposes in order to facilitate
the census and the control of the members of the empire in
which there were many different tribes• In fact, each tribe
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used a particular shape and color of nhat.11 Other tribes 
like the Cbaehapoyas, Oouchueos, and Huasaaehueos knotted their 
hair with tiny red ?/ool cords, while th® G&jamarcas knotted 
their hair with a wool sling.

One of the typical characteristics in the social or
ganization of the Inca Empire was the institution of the 
mltlmaes and the yanacunas. Th© mltime®a were groups of fam
ilies which left their homes in order to live in any place 
fixed by th© Inca, There were two kinds of mitlmaes in th© 
empire. First, th© mitlmae Cruechua families who were sent to 
places of the country in which th© conquered tribes didn*t 
show a great deal of submission to th© Inca* The Qnechua 
ml times lived with these tribes trying to teaoh them th® ways 
of living of th® Ineas without employing any means of imposi
tion. Second, th® n£ Qnocbua mltlmaes were groups of families 
of the tribes which showed an active resistance to th® Inca. 
These mltima©® were placed very far from their home lands in 
places which had a similar climate to that of their own home* 
Apparently, these no Ouech.ua mltlmaes received good farming 
lands, seeds and cattle, and were exonerated from the tribute 
(tax) systems*

The yanacunas occupied th© bottom of the lower class. 
This people, according to th© chronicler Gieza d© Leon, were 
subjugated and worked in th© empire as slrvlentes perpetuos.
However, Garcilaso de la Vega points out that some yanacunas 
of exceptional talent occupied high positions In th® public 
administration. But all testimonies tend to confirm that the 
yanacunaa were occupied only in very subordinate and Inferior
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types of work* Nevertheless, these yan&cun&s formed & group 
of only a couple of thousand which was very limited for a 
large and populous empire* It Is true that the yanaounaa 
were not slaves, but they were not free citizens either*

Another typical characteristic of the Inca social or
ganization was the ayllu* Th© ayllu was composed of a group 
of families living in the same geographical area and believ
ing themselves to be descendants of the same common totem 
{jaguar, snake, frog, and so forth)* A collective symbol, 
the totem appears in the ceremonial utensils, wall decorations, 
in the clothing adornments, in the masks and dance disguises* 
’The ayllu social organization existed probably many thousands 
of years before-the- Ineas* These pre-Ine© ayllus were of ma
triarchal type* During the Inca period the matriarchal ayllus 
were transformed gradually into patriarchal types* The mem
bers of these ayllus had th© same last name, and formed prac
tically on© large extensive family* The ayllus, the nerve and 
muscle of the empire, were placed at th© bottom of the Incalc 
hierarchy* Th© members of the ayllus were the husbandman and 
the artisans* They could not aspire to become ^uipusamayocs 
{statisticians}, engineers, functionaries of th© state, 
amantas (teachers), haravlca (poets of the Imperial Court), or 
high ranking priests of the sun* These occupations were priv
ileges of th© social elite of th© empire* Undoubtedly, there 
was a sharp social division among this elite composed of some 
thousands, and the people composed of millions of Inhabitants* 
So in this very rigid cast© system probably there was ©quality 
only among th© members of th© same social group*
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Agrarian Community
Until the eighteenth century it was believed that the 

Peruvian agrarian comirunity was the original creation of the 
Inoas* More careful studies since the nineteenth century have 
shown that the Peruvian agrarian community was established 
many thousand years before the Inoas. The origin of this 
agrarian community is lost in the darkness of pre-history* 
Whatever date was its origin, it is logical to suppose that 
this agrarian community was the result of & long evolution* 
Apparently, In this pre-Xnca agrarian community there was a 
collective type of soil property which was modified by the 
Inca conquerors. What was the type of agrarian policy In the 
Inca Empire formed by thousands of pre-Inea local agrarian 
communities? This question is on® of the most controversial 
subjects In the study of the Inc® Empire. Some writers point 
out that the Incas had a perfect communist agrarian policy. 
Among the Peruvian writers Jos® Carlos Mariategul has empha
sized greatly this point of viewi® ^The Ineaic coimmnism can 
not be denied because it was developed under the totalitarian 
regime of the Ineas* The Incalo communism was definitely an 
agrarian covsmmism.11 (Author1® translation*) Of course, Mar** 
lategui lived a couple of years In Paris where the economic 
system of the Inoas has many ardent admirers. One of these 
admirers, Monsieur Bouthoux, according to the Italian writer

®Jose Carlos Mariategul, Slete Ensayos de Interpreta
tion de la Healidad Peruana, ©d* Minerva*"'Sagastegiii,"Lima,
    mill uni i i i - . - i  |I n n a il Wi   ■ n. . l ■*■»■ n.i*  — m w  V— * J J  — WPeru, I&SS,p. 3*7.
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01 alcome, wants to make the universal social revolution not
in the name of Stalin or Lenin, but in the name of the Inoas 
of Peru* dial come sars , ’’Bouthoux wants revolution in the 
name of the Inoas, because he thinks that the whole Ine&le 
regime was a prototype of agrarian eomnunism*^ (Author's 
translation*) Other writers, like the Peruvian Jose de la 
Kiva Aguero and the German Hans Horkeimer, think that there 
was not agrarian communism in the Inca i&apire*

In reality, the collective ownership of land in the 
Inca Empire has some peculiar characteristics which are dif
ferent from the communism patterns of th© primitive agrarian 
communities of Europe. In communism, the land belongs com
pletely to .the state. In the primitive d a m a n  and Swiss so
cial groups the member of the eomirmnlties had the right for 
all their live©'to exploit a parcel of land# In the Empire 
of the Inc as the land belonged to the Inca (state)-. Priests 
(church), and communities (people)# In the primitive European 
social groups, the members of th© community having a parcel 
of land dldn#t receive more when they had children* In the 
Peruvian communities Increased parcels of land were received 
in accordance with the sis© of the family, This factor of 
periodical distribution being the outstanding characteristic 
of the collective ownership of the ©oil by the people, let us 
see its organisation*

The Inca distributed to newly married couples a parcel

9Gialcome, op* cit*, p* 55*
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of land called tupu. Garellaso Inca de la Vega points out 
that the tupu was on® and a half fanega (grain measure about 
1,6 bushels)* The French writer Gastonnet Des Fosses writes 
that the fanega was about 58 acres* Frobably the tupu {Indian 
agrarian measure) was a reasonable parcel of land which was 
enough for married life without children. The Indian married 
couple received from the state on© tupu for each newborn baby 
boy, and a half a tupu for a baby girl* In accordance with 
this agrarian policy the parcels of land In the Peruvian fam
ilies increased In direct proportion to the numbers of chil
dren* In the case of the Inca1s or priests* land properties, 
there was not periodical distribution of land because the no
bles were exempt from the rules of the common people. The Inca 
was th© owner of the woods, mines, coca plantations, wild herds, 
and best lands of the territory, and th© priests were owners 
of great areas of good farming land too* Ownership of th® 
soil In the communities being collective, private property 
was limited to a very few things, perhaps to the house, a 
garden plot, clothing, kitchen utensils, and other personal 
objects*

Economic Factors 
Agriculture# Agriculture was the basic activity of 

the Peruvian agrarian communities * All kinds of evidence show 
that th© Peruvian people made outstanding achievements in ag
riculture . This achievement in farming activities was th© 
culmination of constant working through many thousands of 
years* In fact the domestication of plants, such as cotton,
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th® potato, maize, papaya, various beans, quinln, pina, the 
tomato, cacao, mamey, ehirlmoya, peplno, and yuca was made a 
long time before the Incas. Cook, a distinguished botanist 
who was in Bingham1s expedition to Peru, in 1920, found a wild 
ancestor of the potato in the high Andes» This tuberose root 
was cultivated probably by the Ohavln and Tiahuauaoo eivlli- 
nations*10 Hiram Bingha© eayss

They (Cook and assistants} found a small plant 
growing in the high Andes, with a tuberous root about 
the size of a small pea* It proved to be edible and 
from It, In th# course of centuries, they (pr@-Inoas)
finally developed a dosen varieties of what we call 
the *Irish” or white potato*

Genetic research shows also that c o m  was cultivated 
possibly along the southern margin of th© tropical forests of 
Peru, and cotton In the northern region of this country* Th© 
Inoas dldn*t domestioat© new plants, but It Is quite possible 
they Improved the quality and size of some potato varieties*^ 
According to fiend® 11 G. Bennett and Junius B* Bird, *|To new 
plants were domesticated by th© Xncas, but all those known 
previously were still grown•*

During the Inca Bsapire, perhaps beoaus® of the Increase 
in population, the Indian farmers utilized all possible cul
tivable areas of the empire by means of terraces in th© moun
tains and by a method of digging away the shifting sand of th®

^®Biram Bingham, Lost City of th© Inoas, Mew York, 
1948, p* 14*

^Wendell 0* Bennett and Junius B* Bird, Andean Cul
ture History, Hew York, 1949, p* 221*
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sea In the coastal' area. * the height and width of the ter- .. •/ 
races depended on the gradient of the mountain slopes. '’The 
height of most of the terraces was usually eight to fourteen 
feet, and the width six to fifteen feet. The terrace building 
must have been difficult because the Peruvian mountains are 
extremely steep. However, the Inca people were able to util
ise for agriculture most of the mountains of the Peruvian 
sierra*^2 Bingham says, wXn part of th© Andes (Peru), hill
sides containing 100 terraces, one above the other, are not 
uncommon*11 The Peruvian coast is desiccated except in the 
valleys crossed by rivers coming from the west chain of the 
Andes. Except for two major rivers (the Santa and Ohlra in 
th© northern region of Peru), most of them become dry in th© 
summer season. The Inca people overcame this inconvenience 
by employing systems of irrigation and reservoirs* The Inca 
engineers were able to run contours for fifteen to twenty-five 
miles* The traces of this excellent work may be found at th© 
present time in Moehe, two miles from Trujillo, In th© north
ern region of Peru* Traces found also in the mountains of 
Oajamaroa (northern sierra of Peru) show channels excavated 
in the rocks of more than 100 kilometers* Traces of reser
voirs also are found In many places on th© Peruvian coast*
Some archaeologists have found traces of an underground sys
tem of channels* Bonis Baudin cites in his book, L yEtat Im
perialist des Inka, the findings of the archaeologist

12Bingham, op, clt*, p* 13.
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J o y c e . B a u d l n  says, wln SIpa mountain, in front of pacha- 
chaca, underground channels form a system of &omrnmi&mting 
duets#*5 {Author1 ® translation * ) The land being the most 
precious treasure of the Inca because It was the basis of his 
life, h® was extremely careful in the conservation of the soil* 
In fact, th© Inca people built dosens of terraces in the hills 
to avoid erosion. On th© other hand, the Inca people improved 
agricultural production by employing adequately the bird guano 
found in Ohiucha Island, in the southern region of the country* 
According to the opinion of Hans Horkeimer, the agriculture of 
th© Inca Iteplre, by its agrarian policy, th® cultivation of a 
great number of plants, and th© excellent agronomic engineer
ing, was superior to the agriculture of fifteenth century 
Europe•

Cultivation of the. Soil, there were two types of soil 
cultivations first, the land cultivated by the community; 
second, th© land cultivated by the family. Th© Inca1® and th© 
priests1 lands were cultivated by all members of the communi
ties except the ill and the imperial nobility. The workers 
didnH receive any remuneration for their work in the plant
ing and harvesting of the Inca** land. It was & sacred duty 
of th© vassals toward their lords* Each family of the common 
people cultivated by themselves their parcel of land. How
ever, in cases of necessity the family received the help of 
other members of the local community# This reciprocal help

^Louis Baudln, L*Btat Imperialist dea Xnka, Pariss 
Institute d fEtnology, 19§§~,' pJT$57#   ......



in planting , harvest!ng and house building was sailed ^minka" 
in the empire of the Inoas* According to the chroniclers, 
particularly Cobo, there was a pleasant atmosphere in the cul
tivation of th© soil*

There was In the empire a strict regulation in th© 
order of soil cultivation♦ Clarelias© Xnoa de la Vega points 
out that the people started cultivating the priests* soil, 
secondly the cripples* land, then the common people#s soil, 
and finally that of the curacas (provincial nobles) and th© 
Inca * s land* Whatever may have been the order of soil culti
vation, the Indians probably worked many more days on the land 
of their lords than on their own farms*

The farming tools of th© Indians were extremely simple 
and modest compared with the mechanical tools of our day* Th© 
chaquitaclla (plow for the feet), crowbar (ch&mpis), and small 
pickaxes were the Indian*s tools employed in agriculture*
These tools were made with bronze material except th© cbaqul- 
taclla which was of wood, having only a blade of bronze in th© 
point•

Domestic Animals» The Inca people dldn*t succeed very 
much In animal domestication because all their efforts, appar
ently, were eemcentrated on agriculture* However, the Incas
made some- progress in breeding animals* The llama, th© king 
of the domesticated animals, is said to have been bred and 
domesticated from the wild guanaco and vicuna* Some writers 
point out that th© Inoas were able to domesticate the guanaco 
which apparently is the common ancestor of th© alpaca, llama, 
and vicuna* Bit this statement is not supported by evidence*
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Bingham doubts the dome stioatlon of the guanago by th© Inoas 
He says, ?fIt Is doubtful whether they (Inoas) would have been 
so successful In securing and domesticating th© ‘little cam
els * (Iiuanacos) * ** The &Ipaoe, smaller than th© llama, was 
domesticated, and the Inc&s developed; a dozen different vari
eties of guinea pig (guys)» and three varieties of allcus or 
small dogs*

The Inoas kept flocks of wild huanacas and viounas in 
the mountains* Probably the largest centers of these flocks 
were the highlands between Cusco and Arequipa, the plateau of 
Bombon {Junin), and the mountains between Auc&sh and Euanuco, 
because these places, apparently, were the best habitats for 
the Peruvian “camels*11 Even at the present time there are 
flocks of these wild animals in the mountains of jTunin, Arequipa 
and Attcash*

The number of domesticated animals being limited, the 
Inca*© alimentation was primarily vegetarian* The Inoas util
ized the llama*s meat occasionally because the families had 
a limited store of dried strips of llama meat* The llama was 
considered mainly as an animal of transportation and an animal 
for religious sacrifices* The common families had a very lim
ited number of llamas **^ Baudln says, “In the lower class of 
people the head of each family had a pair of llamas•* (Author1® 
translation*) The large flocks of llamas and alpacas were th©

i5£audin, op. cit,, p. 56*
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Inca’s property* However, the Inca distributed periodically 
wool from their flooks to the common people* This wool was 
used in the weaving of clothing* The Xnca people achieved 
great proficiency in weaving* The warp and the art of dyeing 
were excellent* For dyeing the Indians utilised some plants 
of the forest and highlands, and for the weaving primitive 
tools* Much Incaic weaving (both cotton and wool) may be seen 
at the present time in the museums of European and American 
countries, especially in the Anthropological Museum of Magda- 
lena (Lima, Peru), and the Musee de 1*Homme of Paris* the 
great quantity of Incalc coastal weaving which it is possible 
to see now is due to the ancient Peruvian custom of mummify
ing their cadavers and burying them with their finest clothing. 
Because of the dryness of the Peruvian coast this clothing has 
bean kept undestroyed during many centuries*

Metallurgy* The Xnc&ic metallurgists dldn11 know very 
much about inorganic chemistry* However, they may have known 
some basic chemical formula for combining copper and tin* The 
combination of these metals was used by the Incaic metallur
gists* Professor Charles H. Matthewson of Tale University has 
studied particularly the purity of the Incaic bronze and the 
proportions of its composition* According to the findings of 
Professor Matthewson, which are cited by Bingham, the Inca 
bronze is * remarkably** pure.*6 Bingham says:

Inca bronze has been found to be remarkably pure, 
aside from very small quantities of sulphur* The

^Bingham, eg. olt*, p. 25*
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proportion of copper in Inca brons© varies fro® 
sighty-six per cent in some articles to ninety* 
seven per cent in others*

The Inoas need the bronse for utilitarian and ornamental pur*
poses. They made with the brons© such objects as shawl-plns,
tweezers, chisels, knives, axes, champla (crowbars), cud heads,
digging stick points, flab-headed pins, discs, needles, rings,
bracelets, spangles, bells, ©ar spoons, and bronse mirrors*

Planned Economy 
The economic production Is regulated by the natural 

laws of demand and supply in non planned or laisses fair© 
economics* In th© planned economy the production is controlled 
by the state. The Inca Empire had this last type of economy* 
The Inca and his functionaries planned carefully the whole pro* 
auction of the empire. This Incaic policy was possible by 
means of very rigid regulations and the employment of statIs* 
tics. The statisticians kept in the qulpus (system of Indian 
calculation) the birth, death and marriage crates, the number 
of flocks, quantity of stored food, and the incoming and out* 
going products of the tambos or storehouses* By this means 
the Inca knew the population of the empire and of each prow* 
Inc© Including the smallest villages* This knowledge was Im
portant because production depended on the sis© of the popu
lation. Th© planned Incaic economy took into consideration 
the population, land else and land producbibIIIty. The prov
inces with low percentage of land productibillty and great 
population probably received the state1s help, so the people 
could live on the maisa and potatoes of the state. Th© demand
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was calculated, fixing and limiting the human needs# Appar
ently the Indian families had a uniform standard of living 
based on a certain quantity of ohuno (frosen potato), potato, 
and charqul (dried meat)* fhere may have been little super
fluity in the production of the common people* It seems 
likely that each family cultivated only that which was strictly 
necessary for living# Concerning the offer of ^work1* for the 
big landholder or Ineafs state, It was not a matter of free 
will* All the Indians of th® community were obligated to work 
the land of their Emperor • fhls was something like a system 
of tax-payment#3*̂  Ee gins Id Bnoak says, **©he taxes (in th® 
Empire of the Inoas) were paid in labour and produce and not 
In money**1 fhe ©ommunal work was regulated* It must be done 
In certain periods of the year and according to the nature of 
the work, age, sax and physical complexion of th® Indians* If 
th® Inca had kept all this communal production for his personal 
and family enjoyment, it would have been th® most tremendous 
human exploitation in pre-Bispanie epoch* But the Inca em
ployed this production for keeping th© equilibrium of supply 
and demand* ^he storehouses or reserves were employed to 
help the provinces In which the crops were deficient or lost 
completely because of extreme dryness or rainfall*

In the planned economy of th® Incas the coroerce had 
very typical characteristics. Borne chroniclers like Garcllaso 
Inca d® la Vega point out that there were local commercial

^Reginald Bcoek, fhm Land Laws and Socialism of th® 
Inoas of Peru* (Address. ) London, *
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trades in which barter systems or exchange of goods were em
ployed* Individual production being limited* it is probable 
that these local trades were extremely limited* Louis Baudin 
points out that there was a regional commercial trad© between 
the highlands* coast and forest.**^ According to B&udin, nk 
traffic in merchandise was established between th© coast, 
mountain and jungle* {Author1® translation. ) Thera seems 
to be doubt as to th© existence of this commerei&l trade 
among individuals* because they had a limited amount of pro
duction, and because the individuals, under the strict regula
tions, eouldnft move from on© province to the other. It is 
true that there was a circulation of products among th© three 
regions of the country, as proved in the findings of the archae
ological excavations* Bit this circulation of goods would 
have been completely under the state1® operation and control*
The Inca Empire had a detailed regulation for the production, 
distribution, consumption and circulation of goods* This 
system of planned economy was not adequate for individual 
competition, therefore all the economic activities were 
standardised under strict rules* In this economic system even 
alimentation was controlled. Guaman Foma de Ayala In his 
original book, ffueya Qronioa y  Buen Gobierno, points out cer
tain regulations of alimentation (consumption of products).^®

*®Baudin, op. cit*, p* 165.
^Felipe Guaman Foma de Ayala, Mueva Cronlea y Buen 

Gobierno, Lisbon, 1560, p* 08*
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wBoys and girls tinder thirty,11 he says, -V** aQ^ supposed 
to eat grease, honey, vinegar, or chili,n (Author*s transla
tion* )

Probably the frugality of the Indian people of the 
Empire was the consequence of a great number of restrictions 
and regulations in production.

Political Organization 
fhe government of the Inoas was extremely centralised# 

fhe Inca with the cooperation of a limited personnel planned 
the policy of the Empire* Ihe representatives of the Inca in 
the provinces followed his instructions blindly* Oussee, the 
capital of the Hsipire, was also the political and religious 
city of the empire*

Some writers, like the Peruvian, Jose de la HIva 
Aguero, point out that the Inca alone, without the cooperation 
of anyone, ruled the country. But the majority of the testi
monies of th© chroniclers point out that the Inca, before 
taking any political or military steps, discussed the polit
ical or military projects with his Council which was composed 
of a limited group of the more capable men of the Imperial 
nobility* Other chroniclers, like Fidel hopes, point out that 
th© Inca1s power was limited and controlled by his Supreme 
Gounoil, comparable to th© Senate* Bach of these statements 
seems exaggerated* In the first place, probably the Inca was 
not able to rule the country by himself because the great 
extension of territory and large population of the Empire pre
sented many problems the solution of tadiich required the
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assistance and cooperation of many Individuals. In the sec
ond place, It seems dubious that the Inca discussed th© prob
lems of state with his Council as the autocratic authority of 
the Inca probably did not dispose him to discuss such problems 
with his vassals, or permit them to participate in making de
cisions. Ho doubt the Inca held meetings with his Council to 
be acquainted with the general situation of the empire before 
taking any decisive steps. Finally, it seems rather dubious 
that the power of the Inca was limited and controlled by his 
Council because most historical testimonies coineid© In th© 
viewpoint that the Inca was an absolute ruler.

For th© political administration the Inca Empire was 
divided into four regions# (Tahuantinsuyot tahua a four, su- 
yo m region*) At th© head of each of these regions or suyus 
was a high ranking representative of th© Inca called suyuyuj. 
Th© suyuyuj. or vice-king, lived in the capital of the region 
in which he was th® Xnca*s representative. The suyuyuj held 
the status of imperial nobility and was In th© complete con
fidence of his ruler. The suyuyuj had four functionaries or 
tukuyrlkuj under his control* The tukuyrikuj (tukuy m all, 
rikuj * to sees th© man who observes everything) traveled 
constantly in his region to observe, control, and facilitate 
th® realization of the Empire*s policies* Th© suyuyuj was 
apprised of what was going on in his region through the re
ports of his tukuyrikujs * The hunu-oamayoj (hunu - 10,000, 
oamayoj • officials official for 10,000 families) were under 
the authority of th© tukuyrikujs« Th© hunu-camayoJ reported 
to their chief on affairs transpiring in the areas under their
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jurisdiction* Under the hunu-eamayo Js were the p&oh&e-eam- 
ayoc (pachac s 100, camayoc a officials s man who rales over 
100 families}, and under these functionaries were the ehunca- 
camayoj (chunca * 10, a man who rules over 10 families), the 
officers at the bottom of the political pyramid structure of 
the Bnpir© of the Inoas. This political pyramid, based on 
the decimal system, promoted a terrific bureaucracy which 
followed without any objection the policy formulated by the 
Inca. the policy of the Inca tended primarily to keep unity 
and order in the Empire* Probably, in order to attain this 
objective, the Inca formulated, as an instrument for political 
unification, the sun*® adoration* 411 the peoples of the Em
pire must have community of interests in the adoration of the 
sun, and In the veneration of the Inca who was himself consid
ered as a person of solar descent* On the other hand, the 
political strategy of the Xneas was based on his respect for 
the local institutions and folkways of the communities of his 
Empire. Apparently, the Inca policy was Interested substan
tially in the unification of the ^p l r ®  under th® name of the 
Inca-dlvinity and hi® father-sun. The local custom® and the 
local gods remained when they were not in contradiction to the 
general policy of the Inspire# Besides respect for the local 
customs, for political reasons the Inoas dldnft want to antag
onise, persecute or dominate the curaoaa, ancient lords of 
regions conquered by the Imperial forces* The curacas gener
ally had some minor authority and received honors and decora
tions of the Inca* The sons of the curacas of the Empire were 
concentrated in Gha.seo because the Inca® wanted to teach them
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th© basic principles of the empire civilisation* Probably 
the Inoas thought that education was better than force to 
change the mental attitudes and beliefs of the people. Edu
cated in the culture and customs of the Incas, the curacas* 
sons could be instruments in the culture of their provinces 
under th© Inca1® philosophy of life* In addition, probably 
the young provincial nobles were kept In Cuzco as hostages 
in order to avoid the possible insurrection of their fathers*

In spite of a religious approach, it seems possible 
that the Incas employed th© language as a means of unifying 
the Empire• Quooftua language (Inca language) teachers were 
sent all over the empire and C|u©ehua was established as the 
Imperial language* Before the Inca1s domination there were 
in the Peruvian territory many languages, as moohicas (Lam- 
bay eque ), bnanueua (Kuanuoo, central region of Beru), cajan- 
uexas (northern region of th© sierra), huancas (JTunin, central 
region of the sierra)* Between 1498 and 1530 the Quechua 
language was spoken is all the Bsplr© except In the Altiplano 
(Peru) where Aymara was spoken. On# national language, one 
supreme divinity, and one supreme emperor for the tahuantin- 
suyo were th© main elements which unified many different 
tribes under the direct control of the Inca state* This state 
was an absolute monarchy* The emperor and all the top ranking 
officer© of the government were of th© noble family of Quechuas* 
The monarchy was hereditary* At th© death of the Inca th© 
practice of primogeniture was followed with the oldest legit
imate son acceding to the throne* Since th© Inca had many 
wives and many children,' it was the oldest son born of his
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marriage with his sister who was considered as his legitimate 
successor. Incidentally, marriage between the Inca and his 
sister took place to maintain, as they felt, the purity of the 
family strain.

According to all the historical testimonies the suc
cession to the throne never originated any dispute or bloody 
conflict except th© civil war between Huascas and Atahualpa 
just before the arrival of the Spaniards in Perm. Succession 
carried out without any kind of difficulty assured a permanent 
stability in the government, fhls political stability allowed 
the Inca to concentrate all his efforts on the administration 
of the implr®. The policy of this administration, by means of 
rigid control and numberless regulations, promoted a kind of 
passivity and lack of Initiative in the behavior of the Indi
an®. The people of the Empire were unable to execute a per
sonal project. Everybody was limited to following traditional 
rules and imperial instruction®• In fact, apparently, the 
whole policy of the empire tended to promote a kind of mental 
status-quo in the people, and minimised the processes of change 
by means of a strong authoritarianism* However, some Peruvian 
writers like Jose Uriel Garcia and Euis E. Talc®reel point out 
that there wa® democracy in the Empire of the Inca®, because 
there was justice for the people. It Is difficult to under
stand how democracy could be possible in an empire In which 
all was planned and controlled by an elite who had a supernat
ural power over the common people. It is difficult to under
stand how democracy could be possible In a country where 
freedom was unknown.
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Other writers believe that the Inea Bsipir© was based 
on a true form of communism* Communism, according to Marx1 s
doetrine, is a political system in which there are no social
classes• On the other hand, Marx points out that communism 
is possible only in a country which has strong proletarian 
masses* Th® Inca Empire had a rigid cast© system, and from 
the economic point of view was definitely an empire which had 
not attained the industrial form of economy and therefore did 
not have a proletariat. Consequently, there was not eormminiaff 
in th© Inca Empire! rather, the Inea Empire was an absolute 
monarchy In which the state had certain characteristics of 
socialism* This statement seems paradoxical* But there Is 
not in modern political terminology a term which expresses 
adequately the political system of the Inoas*

The state is successful in its policy when it is able
to promote means of economic security, peace, and social order 
in th© country• In this sense, th© state of the Incas was 
successful because the empire promoted economic security, 
peace, and social order* But this political success was at
tained under th© authoritarian philosophy of th© state • Is 
it enough for the state to promote only economic security? 
Individuals can be unhappy in th© authoritarian system of gov
ernment even when they do not suffer hunger. Valcarcel points 
out that the Indians were happy under the Inca Empire because 
they had economic security and many colorful fiestas. It is 
very difficult to know if all th® popular fiestas are sources 
of happiness. It is quite possible that the Indians were in
terested in the fiestas as a collective ©soap® from such a
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monotonous life and the terrific regulations of the Empire• 
Perhaps the fiestas were th© only source of free spiritual 
expression* At any rate# th© state of the Incas was on© of 
the best political organisations of pre-HIspanic Peru* The 
Inca rulers have shown their political cleverness in promot
ing a successful administration and exercising a wise diplom
acy with their enemies.

judicial Organization
In m o d e m  states the laws are formulated by the legis

lative power* The laws of the Inca Empire were formulated by 
the Inca himself without any popular participation* The in
caic laws were considered divine because th© legislator was 
the son of the god. The divine law was Inviolable and inalter
able and th© Incaic legislation pointed out that th© laws were 
equal for th© Inca and for th© people. These general juridic 
principles were something like a constitution which was the 
fundamental basis for the civil, penal, and administrative 
codes, etc*

Civil Oode* Th© civil cod© prescribed the nature of 
Interrelationship between th© members of th© family, between 
the families and their local communities, and between th© 
local communities and th© Empire. Marriage at th© age of 
twenty-five years was compulsory* There was no free choice in 
marriage. The Inca and his functionaries in the provinces 
chose the partners of the marriage• The individuals who were 
chosen to become married had to accept th© Inca*s choice* Th© 
husband and wife interrelationship was based on loyalty, good
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understanding and reciprocal assistance* Adultery and polyg
amy were forbidden among the common people* fhe children must 
respect, obey, and help their parents, particularly when they 
became old. fhe parents must take care of their young chil
dren and teach them to cultivate the soil and make clothing 
for themselves* Concerning the local communities, there were 
such laws as friendship and mutual assistance among all mem
bers ©f the comunity, and the obligation to do everything for 
the welfare of the community* fhe laws regarding the inter
relationship between the communities and the Bcpire were as 
followss (a) unconditional respect for the Supreme Ruler*s 
authority, (b) adoration of the maximum national divinity,
(c) the use of the Quechua language, (d) the punctual payment 
of taxes*

Working Code, fhe working code regulated th® work in 
the mines, coca plantations, local communities1 duties and 
public service® in th® building of churches, palace®, fort
resses, and in th© construction of roads, canals, irrigation, 
bridges, and so forth* fhe workers were fed by the state, and 
they did not receive any salary for their work• fhe land of 
the Empire was cultivated by the members of th© local commun
ities* Mining work must be performed by the Indians of the 
mountains because they were supposed to b© familiar with life 
at high altitude® in which the metals were found* fhe coca 
plantation worker® were chosen among the inhabitants of the 
valleys with hot climate, fh© Indians called to the local 
communities and public imperial works must come punctually 
to the place, and at the time fixed by the functionaries of
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the administration*
Military Code* fhe supreme chief of the army was the 

Inca who planned and directed all the military campaigns* 
Military service was compulsory for all individuals of the 
Empire from twenty-five to fifty years old* fhe state sup
plied weapons and food to the soldiers * fhe land of the sol
diers in active duty was cultivated by the individuals of 
their local communities, fhe state took car© of th© families 
of the soldiers dead or crippled in the military campaigns*
The army discipline was extremely severe. The soldiers had 
to respect, ©bey and follow blindly the instructions of their 

* officers. Deserters received the death sentence without any 
trial. On the other hand, the soldiers must respect the 
properties of the enemies. The confiscation of enemy property 
was an exclusive business of the state*

Penal Code. The punishments in th© Inca B&plr© were 
death, flagellation, prison, and exile. Criminals and indiv
iduals who blasphemed against the Inca or sun were killed*
The curacas who punished the Indians under their authority, 
the killer of a wife or husband, individuals who set fire to 
the houses, and those udio executed abortions, were also pun
ished with th© death sentence. The lazy were punished, with 
flagellation, and the liars with cruel torments. Th© mere
tricious were isolated from th© community, and thieves, after 
bringing back the stolen objects, were exiled to th© forest# 
The functionaries of th© administration who neglected their 
duties were dismissed or jailed in prison.

Th© supreme judicial authority was the Inca and the
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members of the nobility* fhe judges wore supposed to be 
honest and just* Corrupt judges were killed* the penal pro
cedure was summary* 'fhe trials for slight or grave trans
gressions of the law were finished in five days* There was
no appeal to the judges1 -sentences*

Moral Code* The moral code of the Inca aspire was 
based on principles which tended to foster good habits such 
as to tell th© truth, and not to be a liar or thief, or lazy. 
Tito diurato points out some moral aphorisms of Pachacut©c 
Inca which may be an example of the moral beliefs of the 
Indian1© rulers*so diurat© says, ^Covetousness is harmful*
The wise man is known by his patience in oases of adversity*n 
{Author’s translation*} It seems possible that the Inca peo
ple had good moral qualities* However, it seems that the 
Indians* moral behavior was under th® pressure of a terrific 
regulation! therefore, individuals did not have the possi
bility of acting freely* It seems possible that the Indian® 
didn’t lie because of fear of heavy punishments* On the other 
hand, in th© Inca Empire there was not a clear distinction 
between morals and law* In fact, the law in most cases was 
based entirely on moral reasoning without taking into consid
eration individual and social factors of the laws transgressed* 
However, the Incaic law had some superior accomplishment® re
garding work legislation, the civil code, and social security*

P(\^Tito Oiurato, Peru Mllenarlo, Lima, perus Editor
ial Boos, 194*r* p. 182.
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If there was mot consideration for the superior attributes of 
human personality, at least there was consideration for the 
orphans, old people, and cripples who were under the protec
tion and assistance of the state* If there was not propor
tion between the delicts and the punishments, at least there 
was not corruption in the administration of justice* Accord
ing to- d&rollaso, the Inca and th© members of the nobility 
were never punished or criticised by the people,2* Oarcilaso 
says, "It doe® not appear that any Ink© of the blood royal 
has ever been punished, at least publicly, and the Indians 
deny that such a thing has ever taken place*" This means 
that the Inca© never transgressed the laws which were made by 
themselves* Of course, the oppressed Indians were not able 
to criticise and punish their rulers* This was out of th® 
question* The fact is that the Incas apparently had good 
moral principles, and that they observed and respected the 
laws of the Bnplro In order to ©how a good example of behavior 
to th® common people*

Religion and Philosophy of the Xnoaa 
The Incas were polytheist©* They venerated th® sun, 

moon, stars, and lightning* There was a hierarchy among th© 
gods* In fact, the sun was the feruvl&n "yupiter," and was 
venerated as national god In the Kmplre* It has been said 
that th© Inoas didn*t arrive at the notion of a spiritual god* 
However, there are facts which are contradictory to this

^*0arcllaso, on, clt*, p* 154,
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assertion. 4s a matter of fact, the Inoas venerated th© 
Faohaoamac (the creator of the world}* This god was supposed 
to be the true creator of the earth, heaven and living beings* 
Pachacamac was supposed to foe the father of everything includ
ing the sun* Apparently, the cult of Fachacamac was not 
spread in the Empire. In fact, this god had only one church 
in the sacred city of F&ohacamac (southern coastal region of 
Peru) which was, according to the chroniclers, th® biggest 
pilgrimage center of the empire. The Indians were fervent 
believers of their gods which they honored with many fiestas* 
In these popular fiestas the Indians sacrificed llamas in 
honor of their gods. Some writers, like H* Cunow, point out

opthat there was human sacrifice to the gods* Cunow states:
The victims were chosen among th© children eight 

or ten years old# The priests strangled th® victims 
In the presence of the people, and offered to the 
gods the hearts of the children. (Author1s translation.)

Homan sacrifice In the Inca religion is a controversial sub
ject among th® writers who have studied this point* 4t any 
rate, if there was human sacrifice in the Inca Empire, it 
must have been limited to a very few cases*

In spite of the veneration of the gods, the Indians 
venerated, as In th© Ancient Egyptian Baplre, th© dead of

2g „their rulers and families• Fossa de Ayala says, "During th©

22H* Gunow, Sisterna de Farentesco Feruano y las Comun-
1 dados Gentlliciaa de 1 os inoag~,GratisMaria/ wbitscheck, "
Faris, 1029, p* 35#

g^Poma de Ayala, op* pit *, p. 257*
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month of It ov ember, the Indians take th© mummies out of their 
tombs with th© purpose of venerating them*n (Authorfs trans
lation. }

The Indians believed in the immortality of the dead#
In fact, the Indians put food in the tombs because the dead 
wer© supposed to eat like living individuals* There are not 
facts to prove that the Indians believed in a heaven or hell* 
However, the Indians believed in a bad spirit called supay 
(devil) which wa® supposed to live in th© darkest place of 
the world* Ulie Indian arym&n® wer© sources of temptation, 
sickness and cruel adversities* Periodically, there were 
rituals for compelling the suff&y to go far away from the com
munities.

What was the philosophical conception of the Indians 
regarding the world and the divinity? Based on logical induc
tion and historical testimonies It is possible to point out 
the beliefs of the Indians regarding the world and their god* 
fhe physical world of the Greeks was composed of four elements2 
earth, water, fire and wind# fhe physical world of th© Indi
ans had all these elements except the wind, fhe Indians had 
a deep veneration for the elements of earth and water because 
there wer© such common expression® as Mama 000ha, Mama Pacha# 
(mother lake, mother earth)* The Indian1 s world was formed 
by th© region of light, or hanan Pacha (heaven), th© region 
where humans live or emm Pacha (half), and the tfkju or under
ground region, where live the dead and germs• So the Indian1s 
world had three dimensions* high, half and underground. Th© 
gods, sources of welfare and happiness, live in the heaven•
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1»h@ zenith was called hanan, and the nadir Ur in* The world 
in which man lives had toar directions! anti (east), kontt, 
(west), kolla (south), tad ohlnchay (north)* The faehaoamae 
god, the true creator of the world, was supposed to he 
located not in the world; therefore, it can he said that the 
Indiana were transcendentalists« Apparently, this philosoph
ical conception was not popular because there was not popular 
education in the Empire of the Incas. The amantag (noble 
teachers) and the Incas were concerned with some philosoph
ical problems, the common people were rather animists, and 
venerated the sun with fervor* It seems possible that the 
Incas had deep doubts about the divinity of the sun, and ap
parently the rulers appeared to the masses as sons of the sun 
only for political reasons* Regarding this question, J. J • 
Tschudi w r i t e s i s  doubtful that the Incas could believe 
themselves to be descendants of the sun* fhey were too clever 
to believe in such fables»M (Author*s translation.)

remarkable achievement in aesthetic as well as in the solid 
quality of the buildings* After many centuries, at the 
present time it is possible to see Inoalc ruins of military, 
religious and eivil architecture in a perfect state of con
servation* In the strong earthquake of 1950 the majority of

^^__^tpfthelnuas
Architecture * The Incas1 architecture reached a

**3. 3m ^schudi, Qontrlbuciones a la Historla. 
Civilization y Llngulstlea 'del ^eru Ah t l g u o f o m o  t* Lima 
Feru'i Libre ria°" San TiftrM ' y p * «
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the m o d e m  buildings of Onmoo wen® destroyed, but the Incato 
walls of the Jacsayhuam fortress and the modern houses built 
above the Inc&ic foundation blocks dldnlt suffer damage at 
all* The solidity of the Inca architecture was based on the 
strength of the materials, and on the architectural skill in 
the wall construction. The stone blocks are generally rect
angular* The weight of these single blocks in some places, 
like Saksaybnaman, is around twenty or thirty tons* The 
lower tiers of a wall are made of larger blocks than the up
per, and the junctures of the blocks are as perfect as modern 
junctures of marble blocks* The similarity of the Xno&ie 
walls and the Egyptian style has been remarked by Bingham.

The walls of temples and palaces (Incslc} are 
not perpendicular but slope slightly inward* They 
are of so-called Egyptian style, being narrower 
at the top than at the bottom*

The roofs of the monumental palaces or churches were cowered 
with thatch made of grass or bushes because the Incas di&n1t 
know the use of tiles or shingles* According to Bennett, 
the Inca architects planned the buildings by making clay mod
els * These architects had aesthetic aptitudes because the 
Inoaie buildings hay® simple geometrical forms and proportions 
The buildings do not haye arches or vaults, and lack ornament
ation. But the Interior walls of the palaces and churches 
were decorated with numerous silver and gold plates* Appar
ently, the Indian architects were concerned only with the 
construction of royal palaces and public buildings, because

OKBingham, op. cit*, p. 5*
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the houses of the coromon people were of very Inferior qual
ity of Masonry*

Pottery# The archaeologist® have found in their ex
cavations numbers of pre-Inca and Incaic vases which are 
placed in the main Museums of the world. The Incaic ceramic 
is polished and polychrome painted with orange, yellow, red, 
black and white. The designs on the vases are geometrical 
and more or less standardized* the arybal is the most typi
cal Incaic vase# This vase has & conical pointed base, 
vertical flat sides and tall collar# Mostly the Inca ceram
ists made animal and vegetable decorations on the wooden 
v a s e s A c c o r d i n g  to H. Trlmborn, ^fhe vases of wood had 
decorations of animals and plants.** (Author1 m translation# ) 
Probably the decorations in the painting on these wooden 
vases were rudimentary because of lack of knowledge of relief 
and perspective#

For a long time, much has been said of the great 
achievement of the Incaic ceramics* However, this achievement 
was very Inferior to the Hazca and, primarily, Chimu ceramics# 
The Incaic vases have excellent geometrical forms, but do not 
have the beautiful decorations of the coastal vases# The 
Ghlmu ceramists were artists who made human portraits of clay 
and painted their vases with a variety of scenes which show 
artistic graolousness and rich inspiration. By contrast, the 
Incaic vases seem made in mass production because there is 
almost uniformity in their execution and form. Probably the

g% *  Trimborn, Arte Inca, Madrid, 1938, p. 24.
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Incas absorbed In projects of conquest and politico-social 
organisations neglected artistic production somewhat* How
ever, this does not mean that the Incas were inferior in art* 
4s a matter of fact, they were excellent, achieving a monu
mental type of architecture, gracious stone sculpture (de
stroyed by the Spaniards), wonderful jewelry and weaving, and 
original literature production*

Literature and Music* The Incas didn*t know writing, 
therefore there are not written hooks of prose and poetry by 
the Indian haravies (poets) of the Empire* However, there 
are a few writers who point out that the Incas knew some kind 
of alphabet* For instance, Rafael Larco Hoyle has found in 
his excavations some lima beans which have in their surfaces 
geometrical Incisions such as points, combinations of points, 
lines, angles, and so forth* Based on this finding Larco 
points out that the Incas knew a particular type of writing* 
The theory of Hoyle regarding the Incaic writing has not any 
scientific support* In the opinion of those who are most 
competent to judge, there was not any type of writing in the 
Empire of the Incas* In fact, there are no historical testi
monies supporting Larco*s assumption, nor was any kind of 
writing found In the Ine&ic tombs•

The Incas* literature is known only through the writ
ings of chroniclers, primarily dareHas© Inca de la Vega, and 
through the survival of some tales in the present Indian com
munities* The Indians cultivated prose and poetry* Frose 
was confined to the tales, apologues, and maxima* The poetry 
was epic and lyric* In the great epic poetry, the subjects
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of the poets* inspirations were such things as memories of 
the important political events, legends, traditions, and cos
mogonic ideas* The minor epics were primarily the local 
traditions, and hunting songs* The subjects of the lyric 
poetry were elegy, love, pastoral and agricultural songs* 
Oarcilaso Inca de la Vega pointed out that the Incas knew 
comedies and tragedies* At the present time there is in ex
istence part of a play which Is supposed to b® Incaic* This 
play, which I© called ** Ollanta?T has three acts. The leading 
actors of the play are the general Ollanta and the princess 
Ousi Coyllor, daughter of the Inca* The main argument of the 
play is a love story* The great warrior Ollanta who has won 
many battles for the glory of his Inca falls in love with the 
charming princess Ousi Ooyllor (ft¥enusf}) who loves the famous 
soldier passionately# The father, learning of the love of 
his daughter for © warrior without Inca blood, becomes very 
angry• Ollanta escapes to the n01lantsytambo fortressn where 
he revolts against his Bsiperor. In the meantime the princess 
has been jailed and kept In a dark room without food and water* 
One imperial officer, with a clever strategy, defeats Ollanta, 
who is brought a prisoner to the Inca*s presence* Everybody—  
in the imperial court— waits the death of Ollanta* But the 
Inoa forgives the rebel general who immediately marries the 
princess* So the whole tragedy has a happy end. The authen
ticity of this play Is a controversial thing. Some writers 
think that the play has been created by some Spanish priest.
At any rate, it is quite possible that the play was written 
by a Spanish priest, based on the Indian tradition. Probably
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this tradition has been distorted In some aspects fey the 
play’s writer. It is very dubious that Oust doyllor was the 
Inca’® daughter because the rigid system of easts couldn’t 
allow a ?1 common soldier” who was not supposed to be a gen
eral, to aspire to marriage with ah Imperial princess* Prob
ably, the general Ollanta was a provincial noble who fell In 
love with some noble girl of Cuaco, Anyway, the Ollanta play 
is excellent in form and fond, and is on© of the best examples 
©f the Inca poets1 achievements In literature* These poets 
or haravtca were like the Jugglers of the European Middle Age* 
The haravles declaimed their compositions in the imperial 
court in solemn occasions* These compositions probably had 
many metaphors because the surviving Incaic tales are very 
rich in metaphoric ways of expression* The employment of 
metaphors was facilitated by a language (Quechua} rich in 
vocabulary* Possibly, in a world where everything was regu
lated, the dances and literary productions were the only 
sources in which the vassals could act as free individuals.

Music. Tii© Zncalo people didn’t know harmony in mus
ical composition. The music was pentatonic, and very simple. 
The musical instruments were many kinds of flutes, Jingles, 
and drums, It is said that the Incaic music was extremely 
sad. This statement is based mostly cm speculation without 
scientific support. Whatever may have been the predominant 
tendency of the Incas* music, the Indians were very fond of 
the music which was a popular art spread all ever the Em
pire.

Based on th© exploratory analysis already don© of
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In some respects, & high achievement* Starting in the valley 
of* Cusco the Incas finished by controlling the biggest pre- 
Eispanic empire of America* Bat this was not only a matter 
of control of many tribes or a confederation of tribes* Be
yond a simple political and military domination, the Inca 
laapir© was, in the author*s point of view, the historical 
synthesis of a long evolution of many thousands of years, 
probably, this historical synthesis was reached around 1500 
A.D. under the government of Hu&yua C&pac. In this histori
cal synthesis some qualities of the pre-Incas (artistic ere- 
ativeness) disappeared, but there arose some superior 
achievements such as the ©conoulc organisation and political 
wisdom* The Incas were good politicians as well as excel
lent diplomats • In fact the Incas employed the army only 
when they had not any possibility of arriving at an agreement 
with the enemy by means of persuasion and some diplomatic 
pressure• ̂ l*he Incas* culture is surprising by its paradoxi
cal characteristics* For instance, the Incas didn’t know the 
zero, and yet they were able to calculate the resistance of 
materials in the construction of buildings, and to construct 
excellent roads, canals for irrigation, and so forth. The 
Incas had a rudimentary medicine, but they were able to 
trepanste the skull. 1*he Incas didn’t know the wheel, but
they were able to make ceramics of excellent form and pro
portions*

fixe Achilles heel of this great civilisation was the 
regimentation of individuals under the powerful control of
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the state* In this authoritarian state the individuals seemed 
like living tools performing always something under the super** 
vision of the functionaries. At any rate, each civilization 
has its defects* The Incas1 civilization had the defect of 
annihilating the human personality in exchange for social 
order and economic security*

Peru in the Time of 0onquest, and the Fall of

The imperialistic period of the Incas started probably 
around 1400 and finished around 1500* Huayna Qapae was the 
last emperor who fought for territorial expansion* This em
peror completely defeated the Soirls (Ecuador), and extended 
his empire to Fasto (Colombia) in the northern region of 
Peru* Huayna Oapac, after the Soiris* defeat, fixed his per
manent residence in Quito, capital of the Sciris1 kingdom. 
After Quito the Inca planned a policy of road construction 
and general welfare for the whole empire • The Inca Empire 
reached its peak of achievement during the Huayna C&p&cfs 
administration. After this period came the decline of the 
empire. This decline began practically with the political 
testament of Huayna Oapac. This Inca, In his death bed, di
vided the Empire between his sons Huascar and Atahualpa. 
Huascar, the true heir of the whole empire according to the 
Imperial tradition, was to rule in what Is now the Peruvians* 
territory. Atahualpa, the bastard son of the emperor, was 
to rule what is known as the territory of Ecuador. For the 
first time, after four hundred years, the Inca Empire had 
two rulers*
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Kuayna Oapac died probably around 1525* From this 
date, on which the empire was divided between Huascar and 
Atahualpa, until 1530 there was peace between those emperors* 
However, a lasting peace was not possible between the bro
thers because they had, according to the chroniclers of the 
conquest, territorial and dynastic ambitions. Those ambi
tions led to a civil war between the brothers. For the first 
time in the history of the Inca Empire the common people saw, 
astonished, a cruel war between Incas. The troop© of Euasear 
and Atahualpa fought bravely in many battles, but the last 
battle? in the plains .of Cytipaypan, near Ouzeo, decided the 
complete victory of Atahualpa over Huascar* Huascar was taken 
prisoner, and the general Q.ulzquis at the head of the victor
ious troops, in the spring of J532, according to Cleza d®
Leon, occupied Cuzco in the name of Atahualpa. Atahualpa re
mained in Cajsmarca during the victorious advance of his 
troops toward the imperial capital. He was crowned emperor 
of the whole empire in the city of Cajamarca a few days after 
the occupation of Cuzco by his troops. According to Oarci- 
laso Inca de la Vega, while Atahualpa celebrated his corona
tion with great fiestas, his general 0,ulzquis cruelly killed 
all the Indian nobility of Cuzco*

In these circumstances, the Spanish troops arrived at 
Tumbes (Peru) in April, 1552. The small Spanish army was 
under the command of Francisco Pissarro* The Spanish, captain 
dldn*t find any resistance from the Indians on hi© arrival. 
From Tumbes the Spaniards advanced to the southern region of 
the Peruvian coast as far as the valley of Plura, which 1#
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approximately 150 miles from Tumbes• In the valley of JPIura, 
Francisco Pizarro founded the first Spanish city in Peru, 
under the name of San Miguel de Flura. From this place Fran- 
cisco Plz&rro, on September 24, 1532, marched toward Oajamaroa 
where was the Inca Atahualpa* During the march the Spaniards 
found a warm hospitality among the Indians of the small vil
lages between Piura and Qajamarca. The Inca Atahualpa knew 
that the white people were coming toward Oajsmarea.* However, 
the emperor didn*t do anything to offer resistance to the 
Spaniards in the narrow passages of the mountains. On the 
contrary, Atahualpa sent many gifts to Pizarro, and ordered 
his vassals to give the foreigners all kinds of facilities#

On November 15, 1532, Pizarro entered the city of 
Cajamarca* Atahualpa was in his quarters very near this city* 
Pizarro sent two officers, Hernando Piz&rro and Hernando do 
Soto, with thirty-five Cavaliers to the Inca1s encampment•
The Spanish ambassadors Invited Atahualpa to come to the city 
to be the guest of the captain, Francisco FIzarro. The Indian 
ruler accepted the Invitation. The Spaniards planned an am
buscade which consisted of taking the Inca prisoner in the 
face of his soldiers. On November 16, 1532, Atahualpa in his 
gold litter, and accompanied by his army, arrived at the 
square city of Cajamarca* Fray Vicente de Valverde came alone 
to the meeting with the Inca. He told the Indian emperor, 
through the Indian interpreter Felipillo, about God, the mys
tery of the Trinity, and all the main precepts of the Christian 
religion. Finally, Fray Valverde told the Inca to become 
Christian and a vassal of the Emperor Charles the Fifth.
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According to all the chroniclers, Atahualpa answered the 
priests nI will b© no mans tributary* I am greater than any 
prince upon earth* For my faith X will not change *w Valverde 
went away and angrily told Pizarros wC*et on at oncei I ab
solve you*11 The fray* s words were the signal for the attack* 
Pizarro and his cavaliers threw themselves with courage 
against the Indian soldiers* The cavalry made a great massa
cre, and the emperor was taken prisoner while his soldiers 
were fleeing in ©very direction* The Spanish victory was com
plete* Sot one Spanish soldier was killed in the capture of 
Atahualpa. The great Empire of the Incas fell as a giant with 
feet of clay. The capture of Atahualpa practically put the 
whole empire in the hands of the Spaniards* The prisoner Inca, 
instead of revolting against the conquerors, decided to buy 
his liberation with the treasures of the empire• The conquer
ors, with the assistance of the Indians, travelled all over 
the most important cities of the empire, taking gold and 
silver from the churches and palaces. The Spanish soldiers 
took booty, committed crimes and all kinds of violence through 
the country. The Indians didn’t react against the alluvion 
of Spanish crimes and rapacities. The gold and the silver of 
the empire didn’t save the emperor1s life. Accused of polyg
amy and Idolatry, Atahualpa was killed by the Spaniards# Af
ter the death of this Inca, Francisco Fizarro crowned the
prince Toparpa as new Inca of the Bapire, and carrying with 
him this Inca-puppet, marched toward Cuzco. During the march 
Toparpa died in Janja, almost mid-point between Cajaraarca 
and Cuzco. FIzarro continued his march toward the imperial
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capital* The Indians offered certain resistance In the moun
tain passage of Apurimac and Cuzco* But the resistance was 
not well organized, so the Spaniards defeated the Indian© who 
dldnft resist again* The conquerors arrived at Cuzco on 
Movember 15, 1553* The most powerful and richest capital of 
America fell into the hands of the Spanish without any resist
ance*

In Cuzco, for political reasons, Bizarre decided to 
crown Manco Inca a© Inca of Peru* Begarding the coronation 
of this Inca, William Prescott writes*^

The ceremony of coronation was a miserable pag
eant; the prince (Manco) himself was but a puppet 
In the hands of hi® conqueror; and the glory of the 
children of the sun had departed forever*

In fact, Manco Inca never ruled his country because the Span
ish were the true masters of the Empire. After some months, 
Mane© started to organize secretly an insurrection against 
the Spaniards of the country, and early In February, 1536, 
a general insurrection against the Spaniards began in Peru* 
Cuzco and hima (city founded by the Spaniards on January IB, 
1535) were simultaneously sieged and attacked. Particularly 
in Cuzco the Indians attacked violently under Manco1s leader
ship. From the fortress of Sacsayhnaman the Indians shot 
burning arrows into the city where the Spaniards were. The 
Spanish troops had many crucial moment© with the continuous 
attacks of the Indians- Finally, the Spanish succeeded in 
taking the fortress under a surprise night attack. The

^William Prescott, Conquest, of Peru, Book III, 
Boston, 1859, p. 4*
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Indiana fought courageously but were defeated by the Span
iards. Whan all was lost for the Indians, C&hni&e, a noble 
chief who directed the attack, threw himself from the summit 
of the fortress.

After the loss of the fortress, Manco pursued the 
siege of Cuzco for many months, and finally retreated to the 
mountains of Ollaytaytambo• The defeat of Manco was the end 
of the conquest*

What were the causes of the fall of the Inca Empire 
which had a large and disciplined army? There are many pos
sible explanations of the fall of the Inca Empire under a 
small group of Spanish soldiers. The following are possible 
causes $

1. The complete Indifference of the Indians to losing 
the sovereignty of their country. Probably the In
dians did not have a national consciousness because 
they were absorbed In their own communities* Beyond 
the boundaries of the community the world probably 
ended for the Indians; therefore, they didn't care 
for what was going on in the Empire. On the other 
hand, many provinces looked upon the Inca as a 
usurper and, therefore, they remained indifferent 
when the supreme ruler was taken prisoner.

2* The consequences of civil war between Huascar and
Atahualpa* The excellent social and political organ
ization of the empire and its unity probably were the 
result of the strong military power of the Incas* 
Apparently, the Indian© were accustomed to obey only



one powerful ruler. Therefore, when civil war arose 
between the brothers, the Indians were confused with 
the duality of power, and probably lost the belief 
in the divinity of the Incas, tasking the religious 
belief which was an instrument of the apparent unity 
of the empire, the Indians had not, at the moment of 
conquest, Ideals for which to fight#

3# The loyalty relationship between the Incas and their 
vassals was based probably on fear rather than love} 
therefore, when the Inca was taken prisoner, the In
dians were indifferent to the fate of their supreme 
ruler# Support of this possibility may be found in 
the statement of duaman Poma de Ay&lai8® wWhen the 
Inca Atahualpa was In prison, the vassals, generals 
and nobles of the empire dfdn*t oar© for his fate.1*
C Author *s translation.}

4# Most of the writers point out as a cause of the fall 
of the Bnpire the superiority of the muskets over the 
Indians* bows, slings, lances and as®a, On the other 
hand, the horses impressed the Indians greatly* 
According to Miguel d© B&tete, "Mhen the Indians saw 
the horses they were afraid, and ran away.11 (Author*® 
translation*

pg^P o m a  de Ayala, oju cit., p. 388*
^%igu@l de Estate, Eolation de la qonqulata del Perm 

(Oronlcas de 1533 a 1552} arregio de'^iorailo^lrleagai 
Lima, Peru, 1955, p# 24.
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©# Having complete confidence In the superiority of the

manpower of M s  army, Atahualpa therefore possibly 
allowed the small group of foreign soldiers to advance 
freely from Fiura to Gajamarca, Possibly the Inca 
had some plans in mind to finish with the Spanish 
when they arrived at Cajamarca. This abatement is 
supported by some testimonies of chroniclers like 
Gleza de heon*
to the other hand, the fall of the Inca Umpire was 

due to the courage, enthusiasm and strong religious beliefs 
of the Spanish soldiers, The Spaniards fought like the medi
aeval crusaders for the glory of god and King* The Spanish 
soldiers fought bravely because they believed they had the 
support of God in spreading the Christian faith* According 
to Miguel de Estete, MThe Lord protected us, therefore we 
have won the battle® of the conquest. (Author1s transla
tion*) This provldentialist attitude of the Spanish was a 
strong support for the Spanish soldiers in the insurrection
of llanco Inca*

The conquest motivated a complete change In the life
of the Indian. Vassals of a new supreme ruler, mistreated and 
having lost his best property, the Indian retreated more and 
more to the poorest lands of the highland. Except for the re
ligion and some plants and cattle, the Indians didn*t assimi
late the Spanish culture. Since fizsrro until the present

$°lbld., p. 24
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time, for 421 years, the Indians have succeeded in keeping 
their language (Quechiia) and their old social type of ayllu 
organisation. In addition, the Indians have kept also many 
Incaic traditions and characteristics which can he much 
better understood with a knowledge of the historical back
ground of the Indian people.
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PHYSICAL FACTORS 

Introduction
In the present chapter an attempt will be mad© to 

study the territory, climate, race, nutrition, health and 
growth patterns of the children# Based on this exploratory 
study some practical recommendations will be stated for im
proving the material handicaps of the children and adults of 
the Indian comimmlties,

The Territory
Climate. Peru lies approximately on the central west 

coast of South America# It is bounded on the north by Ecua
dor, on the northeast and east by Colombia and Brazil, on the 
southeast by Bolivia, and at Its southern tip by Chile# Peru 
has a total area of 482,256 square miles*

Peru is crossed by three branches of the Cordillera 
of the Andes? Western or Maritime Cordillera, Central Cord
illera, and Eastern Cordillera. The highest peaks are found 
in the Cordillera Blanca which is a branch of the Western 
Andes, The Huasc&ran, the highest peak of this Cordillera, 
is 22,500 feet above sea level. The lowest peaks are found
in the Eastern Cordillera,

The great backbone of the Andes runs the entire
length of the country, creating three different regions?
coast, sierra and montana. To the west, between the Andes
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and the Pacific ocean, lies a narrow coastal strip which is 
nearly 1,500 miles in length* In some northern places, this 
strip has a width of more than one hundred miles, while in 
the southern region there are places of only four or five 
miles in width# Th© average width is approximately forty-six 
miles#

fhe coast is not uniformly level# Orossridges of 
foot-hills and low mountains stretch all the way to the edge 
of the ocean forming a series of narrow valleys on the coast# 
These valleys are crossed by rivers that descend from the 
flestern Cordillera* Most of these rivers, except th© Sant® 
and the Chlra In the northern coastal region, have a low vol
ume of water which dries up completely during the summer 
season#

The highland is a lofty plateau which lies between 
th© Western and Eastern Cordillera®, and accounts for nearly 
thirty-five per cent of th© country1® area# The topography 
of this highland is extremely rugged# It is a crisscross of 
mountain chains with gorges, canyons, and many deep valleys#

The jungle is the countryfs largest area; however, 
most ©f it Is still unexplored* The jungle, known as th© 
Oreen Ocean, because of its exuberant green vegetation, Is 
divided by numerous rivers which flow Into the Amazon River# 
The Amazon is the main artery of th© Peruvian and Brazilian 
jungle #

Th© southern highland region la divided administra
tively into the departments of Arequipa, Moquequa, Cuzco,
Puno and Apurimac# This study is concerned only with th©
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tbre© last departments where the percentage of Indian popu
lation is high*

The topography of Cuzco varies according to the alti
tude* At 8,000 and 9,000 feet Cusco has broad valleys where 
th® surrounding hills and mountains are not so rugged* These 
valleys have fertile soil which, with irrigation, is suitable 
for raising barley, wheat, and potato crops* At approximately
10,000 feet there are many small basin® or ravines where the 
surrounding mountains are abrupt and precipitous. This re
gion is capable of potato and quinoa cultivation* At alti
tudes above 12,000 feet, the high, level, natural slopes lying 
between the lofty mountains are the great pasture lands cov
ered with iohu (tufted forage grass). Oenerally, the peaks 
of these mountain© are snow-covered, with lichen®, mosses, 
and a few sturdy plants like the huamanrripa and the hulro- 
hulro being the only products of this snow-line vegetation* 

Apurlmac has deep valleys, high small basins, and 
pasture lands* Abaucay is on® of these deep valleys which is 
at an altitude of 6,000 to 7,000 feet, This basin has a fer
tile soil appropriate for raising sugar-cane, alfalfa, and 
fruits* The mountains surrounding this basin are abrupt with 
very few slopes adequate for cultivation* Th© small high 
basins and pasture lands of Apurimac are similar to those of 
the Cuzco area*

the Altlplanlcie of Collao, a treeless tableland, is 
found In the department of Puno and is the largest altiplani- 
cie of Peru. Most of this highland area Is covered with 
pasturage. The high basins found in this plateau area have
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soil adequate for th® ralsfng of potatoes* barley, and quinoa.
IThe nature of this soil, according to S&ilio Romero, is as 

follows:*51
Soil of the Highland of Oollao 

Volatile materials I X 21.30 per sent 
Silicates . . . . . .  ¥2.20
Phosphoric acid . . .  .17
nitrogen . . . . . . .  .29
Other materials . . . 6.04

100.00 per cent.'
However, this analysis seems to he fragmentary and Incomplete 
since, up to this time, -a thorough analysis has not been mad© 
of the various types of soil of the Altiplanicie of Oollao*

In th© southeast region of this Altlpl&nlole is found 
historic hake Tltlcmca. This lake, considered th© second 
highest lake in the world, lies at 12,000 feet above sea level.

The climate has a great variety in the southam high* 
land region* This variety depends on th© elevation, although 
there may be some local variations due to certain topograph
ical influences. In th© deep valleys and basins the climate 
is tropical, and in the regions located at 8,000 or 9,000 feet 
th© climate is temperate. In the latter regions there are 
good lands, abundant water, and a climate favorable to crops.
The punas (above 9,000 feet), on the other hand, are chilly 
and unpleasant throughout the year due to the altitude and colc *̂

31Haiilo Romero, Ooogrsfia Bconomlea d©l JPeru, Lina,
    j n iWiMifcrfi . i I . W i . I ir iw..*, ' n m n u n  •me -pj ap«m i—i m u w  nni» — iirim«h«r»-nr ,w «ww wJPerui iHiprenta Torres aguirr®, 1930, p. 20*
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Sphere Is no true spring or autumn season in the high

land, only winter and summer, fh© rainy season usually 
starts in January and ends in April and there is more rain
fall in the hills and mountains than in the valleys and 
hasins.

Mace
Origin* The origin of th© American Indian is very 

controversial* Some writers as Bnasseun de Bourhourg and 
Florentine Ameghino point out that th© Indian race is autoeh- 
thonic of America* A couple of years ago, Amsghino found 
some human bones In his excavations mad© in the plains of 
Argentina. The Argentinian anthropologist pointed out that 
the bones were found in a layer of the Tertiary Period.
Since Btanfs beginnings have been established during the Quar- 
tlary Period, Ameghimo formulated his thesis based on hi© 
findings that Argentina was, many hundred thousands of years 
ago, th® cradle of humanity*

But this audacious thesis was discredited by scien
tific evidences found by French and American anthropologist©* 
Hrdllcka, after his excavation© mad© in Peru in 1913, pointed 
out that th© American Indians had lived on the American con
tinent for twenty eenturie®.sg Hrdllcka ©ays, ®There are no 
signs that any group has been in any of the sites for even a© 
much as, say, twenty centuries.^ OoiicemJLng this subject, 
Eroeber has the same opinion as Hrdllcka. The French writer

32Ales Hrdllcka, Anthropological Work in Peru in 
1913, Washington, D»0«, iSIT,""'"p* &'6.
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A* Ifetraux points out that th© Indians lived In America
20,000 years ago*^s ttebraux says, 11 America was probably 
Inhabited 80,000 years ago by fishermen and hunters who came 
from Asia*11 (Author’s translation.)

Mo one knows with certainty the antiquity of th© 
American Indian. The faot on which there is unanimous agree
ment among the anthropologists of the twentieth century is 
that the Indians are descendants of the Asiatic race# This 
unanimous opinion of many famous scientists lias completely 
discredited the autochthonic theery of th© Indians1 American 
origin* Th© arguments of the Asiatic origin theorists against 
th© autochthonic theory may be summarised by the following 
points^ (1) At the present time, there is a strong tendency 
on the part of the anthropologists to consider as more cred
ible the monogenic theory of th® racial origin of humanity*
(2) Hemains of human bones like those of the Java and Heidel
berg men have not been found in America. In fact, th© human 
bones found in America do not differ substantially from th® 
actual Homo Sapiens. (5) Fossils of the Catarrinos monkeys
which are supposed to be the near ancestors of man in th© 
evolutionist theory concerning the origin of th© human race 
have never been found In America. These arguments apparently 
discard the autochthonic origin theory In favor of the ©migra
tion theory. According to this theory the Indians1 ancestors 
came from the southeast region of Asia. They cam® to the 
Mew World In successive small waves at the end of th© last

^Alfred Metraux, Houges de h 1Amerlque Du Sud, Paris t 
Hditiona Baurreller, 1950, p. 9.
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glacial period* Hrdllcka and other writers believe that the 
southeastern Asiatic emigrants arrived in America via the 
Behring Strait* Paul Rivet, however, apparently rejects th© 
theory that the primitive emigrants who arrived in America 
were from the southeast Asiatic mainland, The French ethnol
ogist points out that the oriental ©migrants came to America 
from Australia, Mew Guinea, Melanesia, and Polynesia. Some 
of these ©migrants, according to Rivet, followed the ocean 
currents in small primitive boats. Rivetfs theory appears to 
be supported by the remains of skulls of a negroid type found 
in th© excavations of Lagoa Santa (Brazil), and northern and 
southern regions of Peru. These negroid types wer© apparently 
the descendants of the negroes of Hew Guinea. In addition to 
th© remains of human bones of th© negroid type found in th© 
excavations, some Mochic© portrait vases have outstanding 
negro racial features. This artistic pottery work of the 
Peruvian Indians of Lambayeq.u© and Trujillo also supports 
Rivetfs theory. At any rat© it seems likely that the negro 
emigration to America in th© pro-European period was extremely 
limited. Probably the major emigration to the Mew World in 
this period was of Mongolle origin. The American Indians of 
Mongoll© origin have acquired throughout the centuries some 
particular racial characteristics due to environmental fac
tors, such as altitude, humidity, solar radiation, diet hab
its, and so forth* For instance, the Peruvian Quechuas and 
Aymaras of the highland, according to Dr. Isaiah Bowman, have 
som© particular morphological and biological characteristics*
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Carlos Monje states
Altitude, barometric pressure, ionization of the 

atmosphere, all these elements of the Andean climate 
have evolved an ethnic type (Quechuas and Aymsrss) 
with morphological and biological characteristics 
distinct from those of other groups that people th© 
earth*

Some anthropometric features of the Quechuas* The 
Quechuas of the southern highland Indian communities are 
probably descendants of Asiatic people* The color of the 
skin of th© Quechuas is generally dark brown# Th© face is 
broad and the nos© generally has a straight dorsum and diver
gent nostril* The eyes have a Mongolic spot and the predom
inant color for the aureola 1© medium maroon* The Qu©chuas 
have thicker lips than the whit© races, and straight black 
hair like th© Mongolics. They have no beard and th© pilous
system of the body is absent* The Quechuas have broad shoul
ders and almost a medium stature* H* B# Ferris, measuring 
many groups of Quechuas, has established an average height of 
1*683 m., and for th© mixed-bloods 1*587 m* The Quechuas have 
short lower extremities, and long upper extremities in rela
tion to height. Concerning this subject Ferris point© out 
the following measurements i ̂

In the entire group th© average span of the Que- 
chua is 1.621 m*, with extreme# of 1*760 m* and 1*371 m* 
The average arm length is 0.09 m* The average length 
of the hand is 0*174 m*, with 0.197 m. and 0*186 m# as 
extremes•

3*0arlos Monje, Accllmatatlon in the Andes, trans. 
Brown, Baltimore! Th e Johns Hopkins tress,

B* Ferris, ^Indiana of Cusco and Apurlmae,^ 
Memoirs of the American Anthropological Association, Lancaster,
F ennal W*™AT~'k®&o o l 'a t lo h , 'T ' i i l ,  p* BSV™" — — .̂rr̂
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fh© Cuechna ha a an athletic complexion but generally 
the muscular development of the a m  and forearm la poor*
This feet has been found in dynamometric records made by 
Perris and Houma* ftousia, a French scientist# baas measured 
some Aymsra groups who live in fun©* Mm points out that be* 
tween the Queehues and Aymarae there ere no differences in 
b o d y  m e a s u r e m e n t s  *

Br* Monje state® that the Qu&crai&n heart and lungs 
are extremely well developed due to the high altitude* Ac- 
cording to this same writer# the vegetative nervous system 
has slow reactions due to the action of the t̂ para®impatl©©,, 
which bridles th© heart and slows the respiration*^6 fhe 
Qheotona is on the average mas©cephalic, and his brain weight# 
according to Perris, is 1,860 grams*

Ifutritlon
It is widely recognised that nutrition plays a great 

role in physical and mental health* For years there ha® been 
an interest In nutritional problems, but scientists have 
taken a serious interest In this problem only since the nine
teenth century*, this interest baa been greatly accelerated 
during th© twentieth century* Boring this period outstanding 
progress in organic chemistry and bio-chemistry threw new 
light on th® study of nutritional problems* this scientific 
progress has been the result of long and patient research*

s®0anXos Monje, nlnfluesiela Biologic© del Altiplane 
en ml Xndlvidue#” B© ?.?*« frocledades y la Historic d© Amrics, hi»a# ferni'̂ TSlff* ^  * — —
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4s a result the scientists Imwm been successful in analysing 
the composition of food products, In isolating the vitamins* 
and improving the Quality of nutrients with Minerals and 
vitamins* Dieticians have established the amount and quality 
of food required in the normal growth of children* and In the 
maintenance of good health and efficiency in adults* This 
scientific approach to the study of nutritional problems has 
raised the.questional Do the people have what is called an 
adequate balanced diet? What are the sound nutritional pol
icies for improving deficient diets of people? The techni
cians of nutrition of the Food and Agriculture Organisation 
of the United Motions and the Point Four Program are making 
dietary surveys in many countries and helping the people to 
improve their alimentation* In Peru* in soma urban area® like 
Dima* Trujillo* and Iquitas, the technicians of the Point Four 
Program are assisting the Peruvian people in these problems* 
Unfortunately# there have been no such dietary surveys made 
in the Indian communities of the Peruvian highland. We have 
no Information as yet a® to how many units of proteins* fats* 
carbohydrate®* and minerals are present in the daily food 
consumption of the Indians* All the available data on the 
diet habits of the Indians are based on empirical observations* 
Consequently* this study of nutrition of the southern Peruvian 
communities will lack scientific data* and will be based pri
marily on direct empirical observation#

W m t  foods do the Indians of the southern highland 
region of Peru eat? The diet system of the Indian® In this 
region varies according to the altitude in which they live*
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The alimentation of the Indians living in the valleys of tem
perate climate is based almost completely on potatoes, corn, 
wheat, barley and some native products such as ocas (oca- 
oxalla ), ollucos, mash.ua, tauri, and nhorse beans *n Potatoes 
are frozen outdoors. These ohunos (frozen potatoes) are then 
dried and ground with stones and are called tocos (pressed 
potatoes). Chuno is used in the preparation of soups (in most 
cases only for invalids). Corn is eaten In the form of 
choolo (corn on the cob), oauoha (toasted), and mot© (kernel 
style). Qhic ha, usually called the 11 Inca9 a liquor1* is also 
mad© from corn. Soup called lahua is mad© with wheat. Only 
on very special occasions, particularly during the religious 
festivities of the Saint of the village, is wheat employed in 
the making of bread. The horse beans ar© eaten toasted (ro- 
cucho), and boiled. The Indian virtually never has in his 
daily diet eggs, meat, milk and milk products, fruits, vege
tables, sugar, cocoa, and other important nutrients. Again, 
meat is eaten only on the great religious feast days. The 
very few Indians who have cows do not drink the milk. They 
sell this product to mestizos and whites. The diet of the 
Indians living in the punas Is baaed almost completely on 
potatoes and quinoa because the cold climate is not adequate 
for wheat and corn production. The Andean shepherds also eat 
some wild lacustrine plants called cuahuro♦ They very seldom 
kill the llama for Its meat. This happens only when this 
"American camel” becomea old and sick.

What is the amount of food consumption of Indians as— ..  -- - • - H - - i -j—   mn nr- - - i n i -|m y 1--- -|i --- - - r- -r--A— — . r ■ - n----- rirr|̂ rr.|| .,rin-,-rf|irrr|.- —  ---

a general average? according to the Peruvian Luis Rose Ugarte,
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the general average of food consumption among the Indians is 
lowest in Peru* For instance, according to this author, the 
general average for the department of Cuzco Is 328 kg. a year, 
and 278 kg. for the department of Puno. Ugarte, in M s  study, 
took the urban and rural areas, so the annual percentage per 
individual probably la lower in the Indian communities. In 
the amount of food consumption by the Indians the potato oc
cupies first place. It is said that the adult Indian eats 
one pound and a half cf potatoes a day* Potatoes are for the 
Indians what rice I® for the Chinese. C o m  is the second 
product in the Indian diet* Wheat consumption Is limited,
This product is cultivated primarily for sale in th® markets* 
The wheat of Cuzeo, according to J • A . Shellenberger,®^ has a 
low percentage of proteins. Shellenberger says,

rhe highest protein wheat comes from Arequlpa and 
the lowest comes from the Cusco area. It Is suggested 
that all flour sold for bread production in Feru be 
enriched with the following vitamins and minerals t 
thiamin©, riboflavin, iron and calcium.

So the limited quantity of bread that the Indians eat during 
their fiestas has a low protein content*

Generally speaking, the diet of the Indians Is re
duced in quantity and mediocre in quality* ^heir diet, based 
on very few foods, is completely lacking In important nutri
ents and vitamins which keep the machinery of the body in ef
ficient condition. It can be ©aid that the Indian diet Is 
markedly below the so-called "balanced” diet* In this poor

A. Shellenherger, fhe Milling and Baking Indus
tries of Peru, Special Report, lias illume" of "'Inter ~Araerican 
Affairs, "iasfiington 25, B*€*, 1946, p* 10*
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dietary system, the children and women, for cultural reasons, 
are at a disadvantage, fhe Indians believe that the father 
must have the best food in the family* For instance, accord
ing to this cultural pattern, if the Indians for some excep
tional reason should have eggs and milk in their dinner, the 
head of the family will take these foods, giving only a very 
little to the boys. The wife and girls will receive none be
cause the Indians apparently consider women, as Inferior to 
men. Consequently, the girl® will generally get a less amount 
of food than the boys, as the housekeeping wife will always 
reserve more and better food for her sons and husband. Preg
nancy and Illness do not alter this social custom*

® It is believed among the Indian© that the newborn 
must suckle the breast of his mother at will, so there is no 
schedule for feeding, fihen the child is three or four months 
old the mother starts giving him potatoes and c o m  soups. 
However, the child continues breast feeding sometimes until 
he is two years old. The child will get no more milk at the 
end of the suckling period, fhe nutrition of the child like 
its parents is based on a very poor vegetarian diet.

The food consumption of the Indian child is virtually 
uniform in terms of amount and quality. Breakfast at 6 s30 
in the morning usually consists of barley soup with a meager 
portion of potatoes no matter what sort of work he does* At 
5:30 In the afternoon he will have the same menu, and in the 
evening a small portion of boiled potatoes or roasted corn. 
Indian children generally have broad shoulders and deep chests 
because of the high altitude, but this Is only an external
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physical appearance• In reality, they are undernourished,
and this imdernourishmant probably starts in the pre-natal 
period because of certain nutritional deficiencies of the 
mother, Of course, this statement is not based on experi
mental data. Bat the factors already mentioned concerning 
the lack of an adequate diet allow us to make assumption® re
garding the undernourishment of Indian children. It is hard 
to conceive of vigorous and sturdy children subsisting on a 
diet which is lacking in Important nutrients like milk, egg®, 
meat, and vegetables*

Possible cause® of the Indian®1 undernourishment* It 
seems that the problem of undernourishment among the Peruvian 
Indians lies In the following points: (a) production and
trad®, (b) family income, (c) Increase of the population, and 
(d) transportation*

Production involves primarily land, tools, and work
ers • fhe whole southern region of Bern has five hundred 
thousand hectare® of arable land according to Ugarte. Most 
of this arable area is in the hands of white and mestizo 
hacendadoa (farmers). Unfortunately, th© author ha® no avail
able data on th© number of hectares of arable Indian land,

A great percentage of the hacendados1 farm production 
Is exported to the main cities of the sierra and coast, pri
marily hi®a* So, in th® eventuality of bad crops, the Indi
ans, even if they had money, would not be able to buy c o m  
and potatoes from the hacendados»

Ordinarily the Indian communities own only a small 
area of arable land* However, the Indians do not utilise th#
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entire area of their small amount of land* It Is said that 
they utilise only twenty per cent. Primitive farming methods 
still exist* The wooden, plow employed by their ancestors a 
thousand years ago is still being used* This limited exploi
tation ©f the land and the use of primitive tools in farming 
mmy explain one of the causes of the low food production 
which has a tremendous repercussion on the nutrition of the 
communities* In spite of this low produetion, the Indians 
sell a part of their crops in order to raise money for buying 
salt* chill* and coca which are apparently indispensable in 
the Indians1 existence*

The income of the Indians Is extremely low. in 194b 
TJgarte pointed out that the daily wage for the Indians In the 
Cuzco area was fifty Peruvian cents, and thirty-six in JPuno 
and Apurimmo* The wage rat© in Cusco would be one hundred 
eighty Peruvian soles a year (twelve American dollars and ten 
cents* and th© wage rat© of Puno and Apurimae would be on© 
hundred and thirty-one coles a year (eight American dollars 
and seventy cents)* From 194b to 1961 th© Peruvian cost of 
living gradually increased* but Indian wages did not* For 
example* at the present time* In th© southern sierra cities* 
one pound of meat coats one and a half soles* Prior to 1945 
It cost one sol* Rice rose from one sol a pound to one sol 
and a half* Milk in 1945 cost ten centavos a quart* now it 
costs twenty-five centavos* The Indians cannot hope to buy 
these products from the urban markets because of the low pur
chasing power of Peruvian centavos. On the other hand* the 
Indians do not employ all their wages for buying foods. They
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use only a third of their wages for buying salt and chili* 
fhe situation is worse for the Indians who have no land* In 
this case the Indians work on the farms of the hacendados 
without receiving wages* The haoendados give them a piece of 
land for a certain period of time In exchange for their work. 
But th© Indians must give the hacondados half of the produc
tion of th© land plus their work In the hacienda for most of 
the year*

The Indians would perish of starvation if they could 
not have a piece of land on which to raise their corn and po
tatoes, but the exploitation of th© land 1® limited to twenty 
per cent of the acreage for the bare necessities of life plus 
a very small surplus to sell in the markets* Also, in certain 
southern Indian communities the shortage of land and an in
crease in th© population has had a tremendous influence on th© 
life of th© communlti©®, In this case, the extended Indian 
families who have a small piece of land cannot attain th© 
necessary amount of production In relation t© the sis© of fam- 
II? *

All the factors heretofore mentioned have a direct 
bearing on the problem of undernourishment among the Indians* 
It is not the purpose of this work to discuss extensively the 
possible ways of Increasing th© Indian production of foods 
nor to indicate possible solution® for ending the Indian prob
lem of undernourishment * A knowledge of these factors may be 
helpful for a good understanding of th© nutritional problems 
of th© communities* But the fact remains that most of th© 
Indian school children ar© undernourished; and this under-
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nourishment affects their growth and learning processes*
This serious situation makes it compelling for the schools
to do something for the children. Of course the school is 
not the only social force which must improve the conditions 
of life for the children. This is a complex problem which 
requires the cooperation of many social forces, including th® 
school•

Ihat could the school do to improve the nutrition of 
the Indian children? The school can do something to improve 
the diet of th© children* In the first place, it seems pos
sible to improve their extremely meager lunch. This improve
ment should be possible if every rural school would cultivate 
a school garden. In these gardens vegetables could be grown, 
and .perhaps potatoes and barley. The second step should be 
the establishment of dining rooms for children (comedor©a 
Infant lies) in which they could have soup, salad, and perhaps 
some meat and milk. The vegetables from the school gardens 
could be used In the children*s lunches. Since the school 
gardens would be capable of producing only a limited crop, 
some plan should be devised for acquiring potatoes, barley, 
milk, meat, and so forth. One possible plan might be for the 
parents of th© children to contribute to the school a part of 
their production of such items. This possibility depends upon 
the school teachers* It seems likely that the Indian parents 
would cooperate with the teachers for the benefit of their 
children if the teachers would make an effort to understand 
them, and their values and customs. The Point Four Program 
and the Peruvian State could help the rural schools with an
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adequate supply of powdered milk* fhe cornedores infantiles 
will help to improve the nutrition of the children, and to 
promote close relationship between the teachers and parents*
On the other hand, the parents might change certain ideas 
concerning food consumption and the production of vegetables. 
Right now th© Indians believe that vegetables cannot be pro
duced in the high small valleys. But experience shows that 
these plants can be grown easily at 9,000 feet above sea 
level. Perhaps, on seeing the successful vegetable produc
tion of the school gardens, the Indians might become curious 
and interested* If some Indians of prestige in th© conmmity, 
under the guidance of the teachers, would start planting vege
tables and eating them, possibly many Indian families would 
follow their example.

It is said that the Indians are unable to change their 
habits of food consumption. Apparently, this conclusion is 
based on the experience of certain supervisors who have lec
tured the Indiana on the necessity of having a well-balanced 
diet, and who have recommended that the Indians include in 
their diet such things as meat, fresh vegetables such as let
tuce, carrots, and tomatoes, and citrus fruits. What these 
well-meaning lecturers have failed to understand is, how can 
the Indians acquire such foods and habits* These recommenda
tions are as futile as recommendations to a poor share-cropper 
in the southern part of the U. S. to buy a 1963 Cadillac and 
a summer house at Miami Beach. In other cases Borne Economies 
teachers give two or three demonstrations a year on the best 
way to prepare a glass of milk with cocoa. These
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demonstrations are good in theory* tout not in practice since 
the Indians have no possibilities of buying the milk and the 
cocoa* To bring about a change in any kind of habit takes 
time, and constant opportunities to practice the new one* 
Consequently* th© Indians cannot change their habits with in
frequent academic lectures and Home Economics demonstration 
classes * Education may succeed in changing the Indian food 
consumption habits through a plan practiced constantly for 
many years* A good starting point would to© to have school 
gardens In the rural areas to Interest th® Indians through 
Identification* Imitation* suggestion on the part of persons 
of prestige, and other psychological means in increasing their 
production and in learning to eat vegetables and other import
ant nutrients*

Diseases
At the present time science is aware Of th© majority 

of th© agents which cause disease* and have greatly improved 
the treatment of all types of disease* According to- th© 
scientists* th® life ©pan of human beings has been length
ened considerably through the development of prophylaxis* the 
discovery of new drugs* the establishment of modern hospitals 
and clinics with excellent laboratories, equipment* and well 
trained doctors and nurses. However* in vast areas all over 
the world there still prevails ignorance of the etiology of 
disease, and reliance on treatment of disease by means of 
superstitions and magic formulas.

In the southern Peruvian Indian communities the old
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Ineaic beliefs are still held concerning th© origin and 
treatment of disease, fhe wind and sorcery, according t© 
Indian belief, are the only sources of disease. However, it 
Is believed that various kind® of wind® carry the various 
types of diseases. For instance, according to Jorge A • Lira, 
the wind called Kkhakkya produces respiratory disease®, and 
the Sokawayna all the blood, urine and skin infections 
The treatment of diseases among the Indians is more or less 
based on a collection of superstitions transmitted without 
change throughout th© generation®* In these treatments, ac
cording to Lira, various materials such as animal skins, 
bones, hair, meat, and human saliva, urine, hairs, and fecal 
substances, ar© employed. Also used are wild and domesticated 
leaves, flowers, roots, seed® and so forth. For instance, 
malaria Is treated with skunk meat, and in case® of tubercu
losis plaster® made of black cat1 a skin are used* and for 
hemorrhages the horns of deer are thought to be an effective 
treatment. When the diseases are thought to be caused by 
sorcery, magic formula® are relied upon as treatment*

In this type of primitive medicine the prevention of 
diseases is virtually unknown. In fact, in Indian families 
where there 1® tuberculosis, the sick are not Isolated but 
live in th© same rooms with their relatives, using the same 
plates and cups. These practices greatly facilitate the 
spread of communicable diseases* In many places the water is

5®Jorge A. Lira, Fanaaoopea Tradiclonal Indigene,
Lima, Peru* Imprenta 11 C cm dor, 1S4S, p. § . "'..... :
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contaminated, and the Indians drink the water without boiling 
It| also no precaution i® taken by purifying the water supplies 
of the villages.

The lack of hygiene among the Indians facilitates th© 
propagation of flies which are the agents of contagion of 
tlfus exantematico (typhus). In fact the Indians have no 
habits of personal cleanliness. They seldom wash their hand® 
and faces and they bathe themselves rarely* Soap is rarely 
used and the comb is virtually an article of luxury. Tooth
brushes and toothpaste are unknown, therefore oral and dental 
hygiene are completely neglected* The Indians each have one 
set of underclothes which they wear for many months without 
washing until the clothes are in tatters and vermin infested. 
They wash the bedclothing once a year, and in some case® 
they wash the sheets and blankets only in the case of death 
of an adult member of the family. Indians live in house® 
which consist of one room for the entire family. This room 
is also used as a storehouse for their crops, and as a shelter 
for various small animals such as young pigs and euyes (guinea 
pigs). This room has Inadequate ventilation and house clean
ing Is negligible.

In accordance with Peruvian law a health certificate 
Is required prior to marriage but this law is ignored com
pletely in the Indian communities. Therefore, venereal dis
eases are prevalent. Filth, malnutrition, and lack of 
prevention cause recurrent epidemics. In many Instances bur
ial is put off for many days while the body lies decomposing*

Most prevalent Indian disease®. Cold® and pneumonia
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ape almost epidemic In the periods of cold weather, partic
ularly in the high valley® and punas • In moat cases pneu
monia produces a high death rate * particularly among the 
children and old people* Pneumonia is treated with onion 
juice* Dysentery, and other intestinal infections, are com
monplace due to the contaminated foods and water supply*
The intestinal infections produce a high death rate among 
the children, particularly in the first two years of life* 
This is due, probably, to the fact that babies four or five 
months old are fed adult food prepared most of the time 
without cleanliness. Toddling children have further chances 
for infection from dirty floors*

Tuberculosis is not so prevalent in the Indian com
munities as in the slum areas of Dima, and other main coastal 
cities. However, the Peruvian physician, Soso Marroquin, 
has found a high percentage of tuberculosis among the Indi
an© of PuB©*^® Harroquln states, wW© have found a positive 
reaction of tuberculosis in thirty per cent of 2,000 Indiv
iduals examined*** (Author*s translation. ) Dhfortun&tely, 
there are no statist!cs available of th© percentage of tu
berculosis in th© rural areas of the southern Indian high
land communities* It is quite possible that th© percentage 
in these rural areas is not as high as In Puno because Indi
ans living in the city, being in the lowest wage group, get 
even less food than the rural Indians.

^£ © s ©  Marroquln, Temag Indigent©tag Feruano® d© 
O&racter Blo-Socjal, Li ma, ,rr'"ferui fmprenta Amargura, 1944,
p r '1̂ * 1 ’1
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Dr. Harroquln* and many other Peruvians concerned 
with the problems of Indian health# points out that In most 
cases the Indiana moving f m  their e^pimltioa to the coastal 
areas contract tuberculosis* It has boon said that t h ®  Indl- 
an® gat this disease m .  th® coast became# of trho ehange of 
climate and bad nutrition. this statement seam® t r u e  because 
the weakened condition of th® Indians probably gives them a 
lower threshold of resistance to infection from tuberculosis 
which is widespread in Lima» For Instance* many Indians 
©om m  to the capital ms army recruits where they remain for 
two years# After this time they return to their Indian com- 
inunities and ninety per cent of them carry back tuberculosis*
It has also been said that tuberculosis In the highland rural 
areas le transmitted only by sick Indiana who return from, the 
coast to their oemmnltles* this statement apparently does 
not recognise the fact that tuberculosis ©an also be origin
ated in the highland rural area®.# Science admit® as a prob
ability that tuberculosis ©an be originated In any part of 
the world among peoples suffering from mdernoarlshment and 
living under unsanitary conditions and in ©otigeated area©* 
I m e s t  Carrol Faust saysi

It may be stated that there are certain diseases aa 
tuberoulosis# small pea* and typhoid fever* which 
thrive in praotle&llv any climate* provided trans
mission is present

Under th# conditions of life previously mentioned* it would

lean association for the Advancement of hclenee* 
qentamttal» Washington# P*0.t IPSO#
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seem that there are many opportunities for transmission* 
According to Doctors M&rroquin and I* Ssens there 

are many eases of gonorrhea and syphilis among the Indians 
of th® highland rural areas* These physicians do not report 
statistical data* and their assertions are apparently based 
on generalities which are not supported by studies In the 
rural areas. Harroquin and Leeus point out that the Indians 
get venereal diseases In the coastal areas* However# some 
Peruvian writers like Standeeta and Romero point out that 
there are cases of prostitution among the Indian people* if 
this statement is true# there Is a possibility that the In
dians acquire venereal diseases without ever coming In con
tact with the coastal cities* It may be stated that prosti
tution among th® Indian people Is much less In comparison 
with the urban areas* Incidentally# th© study of mummy 
skulls ha® shorn that syphilis was known in the Inea Bspire*
This historic fact seems to support in a certain measure th®
statements of Romero and Lan&aeta#

It is known that malaria is not a highland sickness*
nevertheless# malaria is found among the Indians of the high
land rural areas* This Is explained by the fact that the 
Indians migrate periodically to the cotton and sugar can® 
plantations of the coastal valley®* D*D*T* is not used in 
the coastal valleys to combat the ssncudo® anofele® mosquito 
and it is in these valleys that the Indians contract malaria* 

Cocalsm* It is said in Peru, that cocaism Is a major 
vie© of the Indians* This statement seems to be true* The 
Indians start chewing coca leaves In adolescence and continue
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with it probably through their entire lifetime# They com
monly chew th© coca leaves three or four times a day and of- 
toner in eases of personal disgrace and during religious 
festivities# According to Harroquin this intense use of coca 
leaves causes, among the Indian people, disturbances in the 
digestive, muscular and nervous systems *4**

For the past two years American and Peruvian scien- 
'tlsta have been making researches in order to determine the 
cocaine concentration in th© blood stream and the effect of 
this drug on th© cells, organ® and tissues of the Indian peo
ple addicted to the use of coca leaves* So far a® the author 
knows the results of this scientific research have not yet 
been published*

Alcoholism* It may be stated that in Peru most of 
the people concerned with Indian problems point out that the 
Indians are chronic alcoholics* However, the facts seem to 
b© in opposition to this general statement. According to 
most rural teachers, the Indians usually do not drink except 
during religious or communal festivities* On these occasions, 
apparently, they drink heavily* There have been no studies 
mad© concerning the effects of acute alcoholism on the health 
of the Indian people# There seem® to be a lack of scientific 
support for generalizations which state that alcoholism is de
generating the Indian people*

Health resources of th© Indian highland communities*
In relation to Its population feru has a shortage of doctors*

41Marroquin, op* cjt*, p* 29.
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Th© majority of the medical men remain in the main coastal 
cities, particularly in the capital* However, there is one 
physician paid by the government who works in the capital of 
each province* In most of the provinces, hospitals are lack
ing in adequate numbers of beds and reasonable medical sup
plies and equipment. Supplies of such things as rubber 
gloves, catgut, sulphas, penicillin, and other biotics are 
extremely limited* Due to these shortages the physician of 
the state can do very little to aid the sick*

The health resources of the southern highland rural 
area are virtually nil* These resources in almost all cases 
consist of such things as aspirin, mercurochrome, and other 
minor medicines* There are no physicians in these rural 
areas* The very limited medical services are performed by 
practical nurses*

But in th© majority of eases, sick Indians are treated 
by their own physicians and with their own medicines. Some
times the Indians go to the city hospitals, located near their
communities, when the illness is extremely complicated. Of
course in most of these cases even the city doctors can do 
nothing. It can be said, pushing the matter a little farther, 
that when the Indians get sick with illnesses such as tuber
culosis or paludism they don*t recuperate, perhaps In most 
cases due to the lack of adequate scientific treatment.

What must the teachers do for the improvement of health
in the Indian communities? The improvement of health in the 
Indian communities must be done mostly by th© State. However,
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the teachers can play an effective role, cooperating with the 
State in improving the physical conditions of the Indian peo
ple.

It might be advisable for the teachers to concentrate 
their efforts on the communities and In the schools for the 
improvement of the health in rural areas.

The work of the teachers, In close cooperation with 
the practical nurses, may be centered In an effort to change 
the beliefs of th© Indians regarding the etiology and treatment 
of diseases* ©f course, it will b© very difficult to adopt a 
concrete policy for helping the Indian people to change their 
attitudes and beliefs which have become rooted in their collec
tive self, perhaps since many thousands of years ago. A peo
ple does not easily change Its philosophy of life. So a suc
cessful attempt to change this philosophy depends, at least 
In part, upon th© policy adopted. It may be adopted by th© 
teachers and sanitary teachers as a practical methodology In 
helping the Peruvian southern communities to get away from 
their superstitions regarding the etiology and treatment of 
disease* This practical methodology may be centered on con
crete facts rather than on theoretic lectures. For Instance, 
if there are eases of pneumonia in the communities th© teach
ers must treat the 111 with penicillin. Of course, the 
teachers would do well to explain clearly that pneumonia Is 
treated more successfully with penicillin than with onion 
juice. Successful treatments with the new drug could probably 
change the belief of the Indians concerning the excellence of 
th© onion for curing pneumonia. The us© of vaccines,
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and antiseptics in the prevention of epidemics, accompanied 
with clear explanations in a pleasant and friendly atmosphere 
may help in changing the Indian1® mental attitudes toward 
modern medicine*

teachers in the schools might focus their atten- 
tion on the health and growth control of their students* In 
this effort the teachers might look for a close relationship 
with the physician of the urban section near the community* 
Probably the physician would react favorably to the teacher*s 
suggestion regarding a general check of the Indian children at 
the beginning of the school year* Professional help Is neces
sary because the diagnosis and treatment of serious diseases 
require specialisation*

Concerning the control of growth, possibly the teach
ers in the rural schools might keep Individual cards of peri
odic anthropometric measurements of th© children, at least 
once a year. With a scale and height meter, the teacher 
should not have difficulty In measuring such dimensions as 
height, weight, shoulder width, hip width, and so forth* Ad
equate growth control of the children could be useful In giving 
an approximate idea of the physical condition of the students.
It would also be helpful in plotting a curve of average growth 
in Indian children* This attempt should be facilitated by th© 
homogeneity of the Indian child population in general terms of 
racial stock.

Concerning hygiene It 'seems possible that the providing 
of water-closets and showers In the schools would facilitate 
among the children the acquisition of good habits of cleanliness*
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With community cooperation th© school teachers oould do this 
and many other things for the children and the communities 
if they are filled with good purpose for th© progress of the 
country*

Orowth patterns of the Indian children# Most of the 
literature on the human growth pattern Is based on average 
heights and average weights of boys and girls of various 
chronologic ages* However, these averages give no Information 
concerning the range of variability of the height and weight*
The range of variability of these two aspects of growth Is 
based on Individual differences of growth patterns* In any 
case the average curves of growth have practical advantages*

There la no data available concerning the average 
curve of growth of the children of the highland Indian commun
ities! In the majority of cases, the school teachers do not 
measure th© height and weight of their students* Therefore, 
there Is no data concerning the Individual growth patterns of 
Indian children. It Is possible that Indian children often have 
a slower maturing rate than the mestizos and white Peruvian 
children because of differences in nutrition and other ways of 
living*

It is known that the proper growth of children Is pos
itively correlated with an adequate nutritional diet, and a 
peaceful and pleasant social environment* Inadequate diet 
and mental and emotional tensions tend to promote failures In 
growth processes. It has been pointed out that the Indian 
children have a deficient nutritional diet, and are subject 
to frequent epidemics of small pcoc, typhus, intestinal
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infections, and other diseases# fhe methods of teaching in 
the rural schools promote mental and emotional tensions among 
the children# 1 will try to analyse this point in Chapter VI. 
Therefore, it is logical to assume that undernourishment and 
mental and emotional tension among Indian .children, promote many 
cases of growth failure, probably the number of these cases 
is quite high because even in countries such as the U.S. where 
nutrition is good, a high percentage of growth failure occurs 
among children due to deficient nutrition. Merman 0# Wetzel 
sayss

Simple malnutrition Is by far the most frequent 
of all types of growth failure, for it may be found, 
if carefully looked for, among twenty or thirty per 
cent of any group of children, and even in much 
greater proportions among certain underprivileged 
populations#42

It is quit© likely that most Instance® of growth failure among 
Indian children are found among girls rather than boys because, 
due to cultural beliefs of the Indians already mentioned, male 
children receive better food. There must be eases of growth 
failure among the Indian children due to disease, but there is 
no available data regarding this subject# As far as th© author 
knows there are no doctors in the rural areas who can check on 
th© health of the Indian children*

Scholarly achievement, adjusted behavior to private and 
public life, and general success of the individual are based 
mostly on the output of hi© energy. This output of energy 
probably explains in part th© Individual differences in terms

4%ormsn 0. Wetzel, The Treatment of Orowth Failure in 
Children, Cleveland, Chios M A#''Service"," 'She.r,"liiS'i~*p#"&1.
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of mental and physical performance. One of these differences 
Is probably related to the speed In performance of the indiv
idual1 s activities. The Individuals with low output of energy 
will probably not have the same facility as energetic individ
uals in the execution of certain tasks which require great 
mental concentration.

Influence of physical factors in the mental activities
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of Indian children. It seems inadequate to consider some ac
tivities as specifically somatic or psychological, in reality* 
according to Goldstein* all performances of the Individual may 
be related to the activities of th© whole organism. Goldstein 
says* nWe are always dealing with th® activity of th© whole or
ganism* the effects of which w© refer at one time to something 
called mind, at another time to something called body.”43 jn 
this sense* only by the Interrelation of many factors may we 
explain the behavior of the organism#

In this study the author will state some general as
sumptions as to how the physical condition of the Indian chil
dren produces a marked influence on their school activities*
(In the last chapter he will try to synthesize the impact of 
many factors on the behavior of th© Indian children.)

It may well be that most Indian children are slow in 
the performance of intellectual and physical work In school be
cause of poor output of energy* This assumption is supported 
by the reports of most Peruvian rural school teachers who point 
out that th© Indian children are slow in learning activities.

4%urt Goldstein, The Organism, Kew York, Cincinnati:
American Book 0©#* 1959.
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The slowness of the Indian children in the p e r f o m n c e  of 
school tasks is not a matter of I#Q. , as it is believed by 
the rural teachers? more likely, it is a matter of many fac
tors including health and undernourishment* Physical handi
caps may also influence the mental development of the Indian 
children, which seems to be lower than that of the mestizos 
and whit# children# fhe rural teachers of Peru have never 
complained regarding a lack of discipline among the Indian 
children. These children seem to be very quiet and passive# 
This lack of dynamism in the children may be related in part 
also to deficient nutritional diets. The assumptions already 
stated need to be tested in the field of experimentation#



CHAPTER IV

CULTURAL ASPECTS

Economic Activities
Agriculture, cattle raising, trade and small manufac

tures are the common activities of the economic life of the 
Indian communities.

Agriculture Is the most outstanding activity of the 
lower valleys, and cattle raising In the places in which th© 
altitude and climate are not suitable for agricultural activ
ities* Th© volume of commercial trad© In the Indian markets 
Is very limited because of th© low output of agricultural 
products and manufactured goods*

Land tenure* Since th© Quechua people#s economy Is 
based mostly on agriculture, it Is worth while to study 
briefly the form of property of th© arable land of th© Indian 
communities*

In some communities there are three types of land ten
ure i (a) land of the municipality, (b) land of the Santo 
Patron© of the village, and (c) land of the community* Land 
of the municipality belongs to th© community as a whole but 
is under the control of the village authorities. These au
thorities rent the land to the people of the community. Gen
erally, wealthy Indians rent the arable lands under the 
control of th© municipality* Th© rant of this land Is used 
for th© budgetary expenses of th© village administration.
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The land of the Santo jpatrono of th© village is cultivated 
by all th® people of the community* The crops of this land 
are used for feeding the people of the village during the re
ligious fiestas of the community# The land of th© community 
is divided into small lots* Bach family* as in th© old Inca 
Empire, has a lot of arable land. The sis® of this familiar 
lot varies according to the general sis© of the arable land 
of th® whole community* The families, through generations, 
work their respective lots. However, in some communities th® 
arable land Is divided each year among the families. The al
lotment is mad© by th© governor of the district* Sometime© 
these allotments cause certain quarrels among the people be
cause of the delimitation of th© boundaries of th© lots* The 
distribution of the land is an occasion for great festival© 
sponsored by th© authorities in honor of the governor of the 
district*

Agriculture * The Peruvian Qjeieehua© have Inherited 
from their ancestors knowledge concerning the technique of ag
ricultural production which Is ©till employed at the present 
day in Indian communities. For instance, the Quechuas use th© 
wooden plow which was employed by their ancestors, and still 
use the same channels of irrigation and th© same terraces 
which were built by the Inca®. These primitive methods, plus 
other cause© which were pointed out in the preceding chapter, 
explain partially the limited agricultural production in the 
Indian communities. The form of work in agriculture used in 
the communities is bas©d cm the ain© or work of cooperation 
among th© members of the families and all the people of the
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community. Ihii system of aine lias been handed down from the 
Incas. The functioning of this cooperative work is very sim
ples the married sons help their parents in planting, har
vesting, and all kinds of agricultural activities; the parents 
in turn help their married sons in the activities already men
tioned, The time employed in the work is an important factor 
in the aine# For instance, if three married sons have worked 
five days on the land of their parents, the parents in turn 
must work five days on the land of each of their sons# If the 
father is able to work only three days, ha must pay coca or 
salt to the sons for the difference of the two days*

The system of aine or cooperative work among the people 
of the community is the same as that practiced among the mem
bers of the family* In case of need, any individuals of the 
community ask the help of their godfathers and neighbors 
whereupon these people offer their cooperation immediately to 
the individual who needs help in the work on his lot of land# 
Sometimes, the adult men work the land of their godfathers or 
neighbors in the company of their wives and children* These 
people work with their own tools, while the individual who re
quested help gives to the helpers coca leaves, ehleha, and 
food# The work of aine is carried out In an atmosphere of 
gaiety and good humor, joking is frequent among the workers 
and sometimes, during a break in the work, the people sing 
huaynoa and eaoh&spares to the monotonous tune of the flutes, 
antaras, and drums•

The aine is practiced not only in agriculture, but 
also In building houses, corrals, in tending flecks, and even
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in the household chore®. In the building of house® with 
walla of adobe and tile roofs# the people of the community 
contribute their work and also materials such as adobe and 
tiles* fhe completion of the building of these houses# which 
is not common In the Indian Tillages# Is celebrated with col
orful fiestas# at which time it is usual to consume chicha and 
aguardiente (brandy distilled from sugar cane). Generally# in 
building houses with atone walls and straw roofs# cooperation 
in the work is carried out only by the member® of the family 
and godfather®. The aine In pasturing is carried out mainly 
among the children. If a child wants free time to accompany 
his parents to the market# or if he wants only to have a good 
time with friends# he asks for aine or cooperation of a child 
of his neighbor# and the neighbor1s child will watch over the 
sheep or pigs during his absence.

If the-mother of a family ha® a fiesta to celebrate 
the baptism of her baby or the marriage of a son# she may ask 
for help from her godmothers and neighbors In making chicha 
and In preparing the meals* These people not only cooperate 
with their personal work# but also contribute goods for the 
best success of the fiesta. The aine Is based on the Indian 
philosophy that mutual assistance is the most practical way 
of overcoming all kinds of difficulties. Each Individual of 
the community is ready to offer his cooperation because he is 
convinced that In case of his own need he will receive the 
cooperation of hi® neighbors and the people of the community*

The public work of general interest such ms the 
building of schools# churches, trail®, bridges# and so forth
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Is executed by the adult people of the community* Sometimes* 
the women and children ten to twelve years of age cooperate 
in the public works with the performance of easy tasks such 
as preparing handfuls of straw for the roofs of the schools 
and churches, The people working in the public tasks called 
fsenas get no salaries except coca and aguardiente bought with 
the money from the community funds. The conclusion of the 
faenas * ?/ork calls for a general fiesta with the participa
tion of all the people of the community except the babies* 
cripples, and the ill.

Rites of Agriculture. The rites of the mgriculture of 
the Qjueehuas have Christian and Incaie origins. In fast, the 
Indians use Christian rituals when there is no rain or when 
hall-storms and pests destroy the potatoes or c om. In such 
cases there is a solemn procession in honor of the Santo 
Patron© of the village In which the children cry and recite 
prayers asking for the protection of the Santo Fatrono. The 
Christian rites are employed ordinarily In order to avoid the 
hail-storms and dry weather, and also for fighting mil kinds 
of epidemics of the plants* The veneration of the earth 
Mama pacha (mother earth) with special offerings of coca, to
bacco, and aguardiente, according to Indian belief, will in
sure rich crops. The offerings to the earth divinity ar© made 
before seeding. The Indians never plant during the full moon 
because this phase is considered harmful for the seeding. The 
whole family is peasant for the offerings to th© earth, but 
the offering of coca or aguardiente is made only by the parents* 
This ritual is made with great humility and deep faith*
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Herding* Cattle raising among the whites and mes
tizos is found usually In the valleys of temperate climate*
The small amount of cattle raising done by the Indians is 
found in the highlands where there exists a natural pasturage 
of lchus* These pasturages are communal property? however, 
the huts and corrals of the Indian estancias are considered 
by the Cuechi;as to be almost private property* But this spe
cial type of individual property holding is incomplete be- 
oause the owners of the corrals cannot sell them* The Indians 
have possession of the estancias by usufruct but they cannot 
sell them because the pasturage land Is communal*

Generally, the Ouechua shepherds were formerly agri
cultural people who have become established in the punas be
cause of the loss of their arable lands in the places of 
temperate climate* These shepherds have small flocks of 
sheep, llamas, alpacas, and a very few pigs# Each family has 
as a general average eighteen to forty sheep, three to six 
llamas, and perhaps two to five alpacas* The few Quechua fam
ilies who own more than a hundred and thirty sheep and forty 
llamas are considered a® wealthy people in the shepherd com
munity* The Indian sheep are light in weight and produce a
small amount of wool which is of mediocre quality* The
shearing of a sheep gives one pound and a half to two pounds 
of wool as a general average• Probably, this fact Is due to
the Inferior type of sheep* The Indians have not yet improved
by breeding the quality of their sheep*

The shepherds are mostly women and children. The 
children begin to take care of the sheep at a very early age,
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according to the observations of Mishkin*
Ohlldren three or four years old, barely able 

to walk, are put in charge of a flock of ewes 
with their new b o m  lambs* The oldest and most 
decrepit women will take a herd to the punas *
Men will herd when they have nothing better to do**4

It seems that th© shepherd*s life in the highland is an un
pleasant activity due to the inclemency of the weather and 
to the terrible solitude of the punas* This unpleasant and 
monotonous activity of the Indian shepherd© has an Interval 
of gaiety in the fiestas celebrated chxring the tagging of 
young animals* For purpose® of identlfIcatlon, the sheep 
and llamas are tagged in the nose* .Sometimes different col
ors of rings are put in th® ears of the animals* All the 
members of the family participate In th© tagging ceremony 
which is celebrated with songs and dances, ehloha and aguar
diente *

Hites of cattle raising* The rite® of the Peruvian 
shepherds are almost Identical with the rites which were 
practiced during the Inca empire* fo the present day the 
shepherds venerate small pieces of stone naturally shaped 
like sheep or llamas* According to Indian belief, these idols 
of stone called usha-encoaycho promote fecundity of th© ani
mals* The shepherds make offerings of coca, tobacco and 
aguardiente to these idols which are highly venerated* They 
pay homage also to Auquillo ©r divinity of the mountains*
The Auquillo is very ©xigeantj h© must be venerated and he

44Bemard Mishkin, The Contemporary Queehtam, Handbook 
of South American Indians, ecC'" steward, Washlngton, B.C.: 
Bureau of American Ethnology, 1940, p* 420.
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must receive gifts in return for favors. If th© Auquillo is 
satisfied with the shepherd*s behavior, he will avert the dis
eases of the animalsj he will see that th© sheep and llamas 
are not killed by the condor®, foxes or pumas, or stolen by 
brigands# There Is also a belief among the shepherds that th© 
Auquillo shows special favors to communities by bringing out 
of the lake waters herds of sheep and llamas# Regarding this 
point there are many legends which emphasise the generosity 
of the Augulllo towards certain communities.

Manufactures. There is a small amount of manufactur
ing in all th© communities of the southern region of Peru 
which satisfies the needs of the Indian people. All the In
dian families manufacture goods for their own consumption plus 
a small surplus for sale in the Sunday markets and the re
gional fairs* Textiles, pottery, the fabrication of bricks 
and lassos are the most popular manufactures. The work in 
metals is found only In certain communities, particularly In 
Ayacucho which Is famous for handmade flllgranes of silver.

The wool of the sheep, llamas, and alpacas Is the only 
material employed In the textile making of th© Indian commun
ities# Certain textiles used in ponchos, pullos, and mufflers 
are mad© on primitive looms which were invented in the Inca 
empire# The mechanical looms, which were Introduced to th© 
Peruvian communities by the Spaniards, are used In th© fabri
cation of bay©tag, blankets and oordellatas # The wooden 
spindles are used for spinning, and anilines for dyeing the 
wool# However, In some communities, as in Santiago (Cusco), 
dyeing Is don© with certain Andean plants#

184513
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The making of textiles, more them any other manufac
ture, is an activity of cooperation among all the member# of 
the Jhmily, excluding infanta* The children help their par
ents in the spinning and other minor activities, such as 
handing balls of wool to the father who is weaving on the 
loom. Bit the children of six years and older spin and weave 
most of their own clothing#

The Indian weavers are superb craftsmen* In each 
community skillful weavers make fine floor carpets, blank
ets, and ponchos which ere highly appreciated in the market# 
Pottery is also a popular manufacture in the Indian communi
ties* In the making of pottery many kinds of clay are used 
according to the availability of material®. The Indians man
ufacture pots, Jars, cups, penongoa, and so forth* 0en®rally, 
these domestic utensils are painted red, yellow and orange* 
Incidentally, this pottery does not have the same beauty as 
the vases made by the Xneas• The pottery makers usually are 
men, but in a few case® some are women* Here, too, the chil
dren help their parents in th© minor jobs relating to th© 
making of pottery*

Metal working is a matter of specialization* The oc
cupation is transmitted through generations among the members 
of certain families of qualified artisans. These artisans 
make mainly earrings, rings, bracelets, brooches, and pins of 
copper and silver* The most skillful artisans have emigrated 
to lima and other important coastal cities of Fern* In these 
places the Indian artisan supplies the stores with all kinds 
of filigreed handwork *
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The Indians manufacture sacks and ropes In th© commun- 
Ities where there is maguey (cactus), and in places like fitl- 
caca with abundant materials of cat-tail (totora), canoes, 
baskets and mats are manufactured,

The Market, The market is an important activity in 
the economic life of the communities* The Indians sell in the 
market the small surplus of their productions and buy on th© 
other hand the necessary articles of life*

generally, all members of th© family seloct very care* 
fully during the week the articles which must be carried to 
the Sunday market* to Sunday, early In the morning, the Indi
ans go to Cusco carrying their products* Th© Sunday market 
is held in th© Plaza de la Merced of Cuzco* Th© Indians choose 
the places in the square for trading their products. Such 
products a® potatoes, corn, sweaters, blankets, pots, chili, 
coca, salt and so forth are put on the pullos (small blankets) 
which are laid on the ground. Generally, in each place of 
trading there is only one product* For instance, it is usual 
to see one Indian sitting behind a small pile of potatoes or 
corn, while another sits there with perhaps a few pots or 
stockings of wool*

Mainly, trading in the Indian market is carried on by 
the system of barter* However, trade is made in cash for art~ 
ieles such as aniline, salt, and cooa which are considered by 
the Indians as precious articles* In some cases, in buying 
cooa, many Indians become temporarily associated In order to 
buy this product In bulk, Mishkin sayst
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The dried leaves are soli in any cjc&ntity from 
handful® to arrobas* In this connection, a unique 
way of buying coca, found In several districts of 
Cusco, say be prevalent elsewhere In Peru* Indians 
may band together to make a collective purchase) a 
few members of a single family may thus buy a whole
arroba of coca in equal share®) or as many as 30 or
40 members of a cummunlty may form a kind of consum
ers* cooperative*^

There are no consumers1 cooperatives for buying clothe® and 
food in the Indian communities except In the community of 
Muklyauyo, located in the center of Peru.

Generally, the children take an active part In the 
commercial transactions of the market. In many cases, chil
dren as young as ten years old trade th© products made by 
themselves, but usually the women do the trading or decide 
what articles must be acquired for the family* Apparently,
the men accept the decision of the women concerning selling
or buying products. Ordinarily, the commercial transaction® 
of the market end about five-thirty.

Social Organisation 
Queoh.ua Society* The community is th© base of the 

Quechua society. The community is composed of a number of 
families living in the same geographical region whose boun
daries, if they have not been modified by white® or mesti
zos, probably are the same which were delimited by the func
tionaries of the Inc&s.

The people of the communities &on*t have the same last 
name as they did in the epoch of the Incas• However, In many 
eomirmnitles, particularly in the small ones, there are only

45Ibld., p. 437
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a few different last names• This Is due, probably, to the 
frequent intermarriages, as endogamy is one of the character
istic tendencies of Qaeclma communities* Mow©ver, it ha® 
been observed In isolated cases that certain individuals have 
married outside of their own community* In these ease, as a 
general rule, husbands are established In th© villages of 
their wives. These outsiders are hated by the people of th© 
community so they are not accepted into the social life of 
the village, and they are not invited to th© religious festiv
ities. The foreigners do not receive any help from the people 
of th® community and must work the lots of their wives by 
themselves* The Queokuas not only hat© the foreigners but 
want to expel them from their communities, often resorting to 
black magi® to achieve this purpose. This hat© of the Qu®- 
chuas for the foreigners is probably due in part to their fear 
of losing some lots of land from the ecmmgtmlty# The land, the 
main wealth of the Qp.ec hues, according to the philosophy of 
this people, must be owned only by the individuals born In th© 
community. The Queehua is not permitted to sell his lot of 
land to an outsider* If h© should, it would be considered a 
calamity for the community.

Apparently a strong group feeling exists In the Qua- 
chua society* The apothegm of won© for all and all for one” 
is probably a fact in the Indian communities. It seems that 
all th© aspects of the Indian communal life tend to promote 
unity among the people. This unity is supported by a deep 
sense of solidarity in times of happiness as well as in times 
of unhappiness* In the Quechuan philosophy the success or
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failure of one individual involves the happiness or sadness 
of the people as a whole* In this sense, the Queehua appears 
to he strongly integrated in his community*

This cohesion and solidarity of the group is most no* 
ticeahle when a white or mestizo tries to take some land from 
the community# In such cases, each individual contributes 
money to pay the fees of the lawyer or "tlnterillo11 in order 
to recoup by legal measures the land which was taken away, 
perhaps by violence#

Social Qlasgea--Trestlge< There are no social classes 
In the Quechuan communities* apparently, all the people of 
the village have the same social codes, the same system of 
values, and similar objectives for the education of their chil
dren. There are no differences In ways of livingf the wealthy 
Indians as well as the poor ones live in the same type of 
houses, eat the same foods, and wear the same type of clothing* 
However, there are certain "social statuses11 which denote 
prestige and honor In the Indian communities. For instance, 
the Indian who has sponsored the religious fiesta of the Santo 
Fatrono of the village has a high prestige in the community. 
There seems to be a strong social pressure in the community 
which Impels the Individual to sponsor the religious fiesta of 
th© Santo Fatrono* The Indians cannot ©scape this social 
pressure because If they do not sponsor fiestas, they are con
sidered to be Insignificant Individuals without personality*
In some communities, as Flsag (Cuzco), the individuals who 
have sponsored a religious fiesta have a black cross on their 
doors. These crosses are testimonials to proclaim the prestige
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and honor of th© individuals• The authorities of the village, 
th© sorcerers, the priests, and. the teachers also have great 
prestige in the comimmltl es.

Political Organisation 
Local political activities# fhe Indiana of southern 

Peru are completely indifferent to th© political life of th© 
country* In fact, due to illiteracy, very few Indians vote 
in the general elections for the President of the Hepublic and 
th© representatives to congress* Having no interest in na
tional politics, the political activities of the Indians are 
concerned only with th© welfare of their own communities*
This extreme local political activity is exaggerated to the 
point that there is no political plan which could Interest the 
neighboring communities* 4s in the Inca Kmpire, each ©osmmm- 
lty is interested exclusively in Its own political problems, 
and pays no attention to what Is going cm in the neighboring 
communities ♦ But the local political life of the Indian com
munities is not completely autonomous because th© national 
government, through its governors, Interferes directly In 
planning th© political activities of th© villages* In some 
cases this interference is so frequent that th© Indian author
ities are merely executive agents for carrying out the plans 
elaborated by th© governors* However, in the majority of 
cases, th© Indian authorities have independence in planning 
and executing certain policies for their communities. For 
these eases, the authorities have prestige, and are loved and 
respected in their villages* However, when the authorities
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are completely subordinated to the governors they have no 
prestige whatsoever nor the confidence of their fellow men.
In the case of th© puppet authorities, the real leadership 
in the communities is taken over by the sorcerers* The pup* 
pet authorities, without popular support among the masses, 
are morally compelled to accept the leadership of the sorcer
ers *

Authorities of the community and elections* fhe titles 
of th© Indian authorities such as alcalde, segundo alcalde, 
alquaclles and regidores, are of Spanish origin* Probably, 
these titles were introduced by the Spaniards during colonial 
times*

Elections for the authorities are held at the office 
of the alcalde or in the square of th© village* All th© a- 
dult people of the community take an active part in the elec
tions* Th© hand-vot© system Is used In these popular elections.

Candidates for the public poeitlons must meet some in
dispensable prerequisites* The candidates, since childhood, 
must have been active In the religious and social affairs of 
the community* They must also b© honest and of good behavior* 
The candidates to the mayorallty, which Is the highest polit
ical Job in th© community, must have been formerly regidores 
and alquaclles* They must also b© former mayor domes of the 
religious fiestas of th© Santo Fatrono of the village*

A popular meeting is held at which th© candidates are 
introduced to the public and at which brief statements regard
ing th© virtue® and limitations of the candidates* personali
ties are made. After this introduction, th© election starts.
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There Is some competition in the voting for the regidore and 
alquacils, but in the voting for mayor there is unanimity* 
Almost automatically the most recent sponsor of the religious 
fiesta of th© Santo Fatrono is elected as mayor * After the 
elections, th© Indians go to the district capital In order to 
communicate to the governor regarding the election of the new 
authorities* In almost every case, the governor accepts the 
results of the Indian ©lections. Having the approval of the 
governors, the new Indian authorities go to the capital of 
the province where the subprefecto delivers the oath of office 
to the new functionaries.

Responsibilities of th© authorities. The responsibil
ity of the mayor is to maintain the social order and to adopt 
all the necessary measures and policies for th© welfare of th© 
community* Th© mayor acts also as a judge In th© disputes of 
the village* The segundo alcalde ha® no specific function*
The job seems to be honorific* The alquacils ar© executive 
officers who carry out the orders of the mayor, and the regi- 
dors, assistants of the mayor, maintain the social order ac
cording to the indications of th® mayor* In some communities 
like Qqueros, in the department of Cusco, th© oaplllayoc© or 
fiscal, is an important Job according to the observation© of 
Mishkins

Th© eapillayoc, or fiscal, is one of the most 
important post© In th© community• The occupant, 
usually th© oldest man in Qqueros, is in charge of 
all religious matters. He must be an expert in 
Christian as well as pagan ritual. In practically 
all case®, th© eapillayoc Is a well known sorcerer 
and diviner

46rbld., p. 447.
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Policy of the Community. The authorities conduct th©
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administration of th© community with th© full cooperation of 
the adult people* The planning and discussing of the politi
cal, economic, and social problems which affect the public 
interest is don© at popular meetings, at these meetings, 
which are led by the mayor, agreements are made on fixing the 
dates for starting the seedlngs and crops* The most conven
ient measures for th© celebration of the religious fiestas or 
for repairing th© schools, churches, bridges, and roads are 
also discussed* Castro Peso points out that in some communi
ties of Guzco and Puno the women take an active part in th© 
discussion at the popular meetings* Castro Pozo states:

In the communities of Guzco and Puno womeir part
icipate In the popular meetings, and their partici
pation Is desirable In th© community. {Authors 
translation#)47

Generally, before adopting any administrative measure, 
there is a long discussion in the meeting. This discussion is 
carried out In a peaceful atmosphere in which the various 
opinions and suggestions of th© people are given respectful 
consideration. However, It is the opinions and suggestions 
of the leaders, In most cases, which Influence strongly the 
decision® of th© people. The authorities, the sorcerers, and 
the old people are th© leaders of the meetings. The opinions 
and suggestions of the auqul or old people are particularly 
appreciated.

Practically all the decisions are adopted by unanimity.

4^H11debrando Castro pozo, Huestra Oomunidad Indigene, 
Editorial, Lima, Peru: 11 Lucero, l§S4,p. TIB. ~~ ~
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These decisions are carried out In practice with a sense of 
responsibility because, among th© Indians, there is a high 
regard for the popular will as expressed in the meetings* 
Therefore, the individuals cooperate actively in all th© ac
tivities tending toward th© realisation of the popular agree
ments • Those individuals who disregard the popular will are 
considered as undesirables in the community.

The realization of the popular agreements is facili
tated by the harmonious relationships and good understanding 
among the authorities and the people of th© community. The 
people respect their authorities, and in turn the authorities 
respect the rights of the people. Th© authorities live in 
the same manner as the rest of th© people* In fact, they work 
on their lots of land, and take an active part in the ain© 
under the same conditions as the people of the village. How~ 
ever, th© authorities enjoy certain distinctions due to their 
position. These distinctions are more noticeable during th© 
celebration of social and religious fiestas in the community. 
In these fiestas the authorities have places of honor at the 
popular banquest. The insignia of the mayorship is a matter 
of great distinction also. This insignia is a staff of wood 
of a different size in each community. Probably the average 
length of this staff, which is the symbol of authority, is 
1.50 m. For some communities, th© upper section of the staff 
is wrapped in silver plates covered with rich decorations of 
folk-lore motifs. Th© upper section of th© staff is covered 
also with medals of saints, crucifixes, and detentes. 
Apparently, the Indians have a great reverence for the vara®
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or staffs# Quite likely, these staffs are a mixture of relig
ious and political symbolism, or perhaps merely a political 
symbol of authority without any religious connotation#

Religious Life 
Religion# Th© religion of the Indian communities 

seems to be a mixture of Znoaie and Christian beliefs# In the 
former, probably the veneration of the earth and the spirit ©f 
the mountains are the most important# Mama Pacha, the great 
divinity of the earth, Is thought to bestow th© material values 
which make possible human life# Indian® make offerings of 
coca, tobacco, and aguardiente to the earth divinity as expres
sions of his faith, submission and gratitude to this divinity* 
The Auquillo Is the sacred spirit of the mountains who is 
deeply concerned with the welfare of the community and, in some 
places like Santiago, he is represented as an old man* The 
Auquillo Is always interested and sometimes very severe and 
will, quite likely, bring harm to individuals who make no of
ferings to him. The Auquillo, according to Indian belief, Is 
akin to human nature, therefore he Is subject to emotions and 
passions# The Indians believe that some individuals can man
ipulate the Auquillo by playing on his wishes and emotions*
The sorcerers are considered to b© the most able person® for 
discovering the right key to manipulating the will of the deity 
for th© furtherance of personal or general interests* In some 
places, like Q,quero, according to the observations of Mishkin, 
besides the Auquillo there are other spirits such as Ccoa who 
lives in the high Andean peaks. The Ccoa is pictured as a
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large gray oat with eyes of exceptional phosphorescence, and 
is an ambivalent divinity who may be a generous benefactor or 
fearful enemy of th© community, individuals who have found 
favor with th© Ccoa deity, according to the Indian beliefs of 
Qqueros, will be blessed with good health and abundant crops. 
By contrast th© individuals who are not in th© good graces of 
this divinity have bad crops, and get incurable diseases, be
cause the Ccoa produces and controls the weather, sending at 
will ha11-storms, drought, pests, and so on.

The Ccoa is an extremely irritable divinity who re
quires frequent offerings and venerations to maintain him in 
a jovial and friendly frame of mind toward the people of the 
community. If the Ccoa is neglected, he becomes angry, and in 
a fit of violence will punish the people by sending to the 
village all sorts of plagues and diseases.

Th© spirits of death, as in th© epoch of the Incas, 
are considered as benefactors to the people of the village.
It is believed that these spirits live in heaven. However, 
according to the Quechu&s, the spirits return to th© earth 
annually on th© Holy Bay* On this day th© Indians place on 
th© graves of their relatives handfuls of coca, and small 
pots of potatoes and soup. This practice arises from the be
lief that the spirits have th© same physiological needs as 
human beings on the Holy Bay* In some communities, as in 
Qqueros, it Is believed that the spirits of children who have 
died without baptism are harmful and bring calamity to the 
village.

The veneration of the earth and the spirits of th©
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mountains are of Ineaic origin# as has been said* Bat the 
cult of the spirits of death, practiced by the Xneas# is based 
partially on Christian beliefs. At the present day# even the 
most isolated Indian cQizmunltlee having very little contact 
with the Western Civilization, are under th© Influences of 
Christianity. This Christian Influence which started during 
th® Spanish Conquest developed gradually during th© Colony and 
Republic. As a result of this influence operating throughout 
th© centuries, the Indians have Infused th© Christian beliefs 
Into their own. and have become familiar with th® rituals of 
th® Catholic Church. However# the Indian Christianity has a 
particular spiritual form and ritualism.. Apparently, th© In
dians didn*t care much for the Father and the Holy Ghost. They 
focus their attention primarily on th® saints# and secondarily 
on the Christ and th© Virgin. The procession is one of the 
most characteristic ritualisms of th© Indian Chrlstianlsm. It 
seems that the dances of pre-Colombian origin attract them 
more strongly than the procession itself.

Besides the procession, probably the mass Is th© relig
ious act which most attracts the Indians. They assist at th© 
mass in the churches of the districts because there are no 
permanent priests in the Indian villages. Incidentally, the 
priests come to the villages only for the solemn fiestas when 
there Is some opportunity of making money from the baptisms 
and marriages.

The description of John Collier, Jr. of the manner In 
which the Ecuadorian Indians behave at the mass Is similar to 
that observed in some churches of Cuzco. Collier say©3
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Indian women alt In groups at the foot of th® 
altars while th® priest celebrates mass, they 
nurse their babies, letting th© bigger children run 
around nearby* The Indian children look at every
thing with big ©yes, play together, and at times

It seems that the Indians go to mass partly for the 
purpose of asking favors of the saints of their predilection*
It is believed that each saint has a special knack for per
forming miracles related to some specific field* For instance, 
Saint Antonio Is excellent in helping to identify thieve® or 
to locate lost objects; Sen Ramon is the patron saint for pro
tecting pregnant woman from th© danger of bad parturition, and 
so forth* The Indians promise offerings to the saints and to 
have mass celebrated in their honor In exchange for miracles*
If an Indian believes that the saints have favored him with 
the requested miracle, he offers to the images of these saints 
small medals, brooches, and crosses of silver* This custom 
of presenting gifts to the saints in exchange for miracles is 
general among the Indians as well as a great percentage of the 
whit© and mestizo population of the coast of Peru* liven in 
the poorest Indian villages, the saints are liberally plied 
with gifts. Of course, the saints who are noted for perform
ing more miracles receive more gifts. Castro Poso points out 
that the image8 of saints who are not Inclined to produce 
miracles are whipped by th© Indiana. He says, nIndians force 
the will of saints to make miracles. I have seen the Indians

*®John Collier, *Jr., and Anlbal Bultron, The Awakening 
Valley, Chicagoj University of Chicago Press, 194i,,’"',p'*
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whipping the image of Saint Antonio# (Author*8 transla
tion. ) Probably the testimony of Castro Poso is an isolated 
case in the Indian communities because it seems that th© Que- 
cIrmas regard th© images of saints with deep reverence. In 
fact, they profit by the occasion of th© mass and processions 
to kiss the hands and feet of the effigies of the saints# In 
general, the religious beliefs of the Indian play an Import
ant role in the social and economic life of the community# In 
fact, as has been said, the good crops, the absence of dis
eases, and the general welfare depend upon the gods of the 
mountains and th© Santo Fatronos of the villages# Doing ever
ything possible to keep these divinities happy is a strong 
preoccupation of the Indians# It seems also that the relig
ious beliefs of the Quechuas are strong motivations for self- 
gratifications through the medium of the fiestas#

Fiestas and dances# Some dances of th© Indian com
munities , such as th© fiestas of crops or seeding, are Incalc 
in origin* Others, like the Inca Atahualpa, were originated 
immediately after the conquest! and, finally, the religious 
fiestas of Spanish origin.

The fiesta® of crops are act® of gratitude to Mama 
Pacha (mother earth), goddess of fecundity# The fiesta of the 
‘llamas Is an homage to the Auquillo®, sacred spirit® of th© 
Andes.

The fiesta of Atahualpa seem® to be a commemoration
of th© fall of the Inca Empire under the spears of the

46Castro Pozo, o£. clt., p. 247.
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Spaniards. This fiesta is a play of the capture, trials, and 
death of Atahualpa In O&j&marca.

Th© religious fiestas are acts of veneration to th© 
Christ and th© saint® of the Catholic Church. The number of 
religious fiestas held during th© year varies among the commun
ities . However, in almost all the communities, they celebrate 
at least the major fiestas of Good Friday, San Juan Bautista, 
San Santiago, San Antonio, and so forth* But, undoubtedly, 
th© fiesta of the Santo Fatrono of the village, In any commun
ity, is the most solemn and important.

Th© individual who sponsors th© fiesta is celled 
^mayordomo.*1 The job of being mayordomo entails a big re
sponsibility due to the expenses of the celebration of th© fi
esta. In fact, the msyordomo, no matter what his economic 
position, must pay the expenses of the mass and procession* 
However, all th© people of the community help the tnayordoiso 
with small amounts of cash, and with coca, chicha, cereals, 
and aguardiente. Even th© children of the village cooperate 
in working for the success of the fiesta, In fact, children 
help their parents in making chicha, and children over ten 
years old give a little money to the mayordomo for buying such 
things as candles, Incense, and fireworks.

The children ss well as the adults seem to await with 
greet anticipation the date of the fiesta of the Santo Patrono 
of the village. This fiesta is celebrated with enthusiasm and 
gaiety. The fiesta of th© Santo Fatrono is so tumultuous that 
it seems to be an ©scape from the reality of the monotonous 
life of the Andes. After the celebration of the fiesta
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perhaps th© mayordomo will be indebted for th® rest of his 
life I but this means nothing to the msyordosio# He Is happy

■s

with the prestige derived by giving to his fellow men a few 
days of merrymaking and a chance to let off steam*

The dance is one of th® most important acts in the 
celebration of the religious fiestas* The number of dances 
varies with the communities* The children and adults take 
part in the dances* The children from twelve to fifteen years 
of age dance the chunctm t us hue which is an imitation of the 
dances of jungle savages. The children seventeen years old 
dance th© Quepa Capitan, and the children of eighteen* the 
dance called Albaso* For dancing purposes, children and ado
lescents form groups with person® of the same age who live, in 
most cases, in th® same neighborhood of th® village* Th® 
adults take part in dances which require stronger physical en
durance, necessary in order to stand numberless hours of danc
ing wearing heavy masks and disguises made of animal skins*
It Is said that the paraphernalia worn in some Indian dances—  
disguises such as jaguar kilt®, fur masks, fox, deer, puma 
and vicuna skins— have esoteric meaning# The author thinks 
that the Indian dances seem to be only acts of amusement in 
which the adolescents and adults enjoy themselves dancing to 
the tun© of the flutes or of the rented bartda de musicos *

Child Hearing Practices 
Since gestation and parturition have a great influence 

on the life of the child, it seems important to explore briefly 
the care of the Indian mother during her gestation period and 
the practices employed during childbirth.
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Th© Indian mother knows that pregnancy starts with 
the suspension of menstruation# From the beginning of the 
pregnancy, almost until the day before childbirth, the Indian 
mother neglects her health# Until the most advanced months 
of pregnancy she still works on the farm, carrying sacks of 
potatoes from th© field to the house, or walking th© long dis
tance from the village to th© market of the district# How
ever, th© pregnant Indian women, according to the customs of 
th© community, take some care for protecting th© Intra-uterine 
life of their unborn children# For instance, if frogs, skunks, 
or snakes cross th© road on which a pregnant woman is walking, 
she must avoid the glance of these animals, covering her eyes 
with her hands or leaving th© place immediately. It is be
lieved that th© glances of frogs and snakes cause miscarriages 
or may cause a child to be born 11 yahua11 with some anatomical 
features of these animals# It Is believed also that pregnant 
women have strange appetites. Therefore, everyone in the com
munity Is willing to give them food for fear of miscarriage.

A few days before childbirth the family tries to divine 
the sex of the child* The divination is made by means of coca 
or the interpretation of dreams. When the dlvlnor predict® 
that the child will be male, the family has an informal cele
bration because among the Indians the boys have more value than 
girls. If the diviner predicts a female child, the family is 
not disappointed, but no celebration Is held.

During the birth, the woman assumes a crouching position 
and the delivery is attended by a midwife and the husband # 
neither anaesthetics nor disinfectants are used. The umbilical
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cord is cut with undlslnfected scissors or knives and 1© tied 
with thread of cotton or wool. The newborn is bathed in tern* 
perate water and wrapped with pieces of bayeta• Until the ag© 
of eight or nine months th© child is bathed daily with temper
ate water, except on Thursdays and Fridays whloh are consid
ered days of bad presage* Also, until this same age, th© child 
is wrapped from the neck to th© toes, so that the baby is 
unable to move its extremities* The cradle is not known in the 
Indian communities! therefore, the baby Is always held in the 
lap of its mother or Is carried on the back of an older brother*

Generally, baptism of the baby occurs five or six days 
after birth* The parents who neglect to have their children 
baptised are considered to be Indifferent to the future of 
their children and indifferent also to the welfare of the com
munity. As has been said, according to Indian beliefs, the 
spirits of the babies having died without baptism., bring all 
sorts of calamities to th© community* So it would seem that 
baptism is made with the object of being saved from these bad 
spirits rather than through Christian convictions.

Ordinarily, th© Indians of prestige In the community 
are chosen by the parents as godfathers to their children. Be
fore the ceremony of baptism the parents offer to the future 
godfathers presents such as selected corn or sheep * s wool.
The godfathers give to their godchildren simple clothing for 
the baptism* The ceremony of baptism is celebrated with a 
fiesta at which the godfathers, relatives, and neighbors of 
the village are present.

At the present day It is observed that most of the
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Indiana look for godfathers among tne whites and mestizos*
*£hia tendency seems to he motivated by the fact that the In
diana need white or m e n tizc friend© who oar help ttern In their 
difficulties with the hseend&dos.

Nursing, we an in & f ̂ an d to i I e t training* ?he I?iriian mo
ther breastfeeds hep bnbios• The godmother and the neighbors 
feed the babies only If the mother is seriously ill * aihoro 
Is no fixed schedule for nursing* and if is carried out at ir
regular intervals. When the baby is cranky or when bti cries, 
the mother doosn*t fry to find the cause of its bad humor or 
crying* hut limits herself to giving her breast to the child*
This practice of soot-blr*, the baby by means of the ? roast is 
carried out until the child is two years ola* .ht ft-.Is age 
weaning begins. • ith: this purpose Id mina, the mot;hex1 starts 
to eat foods with a high content of chili* sinon it is believed 
that the chill communicates a 'bitter taste to tins mother?s milk* 
If* In suite of this* the chi,Id still wants to be nursed* the 
mother smears her nipples with salt or chill * For weanim; 
purposes also* the mother may go, In sore cases, to toe homes 
of the godmother or neighbors for a few days*

Regarding toilet training, the Indians pay little at- 
tent ion* Babies less tear two years old are not pun is lied for 
defecating or urinating In their beds, when the chi la Is 
around two and. a half to throe years, tee parents take kin out 
to the hack of the hoaee for defecation or urination• It 
seems that the children 1 earn to eliminate the waste of the 
body in a crouching position by observing; their .parents or 
the older children. S'*nee there is no special regard for
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cleanliness In the Indian families, the child is not trained 
to take care of M s  personal cleanliness, The children learn 
to comb their hair, generally, when they go to school.

Social expectations regarding the work of children.
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There is a strong social expectation in the Indian community 
that the children must start working very early. If children 
of three and four years are unable to take care of the guinea- 
pigs and chickens of the family, the parents are criticised 
by the neighbors and relatives# It is common to see Indian 
children of five years pasturing the lambs in the vicinity of 
the house# The girls at six years start spinning the wool of 
sheep or llamas, while girls of eight years of ag© ©r© already 
able to weave sweaters or lllollas for their younger brothers. 
At twelve or thirteen years of age, the Indian girls, like 
adults, are weaving ponchos, bayetas and cordellatas. Children 
seven years Old start helping their parents with the farming 
and children of ten start to work on the land of the neighbors, 
much of the time in alne, and sometimes receiving small wages* 
Generally, the adolescents from fifteen to seventeen years of 
age are considered fully adult as far as work is concerned# 
However, they are not considered citizens before marriage 
which takes place between twenty to twenty-five years for the 
boys, and between eighteen to twenty for the girls. Incident
ally, there Is no ceremony of Initiation for adolescence In 
the Indian communities. The first menstruation Is not a mat
ter of any purifIcatlon. However, what seems possible is that 
the mothers teach their adolescent daughters not to work on 
the land during the menstruation period because, according to
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th© Indian beliefs, the blood of menstruation absorbs Ilk© a
sponge the fertility of the land*

Ceremony of hair cutting* The ceremony of hair cut
ting, or Ago ha Rutuy is an Indian custom of Inc ale origin.
In accordance with this custom, when the child is two or three 
years old, the godfather cuts a handful of hair of the child 
in a formal ceremony* After this, th© godfather, In accordance 
with his economic position, gives presents to his godchild* 
Other persons present at the ceremony, Including the parents, 
also cut a small strand of hair from, the child. The value of 
the gifts from these people is usually in keeping with the 
quantity of the hair which has been cut* For the girls of 
three or four years of age, there is a ceremony for piercing 
their ears* The godmother pierces th© ears of the girl and 
gives her presents. The ceremonies of hair cutting and ear 
piercing are celebrated by cheerful fiestas at which a great 
amount of ehlcha and aguardiente is consumed.

games of the Indian children* It is a general Peruv
ian belief that the Indian children don * t have th© character
istic gaiety and spontaneity of childhood. It Is said in 
lectures and it Is written in the newspapers and magazines 
that the Indian children are adult miniatures, sad and Intro
verted, consecrated only to work, clothed as adults, and having 
no amusements• These general statements seem to be In contra** 
diction to th© facts. The Indian children would seem to have 
a childhood rich In experience® acquired through a great 
variety of activities which are based on the cultural back
ground of their environment. Children become interested in
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games very early.
The games of the Indian children are based primarily 

on the imitation of the economic and social activities of 
their cultural environment* Of course, in this Imitation there 
is a lot of childish imagination. For Instance, the hoys play 
at making Irrigation canals, planting small staffs of wood in 
the land, and making corrals for the animals. In these games
the children play in group teams Imitating the cooperative
work of the adults. There are guessing games also among the 
Indian children. The game consists of guessing how many ker
nels of corn there are in th© clasped hands of on© child.

The existence of games of competition among the Indian 
children Is curious because the society in which they are born 
and raised is not competitive. The sling and the foot races
are competitive. Small groups of children of the same neigh
borhood compete at throwing stones with their slings. The 
winner of the game is the child who throws the stone the 
greatest distance. Children of the same sex and approximately 
of the same age engage in play activities such as foot, races 
and wrestling. Occasionally the children play at gambling, 
betting small portions of their lunches. The games mentioned 
above seem to be of Indian origin. However, In some communi
ties such as Tlnta (Cu^co), children play with some toys Ilk© 
spinning tops, kites, marbles, and so forth. In the community 
of Ghlncheros, Gusco, the children play at the present day 
with seesaws, marbles, balls, and so on* Of course, th© toys 
acquired by th© children of Tlnta and Ghlncheros are bought in 
the stores of th© cities*
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Concerning clothing. It is true that th® Indian chil
dren wear clothes like their parents* Probably, this practice 
is due to th® cold climate of the highlands* &t any rate, the 
fact that the children are dressed like adults does not mean 
that they look like adults*

Education In the family* The children in the Indian 
families do mot receive a formal education* The education of 
the children Is mainly based on learning the most adequate 
ways for carrying out such activities as agriculture, cattle 
raising, weaving, and so forth*

In the Indian communities the children learn th® skills 
of their culture* So in the field of work, th® parents teach 
their children ways of plowing the land, seeding, harvesting, 
and selecting the seeds for the next planting* Children at an 
early eg® are taught to follow behind to turn over those piece® 
of turf which were missed by the plow* Children learn also to 
plant the seeds in the furrow of the prepared land* Children 
eight and nine years old are taught to manipulate the hoe In 
the cultivation of potatoes, while children of about twelve 
years of age start to handle the plow or ehaquitaolla, The 
mothers and grandmothers teach the girls activities such as 
spinning, washing, cooking, and weaving* It can be said that 
In practically all the Indian communities children are taught 
th® above-mentioned activities* However, In places where 
there are manufactures, the parents teach their children their 
own occupations such as pottery making, textile making, metal 
working, wood carving, masonry, and so on. Generally, at the 
age of fifteen, th© Indian child has finished his training.
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Between sixteen and seventeen yeans of age the young people 
know all the secrets of the occupations of their parents* 
Probably this is due to the fact that the science and art of 
the Indians * in comparison with those of the Western Civiliza
tion, are limited t© a very few theoretical principles and to 
a very empirical technique•

Contrasting Value© Among the Indians and White®
The contrast of the cultural values between the Indi

ans and whites is evident for any superficial observer* This 
cultural contrast is so deep that it would be necessary to 
write many chapters for a substancial study* The author is 
Interested only in the exploration of some important points of 
the contrasting values of the Indian and whites with regard to 
some aspects such as political, economic, and social.

In the political sphere it seem© that in the Peruvian 
government (composed of whites and mestizos) there is © great 
discrepancy between the dootrimary principles and the realiza
tion of these principles in practice* The political doctrine 
is based on advanced principles of a democratic form of gov
ernment* But these principles are rarely practiced* The 
constitution of the state 1© modified, many times, by amend
ments based on presidential decree® rather than on laws ap
proved by the congress* The candidates supported by the gov
ernment are usually elected. Apparently there is little 
honesty in the electionsI therefore, fraud seems to be quite 
common. Probably the fraudulent elections give rise to fre
quent revolutions or the political indifference of the citi
zens* In contrast t© the political instability in the
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Peruvian govensment due to revolutions, the Indians have sta
bility in their form of government.

In contrast to the discrepancy between the principles 
which exist in the Peruvian government, as has been mentioned, 
the theory and practice of polities in the Indian communities 
are closely related. It seems that this positive correlation 
between principle and practice Is, due In part to the deep 
faith of the Indians in their institutions, and the respect 
they have for their authorities*

In conti^ast to the fraudulent elections which are com
mon In Peru, the Quechua elections in their communities ap
pear to be hemeat. In contrast to the political indifference 
of the white or mestizo Peruvians when they do not receive 
services from the government, the Indians from adolescence are 
primarily concerned with the political activities of their com
munities • In reality, It can be said that religion and poli
tics absorb completely the life of th© Indians*

Among the white and mestizo Peruvian population pri
vate property is the form of property holding. In the whit© 
and mestizo population there is a great inequality In the dis
tribution of wealth. On the coast, particularly in the center 
and the north, the land belongs to a very few Peruvian fami
lies and to some American and English companies. In the 
sierra, all the large farms and cattle ranches are owned by a 
few families. *£hls tremendous inequality In the distribution 
of wealth has produced in Peru an aristocracy made up of a 
very few rich Emilies who live In great luxury, and at the 
same time a large white and mestizo population who have a low
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standard of Hiring* In ©ontrasb to this groat ©eonomle dif
ference between the rich and poor In th© non-Indian popula
tion, in the Quecftua communities the difference in the dis
tribution of wealth 1® extremely limited* 4s has been said, 
there is practically no difference in the standard of living 
among the Peruvian Indiana*

Among the white and mestizo population of Peru there 
is a division of social classes based primarily on economic 
position and education and, secondarily, ©n the prestige of 
the family, Th© upper social class directs and controls th© 
economic and political life of th© nation* The middle class, 
very small to oomparison with %lm middle class -of Chile, 
Brazil, and Argentina, owns a small amount of property and is 
composed of liberal professlonals, school teachers, and em
ployees of the public administration or private enterprise*
Th© lower class made up of skilled and unskilled laborers is 
the most underprivileged social class with a vary low stand
ard of living* It seems that there is a great conflict among 
these classes for control of the state* However, the politi
cs! struggle 1© between the upper and middle social classes,
The middle class strives strongly to take over the power, while
the upper class uses every method, including fore©, to remain 
In power* The lower class is allied with th® middle class, 
but at times Is an instrument of the upper social class*

In contrast to this struggle between social classes, #
there is harmony to the classless society of the Indian com
munities* Mo social group to the Oueohua society monopolizes 
the political power or certain sources of raw materials*
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In fact f the Indian t e w ®  very early that he will he given a 
chance to hold political off tea including the mayorship# He 
t e w ®  also that there la n o  privileged group in his community 
who will discriminate against him. Finally, while cooperation 
1® th# vital foree in the social organisation of the Cbieehuas, 
competition Is a strong factor in the white and mestizo popu
lation *

Conflict® between the. Indiana' and whites* Th® main 
conflict 'between the Indians and whites Is a struggle for th® 
ownership of land* Th® Peruvian state protects the eossmunal 
property of the Queahu&s; however, the whit© farmers or haeen- 
dados profit by any favorable opportunity for taking over the 
land of the Indian®* 2fc this ease, the Indians have great 
difficultis® in recovering their lands*

T h ®  whit® or mestiso governor® of the districts, In 
many cases, interfere through the Indian mayors in the social 
and political life of the Qusohua people* When this occur®, 
the Indian® reject this Interference by not recognising the 
leadership of their mayors* Other than thee® cases already 
mentioned, the Indians do not have conflict® with th© white® 
or mestizos. But th® Quechuas who emigrate to the coast do 
have conflicts with th© whites or mestlaos* fhese Indians are 
ridiculed because ©f their Incorrect pronunciation of the 
Spanish language or their way® of living* However, those who 
adjust themselves to the new cultural environment or who suc
ceed in professional life or business are accepted by whites 
and mestizos because in th® Peruvian society there are no 
noticeable racial prejudices*
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The Indians have no conflicts with the state. The 
Qiiechuaa acknowledge - without resistance all their duties to
ward the government5 and they are not involved in revolutions 
against the state.

Influence of Cultural Factors in the Self-
Development of the Indian Child

The general culture of the Indian communities is not 
complex. The methods of production are empirical* end the 
social and political regulations very llmi ted*

Vi 1thin the structure of this empirical production* and 
owing to the fact that a few simple tools are employed, the 
child from an early age plays an important role in the famil
iar and community economy® In fact* the Indian child* in 
accordance with his age* sox, and physical maturity* has a 
known place in the tasks of the home.* agriculture* cattle 
raising* textile making* and so forth. in each of these tasks 
established according to the social expectations of the cul
tural milieu* the Indian child collaborates with a sense of 
responsibility and efficiency in the daily work which secures 
bis personal subsistence and that of his relatives. The par
ents and the people of the community express their appro ela
tion for the child1® c.ontp.ibu.tion' through words of praise and 
approval. Due to bhio adult behavior the child becomes aware 
very early in his life that his contribution is real and ef
fective in the family as wo11 as in the community* The active 
participation of the child in the economic* social* and rellg- 
i ous life of tlie community,, his complete integration within 
the familiar group* his of responsibility acquired
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ably are Important factors whloh influence the healthy self-*
development of the Indian child#

The Peruvian white and mestizo children very early be
come aware that there is a great difference between the things 
which are established as normative principles and th© distor
tion of these principles in practice* probably this discrep
ancy give© rise to doubt and conflict in the self of the child# 
In contrast, the Indian child probably has few doubts or con
flict© which can perturb his self, because he lives in a world 
where principle and practice are one and the same thing#

It has been said that there are no social classes in 
the Indian cosssunities# Probably, due to this fact, there is 
no noticeable social prejudice among the Indian people. On 
the contrary, there is a warm comradeship among the Quechuas 
who operate within a plane of equality in their personal in
terrelationships * Besides, the Indian society is static. In 
fact, since many centuries ago, they have maintained th© cul
tural patterns of their ancestor®# The absence of social 
prejudices, the stability of the marriages, and the social 
statism of the Indian society probably Influence the healthy 
self-development of the Indian child#



GHAPTEK V

AFFECTIONAL ZHTEHKELATIOMSHIPS

Gourtship and Trial Marriage 
In th® Indian communities of Perm the tale of th® 

whit® stork which descends from heaven bringing th© newborn 
in its beak is unknown* This suggests the idea that the par
ents do not tell fantastic tales in order to avoid possible 
questions of the child concerning the birth of babies. In 
th© Quechua cultural milieu prohibitions regarding the pre
marital sexual life of the adolescents ar© also unknown*

Throughout the festivities, couples will dis
appear for a time to wander off to the unfrequented 
places on the edge of th© village to indulge in sexual 
relations* Fremarital sexual freedom is customary 
In most Quechua communities

These sexual relations among the unmarried adolescents see® 
to be the culmlnatory stage of the courtship* The process 
of Indian courtship has two phases? (a) th© us© of charms 
and spells, (b) th© way of expression of love Interest* In 
general, love magic is employed only by the male®. The charm 
Is used for captivating the heart of the girl by means of am
ulets of good luck* These amulets, called euya-euya (love- 
love), are wild flowers of th© high mountains which the young 
people carry in small bags of wool. It is believed that th© 
cuya-cuya has an irresistible power to capture the love of

^Mishkin, op* cit., p* 454*
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th© most serious and reserved girl# The man expresses his 
love interest when he believes that the charm has already 
worked its magic spell# The Indian boy makes his first ex* 
pression of love by throwing small stones at the feet of his 
girl* After this he will grab the shawl from around the girl’s 
shoulders and run# The girl run® after the boy who purposely 
stops very soon# H© hands back the lliclla or garment to the 
girl* This act is considered as the beginning of the real 
&ffactional relationship among the young people# Castro Pozo 
points out that the girl who does not sympathise with the boy 
fights with all her force to keep him from getting her shawl * 
But if she loses her lliclla in spite of her resistance, she 
doesn’t run after the boy# This act is considered as a oat* 
egoric©! rejection by th© girl of the love of the boy.

The duration of th© ’’courtship1* may be of a f@w weeks 
or many months* As the courtship progresses, it culminates 
In what is called th© sirvinaouy or trial period of marriage *

During the period of courtship th© young couple® 
work together in the aine, spend good times together In the 
social and religious festivities of the community, and go to* 
gether to the masses and Sunday markets. If the period of 
courtship is successful, the young couple makes the necessary 
arrangements for th© sirvinaouy or trial period of marriage*
The first important step Is to obtain th© permission of the 
girl’s parents# For this purpose, the boy asks the help of 
his father, oldest brother, godfather, or any member of 
prestige in the village who can speak in his name to the 
girl’s father. If th© father accept® the proposition of th©
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ambassadors* an Informal fiesta is held In which there are 
frequent toasts of aguardiente or Peruvian brandy to the fu
ture of the young couple* The day after th© fiesta the girl 
goes to the house of the boy*s parents* This act is regard
ed as the real beginning of the sirvinaouy* The trial period 
of marriage is established in order to determine the compat
ibility of the couple* and particularly to see that the girl 
is efficient in the household chores and in the work of agri
culture or trade. The sirvinaouy does not entail any obliga
tions between the families of the couple* according to 
Tschopik.

Trial marriage is often entered into for an in
definite period before actual marriage, it entails 
no obligation between th© families of the couple, 
being simply designed to ascertain whether the latter 
are suited to and satisfied with one another

In fact, this trial marriage is dissolved easily. In case 
of dissolution of the sirvinaouy* the woman asks for no Indem
nification. She returns to the home of her parents as if 
nothing had happened. The dissolution of the trial marriage 
Is not shameful for the women nor is it a drawback to her get
ting another lover. However, the cases of dissolution of 
sirvinaouy are really very few in the Indian communities.
The usual thing Is that this trial marriage lasts for many 
years until th© couple, under pressure from relatives or cler
ics, takes steps to be married in a religious ceremony.

Marriage in the Inca empire was endogamic only. This 
endogamy underwent certain changes during the colonial period

S^Harry Tschopik, Jr., The Aymara* Handbook of South 
American Indians, ed. Steward, Washington| Bureau of American 
EtKoIogy,' ' " I S i f i T *  p m  544.
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because of the system of forced labor Imposed by the Span
iards in Peru* This policy of slave labor took great num
bers of Indians away from their communities to work the mines 
or to work as domestic servants in the coastal areas, This 
practice led to exogamy among the Indian people*

At the present time the Queehua communities have a 
strong tendency toward endogamie marriage* There are few mar
riages out of the communities. Tschopik states?

The Ayllu and moiety tend to be endog&mous, al
though not by formal prescription* Of 185 recorded 
cases of marriages contracted between individuals 
born in the town of Ohuouito (Peru), 80 per cent were 
endogamous within the moiety* Of 26 marriages re
corded In Quota Ayllu# which pertains to the town of 
Ichu (Peru), 20 marriages were recorded of which 90 
per cent were ©ndogamous # 52

In some Isolated communities as In Santiago (Cusco) 
there are virtually no marriages out of the village* It 
would seem that the Qpeehuas have a distrust and fear of the 
foreigners, even when they are of the same race. This fear 
seems to be rooted In the belief that the foreigner Is a po
tential thief of the land of the community* According to the 
Queohua belief, only th© endogamous marriages offer guaranty 
I'or the integrity of the communal territory.

According to the opinion of the Peruvian rural teach
ers, the selection of the mates in the Quechua marriage is 
based only on economic considerations. The husband must have 
his own piece of land or belong to a family of landholders or 
at least to a family who owns a flock of sheep and llamas.

5SXbld», p. 544*
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The wife must know how to cook, spin, weave, and he able to
help her husband in the planting and cultivation of crops*
It Is quite possible that these economic considerations play
an important role in the selection of mates* It is probable
also that love is important in the Indian marriages* The
Qjuechua songs of the Indian communities pointed out by Elide-
brando Castro Pozo seem to support this probability*

Ama noneco slpi huaycho 
Mena hitna juehaysisnta j 
Suit Is noeoa sipl quintan 
yuehmy quite yachas caspa.
Sweetheart don’t take my life
Because I am not guilty;
I don’t take your life
Even knowing you are guilty*55
Munasceay tarlnacorccarchis 
Gunlp&s llchulla llicllitayoc 
Moccapas llchulla punehltuyoc 
Chaits yuyarispa cana 
Sonccoy yahuarta huaccascan.
When w© met and loved each other 
You had only your lliclla (shawl)
And I had only my poncho*
Hoatemberlng those day®
My heart cries blood*54

In some communities, as in Kauri (Cuzco) marriage is 
arranged by the parents without taking into consideration the 
wi hes of the children. The parents arrange marriage con
tracts when the children are only seven or nine years old.
The young people respect the arrangements made by their par
ents; but if they rebel, they don’t receive any help from

550astro Bozo, ©g# elt*, p* 361*
8*Ibld., p. 363.
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their parents* However, the common rule In the majority of 
the Indian communities Is that the young people choose their 
own partners and the parents respect these selections*

Church practices define the proximity of blood rela
tionships permitted between th© young couple* Accordingly, 
marriage between second cousins is not approved* Marriage® 
among relatives is regarded as immoral in the Quechua com
munities • It Is believed also that this kind of marriage 
brings great calamities to th© village* On the contrary, the 
marriage of several brothers of the same family with several 
sisters of another family Is considered desirable* This type 
of marriage among the Indian families is usual*

^  Religious Weddings and Divorces
fhe church weddings of th© Indians are performed by 

th® priests who visit the Quechua villages annually, These 
marriage® are celebrated with fiesta® lasting three or four 
days, and all the people of th© village attend the fiestas. 
The newly married couple© receive.gifts such as domestic 
utensils, food, and sometimes a few tools*

The young couples live in the homes of their parents 
during th© period of trial marriage, but after the church 
wedding, which makes the marriage permanent, the young coup
les live in their own homes, The houses of the newly-weds 
are built by th© people of the community. The construction 
of these small houses is finished in a very few days.

young couples who resist the church weddings are 
eventually compelled by their padrino® or priests to have
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their- marriage legalized by the Church* Mishkin says:
One© a year, or loss frequently, a priest may 

visit one of the recalcitrant communities In the 
middle of the night* He sends his sexton and local 
appointee to waken the unmarried couples, lines 
them up in the open or* in a vacant hut, and marries 
off the assembled pairs, exacting two or three sole® 
for each couple* This is done regularly in Kauri 
(Cuzco) and is reported from Central Peru*5®

It seems that th© Qneohua* place no importance on 
virginity a® a necessary qualification for the religious 
marriage nor for th© trial period. In fact, unmarried women 
with children and widows are married easily In th© Indian 
communities* However, Castro Peso points out that virginity 
is a necessary qualification for th© church wedding.5© Ap
parently the Catholic Church has Introduced this value to th® 
Indian communities*

Marriages are stable among the .Quechua people, there
for® there are only a very few divorces* However, there ar® 
some separations of the married people without divorce* The 
causes for separation on the husband’s ©id© ar® adultery, 
sterility, incompetence, and laziness* Adultery is the main 
cause for separation. During th© Irea Bmpire, according to 
the chronicler Cleza d© beon, the adulterers were punished 
with death* At the present time, adultery Is regarded a© th© 
most shameful sin in the Indian ©©Bsnunities. The adulterer 
Is despised In th® community, and virtually shut out of the

^Mishkin, op* clt*, p. 466*
56Castro Pozo, op* cit*, p. 136.
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social and religious activities of the village % Generally, 
the adulterers leave the communities to become servants in 
th© mestizo or whit© homes*

The woman who is maltreated and beaten by her husband 
ha® a right to abandon her home* Apparently* cruelty is the 
only cause for separation by th© wife* The Quechuas who beat 
th ir wives are regarded as cowards but they are not rejected 
from th© social and religious life of the village*

In the cases of separation of married people, the 
oldest children remain with their fathers while the women 
return to th© home of their parents or married brothers with 
their younger children*

The Family, th© Head of th© Family, and the 
Wife in th© Indian Home

Th© Family. The Quechua family is patrilineal and 
patrilocal* Its composition varies according to the exten
sion of th© arable land of the family* When the piece of 
lend is large, several families, descendants of th© same com
mon line, live in the same place. The houses of these ex
tended families are separated by a distance of three or four 
yards. In some communities some extended families have dis
appeared due to lack of arable lands* These cases, gener
ally, are observed in the communities which have boundaries 
with the iatlfundlo®*

As a common rule in each Indian household there live 
the grandparents, th© parents with their children, and In 
some cases th® unmarried brothers and sisters of the father* 
There seems to be a strong cohesion among the members of th©
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Indian family* fills cohesion is based mainly on reciprocal 
assistance, and on the unity of the family traditions* ^Co
operation is the cornerstone of the Indian families* All 
the economic activities are based on close cooperation in 
the families. The men work on the lots of land of their 
parents, brothers, sisters, and paternal and maternal uncles 
and aunts. However, the cooperation of the husbands with the 
relatives of their wives is very limited. The family cooper
ation is also present in th© social and religious activities* 
The Indian families function as indivisible unities in the 
above mentioned activities. This unity seems to be the base 
of the survival of the Indian family. There Is family unity 
in good times as well as in adversity. The family reacts as 
one person in the face of difficulties experienced by one of 
their members. For instance, if someone takes the land of 
the Indian, the relatives do their utmost to help him regain 
It. If the Indian is attacked by someone, his relatives re
gard it as a personal attack. In the Quechua communities all 
is a matter of family concern. In some communities, like 
Santiago, whole families hate each other because one individ
ual in the family has come into conflict with an individual 
of another* Even when one Indian is really the guilty party 
in the quarrel, the relatives stand squarely behind him.

The head of the family. The father maintains the se
curity and cohesion of the family. His orders and instruc
tions are followed without argument. The father organizes the 
distribution of th© work In the ain©, determining the respons
ibilities of each of the members of the family. The father
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determines also the number of days of ©©operative work, and 
supervises the execution of this work. Besides these activ
ities, the father plays an important role in watching over 
the religious and civic behavior of his children. In fact, 
th© father sees to it that his children accomplish the relig
ious duties of th© village such as dances, songs, and so 
forth. In the festivities of the Indian gods, the father 
makes the offering of coca leaves and aguardiente in the 
name of his family.

4® a general rule, children obey without discussion 
the orders of their parents because in the Indian communities 
no one questions the paternal authority. Disobedient chil
dren are regarded as undesirables in the village.

In the Quechua communities bachelors do not hold pub
lic jobs even if they are of outstanding personality and cap
able of leadership* On the contrary, the head of the family 
has an open road for participating In all the public jobs of 
the village. In fact, only married man can be delegates of 
the community, mayors, and sponsors of the religious fiestas 
of th© Santo patron© of the locality.

In the e o w m a l  meetings the father speaks In the 
name of his family. However, the political activities of 
the Indian father have been decreasing a great deal in th© 
last few years because of th© interference of the governors.

The wife in the Indian home. The Indian wife plays 
an important role in the family. She takas care of the educa
tion of his daughters, and works very closely with her hus
band tor the welfare of the family. The wives are present at
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the meetings of the chief® ©f th© extended families and take 
part in the discussion®« Their opinions and suggestions are 
not neglected, hut the final decision is mad# by the men. 
Usually, the wives do not object to the decision®«

As a rule the wife lives on th© lot"'of land of her 
husband. A few years ago, she had not th© right to Inherit 
the land of her parents, "but at the present time, step b; 
step, the women are acquiring that right. However, the Indian 
people believe that women should not have the right to Inherit 
the lands of the community, not because the Queohua consider® 
women to be inferior, but because the Indian fears that a 
woman may marry a foreigner. As has been said, th© foreigner 
is regarded as a potential thief of th© lands of the village*

Indian wives primarily are concerned with household 
duties such as cooking, and washing. They are also respons
ible for th© care of the crops, and for the selling of prod
ucts in the markets. Besides, most of the wives are concern©*! 
with the trading of merchandise. According to Castro poso,
In the departments of Cusco, Apurimae, and Ayacueho, th© In
dian wives have monopolised all th© small trade. He sayss

In the departments of Junin, HuancaweIlea,
Ayacucho, Apurlmac, and Cusco women have monopo
lised the trade in cereals, wool, and other merchan
dise. (Author’s translation.)&7

The woman spend the profits of the trad© for supporting the
family.

In th© Indian communities all the women belong on th©

57Ibid., p. 106.
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same social level* However, th® wives of th® majors, sor
cerers, and sponsors of th© fiestas share the prestige of
their husbands* In the social and religious festivities th® 
wives of the authorities, dressed in their best clothing, 
have a special place at the public dinners. Bit the men and 
women eat separately in the fiestas.

Relationships among th® Members of th®
Extended Family

It seems that there Is close relationship among the 
numerous members of the extended family* The relatives visit 
each other almost daily, because they live in the same area* 
Therefore everyone knows what is going on in the homes of his
relatives* If there Is trouble in one of these homes, let us
say the sickness of a child, immediately the relatives ex
press their regret to the father of the child, and do their 
utmost to help*

There seems to be great concern for the welfare of 
all the members of the extended family* This Interest Is 
more noticeable in the cases of orphan children and widows* 
The cultivation of their land Is given preference by all the 
members of the family*

There is a great respect for the parents1 generation* 
This respect I© shown in the way of greeting and by special 
Inflexion of the voice. Th© old people of the family are 
treated also with a great respect. The adults and children 
call the old people of the family ^taita11 (father), and this 
same consideration Is shown to all the old people of the 
community* In the family and communal festivities the old
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people are served first*
The children regard their uncles and aunts and other 

relatives with respect* hut at the same time with confidence* 
They address their fatherfs brothers as 11 father” and in the 
case of th© mother1a sisters* as "mother** Cousins are con
sidered as brothers. The children frequently visit the homes 
of their relatives who give them food* and affection. The 
children are closely attached to the relatives of their par
ents* but they have more confidence In their grandparents*
The grandfather often tells stories and popular Jokes to his 
small grandsons. If the grandparents cannot work in the field 
because of age or sickness, they help their grandchildren in 
the care of the babies. The Quechuas* according to Mishkin, 
say that the grandparents spoil the grandchildren. He says, 
"The Quechuas hold the almost universal nation that grand
parents spoil their grandchildren with constant attention and 
coddling.”58

v The Institution of the Godfather, and Helation- 
ships between the Padrlnos and

The institution of godfather is wide spread in the In
dian communities * The affactional ties between th© godfather 
and godchildren are strong. The padrlno and grandchild visit 
each other frequently. Th© child gives gifts to his god
father and treats him with great respect. Generally the child 
eats in the home of his parents where he is treated with warm 
affection.

^%fishkln* op. eft** p. 452.
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The relationship between the padrino and godchild 
starts when the child is three or four years old, and lasts 
for the rest of their lives• It seems that the child begins 
early in life to ask the help of his padrino in order to 
solve his difficulties, For instance, if the child is whipped 
by his father, he reports this treatment to his padrino. The 
godfather gives a sermon to his compadre, and asks him to 
modify his behavior. The father of the child does not resent 
the interference of the godfather In his family affairs# On 
the contrary, he listens with attention to the sermon of the 
godfather and promises him not to punish the child. Gener
ally the father keeps his word#

The godfather is adviser to his adult godchildren.
The Quechua seeks the opinion of his padrino before starting 
on any enterprise. Mostly, these enterprises are related to 
the sponsoring of a fiesta of the Santo jpatrono or going to 
work for a while on the sugar caneplantations of the coast.
The godchild follows the advice of his godfather because he 
holds him in high regard. If a. Quechua holds public office, 
particularly that of the mayorship, he will quite often ask 
his padrino for advice. Frequently the godfather works hard 
for the political success of his godson# The padrino Is not 
only an adviser; he also helps his godchild in all the con
flicts and crises of life# The godchild, for his part, is 
always at the disposal of his godfather for any kind of serv
ice. Usually the godson works on the land of his padrino, 
aside fro© the nsin© policy,1T and without receiving pay#

There are three kinds of godfathers In the Ouechua
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communities* (a) the godfather of baptism, (b) of the hair- 
cutting ceremony, (c) of marriage, The godfather of baptism 
is regarded as the most important. 4s has been said, In the 
last years the Indians have a tendency to choose as god
fathers of baptism for their children the mestizo and whit© 
people. In these cases, there is not as close an affectional 
relationship between the padrinos and godchildren. The god
fathers of the hair-cutting ceremony and marriage are the 
well-to-do members of the family.

\ Affectional Relationship between the 
Husband and Wife

It Is said In Peru that the Indian people are not 
capable of feeling love, therefore there is no affectional 
relationship between the husband and wife. It is also said 
that the primitive sexual appetites are the only ties be
tween the married people. The opinion of Castro Pozo is 
shared by a large majority of mestizo and white Peruvians.
He says* nThe Indian marriages are tied only by sexual appe
tites. VIomen have opportunities for prostitution during the 
social festivities.11 (Author1 s translation. 4s if this
were not enough, it is said that the Indians enslave their 
women, and treat them with cruelty and a lack of any kind of 
consideration. These Ideas seem to be stereotyped, and have 
continued with obduracy since the days of the Colony. In re
ality, there seems to have been no research made regarding 
the nature of the affectional relationship between the married 
people. However, there are some noticeable indications 
which support the belief that there is a warm affectional

®Gaatro Pozo, 0£. cit., p. 125.
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relationship between the husband and wife* bet us explore 
the ways in which the Indian husband shows affection for his 
wife.

In the Indian communities the women who wear the best 
dresses in the dances of palias (princess) enjoy a certain 
prestige in the village* The husbands do their best to buy 
the ornaments for the dresses of their wive®, and cheap hand
made silver bracelets- In reality, the husbands want their 
wive® to have the honor of being the best dressed women of 
the dance. When this happens the husband shares the satis
faction and prestige with his wife.

The Quechuas have a high esteem for the women who 
make chlcha of excellent quality for the social and religious 
festivities of the village. It is likely that the women feel 
satisfaction and pride If they succeed in making a good chi- 
eha. The husband gives all his free hours in helping his wife 
prepare the Inca brandy. He does his best in this work to 
give his wife the opportunity to feel happy by gaining pres
tige as an excellent chicha-maker«

When the wife is sick the husband spends most of his 
time at her bedside trying to divine by chewing coca the 
causes of the sickness and the most adequate method of treat
ment • If his wife dies, the husband, unable to control his 
emotions, cries like a child at the wake and at the burial. 
Annually, on All Souls• Day, he visits the grave of his wife 
in the company of his children and relatives. At this time, 
generally, the father tells his children about the kindness 
and virtues of the dead person.
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How lot us explore in what ways the wife shows her 
affection to her husband. It would seem that the woman makes 
available all her resources and good will in an effort to 
help her husband when he has troubles with the mestizo or 
white authorities. If the husband is put in Jail for a real 
or imaginary fault, the wife walks some miles daily from the 
village to the district (ciudad) carrying food for her hus
band. What is more, she sells part of the crops or some 
sheep in order to raise money for a tlnterlllo (practical law
yer). When the prisoner is sent to the jail of the capital 
of the province, the wife goes behind him, leaving her chil
dren with relatives except for the baby which she carries on 
her back. It is not an unusual sight to see in the doors of 
the jails of the provinces Indian women with sad faces await
ing the freedom of their husbands.

The ©nganche is the typical form of getting workers 
for th© mestizo or white farms of the southern region of Peru. 
The farmer or hacendado pays the Indian in advance a certain 
amount of money for his work in the planting or harvesting.
If the Indian decides to return to hi© village because of mal
treatment or sickness, the hacendado sends him to jail. Then 
the hacendado demands double or more the amount of the ad
vanced pay for the freedom of the Indian. In this case the 
woman, with tears in her eyes, begs the hacendado for the 
freedom of her man. This case is reported by Castro Pozo who 
thinks that the Indian married people are tied only by sexual 
forces: "The wife of the •enganchado* sells her sheep or
llamas to pay the hacendado. She begs him for the freedom of
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her husband.w (Author*8 translation.)®®
When the soldiers come to the village to forcibly 

take the young men for the army, the wives hide their hus
bands and would prefer to suffer threats or physical punish
ment rather than reveal the hiding place*

If a drunken husband falls down on the road from the 
district to the village to sleep it off, the wife sits down 
near him and waits for some hour© until he awakens.

It seems that these examples of car®, abnegation, 
sacrifice, and patience show that the Indian women feel a 
loyal and warm affection for their husbands.

^ Then, too, the wife tries to select the best ?*ool for 
weaving the poncho or bufanda of her husband* If the family 
has too little wool, the wife prefers to weave clothing for 
her husband and children rather than for herself. The wife 
is greatly concerned also with the activities of her husband. 
If the husband is a professional weaver, potter, or dyer, she 
helps him to produce the best quality of products. The 
skilled artisan has a certain prestige in the community. He 
loses this prestige when he produces mediocre artibles. The 
Indian wives do everything In their power toward maintaining 
the prestige of their husbands in the village. This strong 
drive to work for the self-enhancement of the husband is a 
sign of the woman1© affection for her man. It is possible to 
state, finally, that there I® a mutual understanding, cooper
ative work, respect, loyalty, ©nd warm affectional

60Ibld., p. 116.
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relationship between the Quechua married people.

^  Affectional Relationships between the 
Parents and Children

It Is taken for granted In Peru that there are no af
fections! ties between the'parents and children* Indian par
ents are pictured as cold, selfish, and rude, and incapable 
of feeling any affection for their children* It Is said also 
that the only interest of the parents is to exploit the chil
dren, making them work hard from an early age* Castro Pozo 
points out that the Indian parents give away their children 
without qualm, renting or selling them to the mestizo or
white people* He says, ftChildren are rented or sold as if

SIthey were merchandise.* {4uthor*s translation, ) it seems
that the statement of this Peruvian writer is accepted uncrit
ically by a large percentage of mestizo and white population 
In Peru. On the other hand, it is said that the Indian chil
dren hate their parents, and run away from home frequently.
It seems obvious that these statement® are not based on facts. 
In reality there is an affectional relationship between the 
parents and children. This affectional relationship seems to 
be based on mutual care, attention, trust, and loyalty.

As has been pointed out, the Indian mother never 
leaves her child alone. When the mother goes to the market 
she carries the baby on her back* If the child Is not on 
the lap of his mother, he is in the arms of his brothers or 
grandfathers* The mother rocks the baby frequently and sings

61Ibld., p. 88.
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sweet songs to him* Sometimes, without taking Into consider
ation that the baby does not speak yet, the mother talks to 
him affectionately, using phrases such ass ^Mother, mother,
1 am awaiting your orders*11 In other cases, she Identifies 
her baby with the most influential men of the community * In 
these cases, the mother speaks for her baby In a solemn tone 
of voices n2 am the priest, I*m the mayor, I am the sponsor 
of the Santo Fatrono,” and so forth*

Children of three to five years of age, at the end of 
their tasks, frequently lie for a while In the laps of their 
mothers* Their mothers encourage them with affectionate 
phrases of approval like this: nYou are a good boy* You have
done s good job today*n When the children start to dance in 
the religious festivities of the village, the mothers buy 
masks and disguises for them* For the adolescent girls they 
buy copper rings and ornaments for their fiesta dresses*

The fathers also hold in their arms the younger chil
dren and sing for them cachuas and cachasparis* They patiently 
teach the older children to play the flute, quena, and antara* 
The fathers do not demonstrate their affections by kissing the 
children but by teasing and pommeling them and sometimes by 
tickling them or making teasing remarks* When the children 
are sick the parents do their utmost to bring them back to 
health*

Moreover, when the children are not in school or In 
the homes of relatives, they are always In the company of 
their parents at home, In the field, at the social and relig
ious festivities of the village, at the Sunday masses, at the
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fairs and markets* This constant companionship of the par
ents and children, determined by the cultural environment, 
seems to strengthen more and more the affectional ties be
tween them.

The Indian fathers show more preference for* their 
sons because girls in the Quechua culture are regarded as 
less desirable than boys. However, girls are not rejected 
nor unwanted* The mothers do not show sex discriminations 
in giving their affection to their offspring* The parents 
and relatives give special attention to the youngest son or 
chanacos of the family, even if they are girls. The prefer
ence of the parents for the ohanacos may tee noticed in the in
heritance which the children receive* In effect, the parents 
before dying bequeath to the youngest s-on the things that 
they consider more valuable, such as kitchen utensils, blank
ets, house, and so on. Mishkin says;

The Queohua principle that each offspring should 
inherit equally is first modified by the prerogative® 
of the chanaco. The chanaeo is the youngest son, who 
has absolute rights to the house and house plot*®g

It has been said very often in Peru that the Indians have no 
Interest In the education of their children. However, there 
are some evidences which show the falsity of these affirma
tions. For Instance, the parents build the schools of the 
village, and assist at the school meetings when they are in
vited by the teachers who are Interested in their cooperation* 
According to Mr. Luis Lope® aalarreta, a Peruvian teacher

^SMishkIn, op* cit ♦, p. 456*
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working in the Serviclo Peruano Horte American© de Bducaclon, 
the Indian parents display a desire to cooperate with the 
school when they are invited by the teachers, teachers who 
neglect their school work are despised In the community.
Castro Po k o points out that in some cases immoral teachers 
were expelled from the villages by the Indians* This constant 
preoccupation with the education of the children seems to dem
onstrate the affection of the parents for their children* In 
turn, the children are affectionate and respectful with their 
parents* They have a. great attachment to their homes, and 
support their parents when they are unable to work because of 
old age or sickness* In general, there seems to exist an af
fectional climate in the Queohua home which promotes harmony, 
good understanding, and good relationships among the members 
of the family* However, It seems that in the communities 
surrounded by the latifurdios, the Indian families live in a 
permanent state of anxiety of losing their lands* This anx
iety seems to undermine the harmony and unity of the Indian 
family* The young people living In these communities emi
grate easily to the urban stones or the sugar cane plantations 
of the coast*

Sibling Rivalries 
Overt rivalry among Indian brothers and sisters seems 

to be non-existent * The older children are not jealous of 
the car© and special attention given the baby. This may b© 
due to the fact that the children of two or three years of 
mg® receive not only the affection of their parents, but also
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the attention and affection of theIn uncles, aunts, oldest 
brothers, godfathers, and grandparents*

people who have observed life in the Indian communi
ties report the fact that the children three to four years 
old take care of the babies, but it has not been reported 
that they do this with affection* In fact, the youngsters 
rock the babies in their small arms murmuring simple words 
of endearment. The children, ten to twelve years of age, 
teach their younger brothers and sisters some games such as 
the sling game, which consists in throwing smell stones as 
far as possible*

The children make gifts for each other. The boys buy 
cheap earrings or rings for their sisters who in turn weave 
sweaters and bufandas for them*

It is common in Indian families for the oldest bro
thers to show special attention for the youngest ones, while 
the oldest brother of the family is regarded with respect and 
consideration. The younger brothers follow the advice of the 
oldest, and agree with the decisions made by him* The oldest 
son is the executor of the testaments of his parents* Mish
kin sayss

The piv©, or oldest son, Is usually the executor 
of the family ©state* Mis decisions In the absence 
of witnessed instructions from the deceased are usu
ally accepted by the other heirs*

In general, s. close affectional relationship seems to
exist between Indian siblings. This relationship is based on

6gIbleU . p. 456.
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solidarity, confidence, and reciprocal assistance* The af
fectional ties between the children remain unbroken during 
their lives* It is not unusual to find in Indian homes sick 
people who live under the protection and assistance of their 
brothers* In case of trie death of the father, the young 
children of both sexes live in the homes of their married 
brothers.

^ Affectional Relationships between the
Teachers and Children' ,

There la no available data. In Feruvlan and foreign 
literature about the affectional relationships between the 
rural teachers and children* The author had. .a chance to ob
tain some data on this subject during a week of observation 
in, the first, second, third, and fourth grades of the Element
ary School of Ohincheros (Ousco), during the workshop of July, 
1951* what will be pointed out further about the affectional 
relationship between the rural teachers and children, may 
apply to the rest of the southern Peruvian rural schools be
cause there are similar problems In all the highland schools.

In all the classes of the Elementary Rural School of 
Ohincheros there was great formality in the relations be
tween the teachers and children. There was a lack of permis
siveness in the classes to the extent that the children 
displayed noticeable Indications of fear of talking with 
their classmates, of asking questions of their teachers, or 
©f simply asking permission to go to the small bathroom of 
the school. This lack of permissiveness tended to create a 
noticeable coldness in the relationships between the teacher®
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and children• 1*h© teachers--with good will— seemed to he ab
sorbed In merely transmitting knowledge without paying heed 
to the individual feelings of the children or stopping to talk 
with them in a friendly way about their problems and needs.

On the other hand, it seemed that the rural teachers 
of Chineheros, in spite of their great concern for the educa
tion, did not completely accept the Indian children, fills 
presumption is based on the fact that the teachers displayed 
in their conversations unfavorable attitudes regarding the In
dian children. It Is possible that these teachers have in
ternalized consciously or unconsciously the prejudices of the 
Peruvian ruling class concerning th© character and morality 
of the Indian people.

In general, the rural teachers seem to believe that 
the Indian children are unsociable, hypocritical, lazy, liars, 
with a "standard* type of intelligence, fh© teachers express 
these beliefs frequently. It Is probable that these atti
tudes are responsible for the unfriendly behavior of the 
teachers toward the children.

On the other hand, In scme communities the Indian chil
dren seem to have internalised th© antagonisms of their par
ents against the teachers. Probably, this is due to two 
facts: (a) the racial hate of the Indians against the mesti
zos and whites, (b} the Quechua belief that the teachers work 
little but get good salaries* It is possible that these an
tagonistic feeling® of the teachers and children are barriers 
to the establishment of © friendly attitude between them.
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Peer-Groups in the Indian Communities
In Quechua oomrmnlties it Is possible to observe 

groups of children playing at games, dancing, and singing* 
Children of both ©exes and in the same age group play to
gether and they are also member© of the same extended family* 
It Is very seldom that children play with those of a differ
ent extended family. Children of three and four years of age 
play together while pasturing the sheep near the household. 
Those from eight to sixteen years rehearse dances and songs 
for the celebration of the religious fiestas* Usually the 
oldest are the leader© In the direction of the activities of 
the group. Cooperation seem® to be the most outstanding value 
of these groups which are dissolved at the end of the re
hearsal period of dances and songs* The groups function a 
few week© before the religious festivities. These temporary 
groups of limited activities may be considered as peer groups 
in th# Indian communities * However, everything seems to Indi
cate that there are not well organised peer groups in the 
Queehua villages. This assumption Is based on two facts:
(a) the Indian children seem to reserve all their affection 
and interest for their parents and near relatives, so they 
do not feel the need to organise stable peer groups t (b) th© 
children work most of the time helping their parents and rel
atives. " Perhaps for this reason,. at ■ the end of their daily 
activities, they do not have much energy to form peer groups.

What has been ©aid/of the temporary peer groups of 
Indian children Is extremely limited because there Is no 
available data about this subject* It is evident that
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research is needed in the a m  of Indian peer groups*

Influence of the Affectional Relationships in the 
Self-Development of the Indian Children

The absence of divorces, the harmonious and peaceful 
atmosphere of Quechua homes, the warm affectional relation
ships between the parents and children, the lack of notice
able sibling rivalries, are factors which seem to promote a 
healthful self-development of the children*

Du© to these factor© the Quechua child from an early 
age seem© to have a sense of security and a feeling of ade
quacy* This sense of security seems to give to the child 
self-confidence in the performance of his developmental tasks* 
The fin© achievement of these tasks is not carried out under 
authoritarian pressure or social competition* It is rather 
the result of love and cooperation*

Th© Indian child knows that h© has a place in hi® 
family, and that he is loved and understood by his parents, 
godfathers, and relatives. This'feeling of being loved and 
understood seems to help the child to make fin© adjustments 
to the social expectations of his cultural environment. In 
the Indian communities cases of maladjusted children are very 
unusual*

The love and cooperation of the Indian famlii.es pro
mote a desirable climate for the development of peaceful at
titudes* In fact the Indian child is peaceful, docile, and 
respectful*

The Indian child gradually enhances hi© self In 
direct contact with the life of his environment, and the
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affection of his parents and relatives. His self-development 
Is not interrupted or diverted by ©motional disturbances. 
Incidentally, cases of personality disorders among the In
dian people are rare*

Due to his early experiences the adult Quechua seems 
to have a happy personality in spite of his poorness and 
backwardness. He shows a consistent behavior, self-confidence, 
and strong loyalty to his family and cultural traditions, and 
seems to be contented, good-natured, and modest.

However, the Indian child as well as th© adult loses 
the sense of security and feeling of adequacy when he lives 
In the urban zones in direct contact with mestizo and white 
population.

Summary
Courtship in th© Indian communities has two phasess 

the employing of charms and spells, and th© declaration of 
love. 4 sueoeeaful courtship ends in a trial period of mar
riage called sirvinacuy in the Indian communities. Th© sir
vinacuy entails no obligations between the families of th® 
couple. Usually the sirvinacuy ends In religious marriage.
The Indian marriages are stable, therefore divorce is rather 
unusual in the Gueehua communities. However, there are some 
cases of separation without formal divorce. The causes of 
separation on the part of the husband are adultery, sterility, 
incompetence, and laziness| and on the part of the wife, 
cruelty. The Quechua family is patrilineal and patrilocal*
The head of the family enjoys prestige and authority. The 
husband and wife cooperate closely for the welfare of th®
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family. In this ©lose cooperation the husband performs the 
heavy task®, and the wife does th© domestic chores and car
ries on th© small trade of the family. Generally, the fa
ther and mother, the children, th© brothers of the father, 
and the grandparents all live together* The other members 
of the extended family live only a short distance away.
There is a close relationship between the family and th© 
relatives, and there is close cooperation between them. The 
orphans and widows are provided for by their relatives. The 
children frequently visit in the homes of their aunts and 
uncles, and other relatives, from whom they receive affection 
and assistance. The godfather is a wide spread institution 
in th© Queohua communities# The albedo® have a great respect 
for their godfathers. Before taking any important steps they 
consult the opinion of their godfathers* The godfathers help 
and advise their godsons in all of their difficulties.

There is an affectional relationship between the In
dian husband and wife. A spirit of cooperation, respect, 
loyalty, and mutual assistance exists between them* Each 
one does everything possible for the happiness of his part
ner. There exist also strong affectional ties between the 
parents and children. The Indian mother never leave® her 
baby alone and experiences a great sense of satisfaction dur
ing the nursing period. Th© father shows his affection to
ward the children by teasing them. Also the parents interest 
themselves in the education and welfare of the children. Th© 
children love their parents and spend most of their time with 
them. The children seem to feel affection, respect, and
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loyalty for their parent#*
There does not seem to be any sibling rivalry in the 

Indian homes* The older children take care of the younger 
ones with affection* In general, there exists between bro
thers and sisters affection, confidence, and cooperation*

There is not much evidence of affectional relation
ship# between the teachers and pupils. There Is a lack of 
permissiveness in the schools which impedes the spontaneous 
activities of the children* The teachers have an unfavorable 
attitude toward the children, and the children in turn are 
prejudiced against the teachers, these prejudices being ac
quired in th© home* This seems to be one of the obstacles 
which impede the establishment of the affectional relation
ships between the teachers and pupils. In the Indian com
munities there are groups of children devoting themselves to 
games and practicing dances for fiestas. These groups are 
only temporary, which seems to indicate that among the Que- 
chuas there are no permanent organisations of peer-groups•

The Indian child, due to the'love, understanding, and 
cooperation received in the home, seems to have a feeling of 
security and of adequacy. Besides, he seems to be capable of 
performing his developmental tasks efficiently and of adjust
ing easily to the social expectations of his environment* 
There seem to be no eases of personality disorders among the 
children. The adults seem to be contented with their lot, 
and are good-natured and modest. Children as well as adults 
lose their feeling of security when living among the mesti
zos and whites*
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FI11SKMT STATUS OF RURAL ELEMENTARY EDUCUTIGH IR FERU

Tills chapter deal® with a brief analysis and evalua
tion of th© plans and programs of Peruvian elementary educa
tion* In addition* It tries to analyze th® nature of learning 
processes In the rural schools of Cuzoo* th© ways In which 
the teachers handle the children* and th© main goals of edu
cation of the rural teachers* Finally* this chapter deal® 
with a summary study of the background of rural teachers and 
their knowledge concerning child behavior and development#

Plans and Programs of Peruvian Elementary
Education

In accordance with Article Six of th© Organic Law of 
Public Education the Government determines th© content of 
elementary school subjects* Th© Ministry of Education ap
points some functionaries of the Department of Elementary 
Education of th© Ministry of Public Education to prepare th© 
projects of the plans and programs# Th© OaxamisaiOB reports 
on its project to the Rational Council of Education whose 
members are appointed by th® Government * Th© national Coun
cil of Education studies the project Of th© Commission and 
reports to the Ministry of Education on Its study* Usually, 
th© Ministry approves the judgement of th© Rational Council 
of Education concerning th® plans and programs prepared by 
th® Commission# Finally* th© plan® and programs are insti
tuted by a decree signed by th© president of the Republic and
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the Ministry of Education*
In 1941, during the administration of Manuel Prado y 

Ugarteche, the new Plans and Programs of Peruvian elementary 
education which are used at the present time in the public 
and private schools were instituted.

In accordance with these plans and programs there are 
three stages of elementary educations (1) kindergarten,
(2) transition classes, (3) the usual public elementary edu
cation. ̂  Kindergarten is for children from four to six 
years of age; ntransition classes11 are for those between six 
and seven years of age; and the public elementary education 
is for children from eight to thirteen years of age.

Kindergarten and the transition classes are stages 
of preschool education In which the ccoeducational system is 
used. The public elementary education Is not coeducational. 
This stage has two grades; first grade education for chil
dren from seven to eleven years of age; and the second grade 
of education for those between eleven and thirteen years old.

There are kindergartens In Lima and the important 
cities of the coast, mountain, and jungle. Kindergartens 
have not yet been established in the Indian communities. Gen
erally, the elementary schools of these communities have 
transition, first, second, and third grades. However, in 
some rural schools as in Chineheros (Cuzco) there are all the 
grade® of the elementary education except kindergartens *

64Cameron D* Bb&ugh, Education In Peru. Washington: 
U.S. Government Printing Office," "1946, p. 1&.
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At the present time the Ministry of Public Educa
tion proposes to introduce new plans and programs into the 
elementary schools* Dr. Santiago Pardo Le&ameta, former di
rector of elementary education, points out that new plans 
and program® will be experimented with in some public schools 
of Lima before being introduced into all the public and pri
vate schools of Peru.

The author has no references concerning the results 
of the experimentation of the new Plans and Programs which 
are not yet being used is the schools*

Oeneral Aim® of Elementary Education 
The general objectives of the elementary school in

struction stated in th© Plans and Program® of 194? are the 
followings

1* To provide th© elements of general culture and 
to awaken a liking for country life and an in
terest in its industries*

2, To contribute to physical development and good 
health*

3* To stimulate altruism and cooperation.
4* To favor the acquisition and conservation of good 

habits, especially of punctuality, truthfulness, 
perseverance, industriousness, the spirit of 
initiative, self-reliance, good will toward ones 
neighbors*

6* To strengthen the feeling of patriotism, temper
ing it with attitude® of social and international 
peace *

6. To cultivate religious sentiments*^

^Ministerlo de Bducacion Publics, Planes y Programas 
para la Edueacfon Infantll, las Class® de Trs'ni felon' y la
tlduoaoicffTlgfiSffla~0oi5nT «' ®d«  cyi'c'£aT7'^LlSl imprenifa"delBoXegio 'iili-tar™, 'i§4’?,n ]p. 27*
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Courses of Studios of the Elementary Education
According to the new plans of 1941, instruction of 

the first and second grades is "by the method of nglobaXis5a- 
tion15 and revolves around three nvital areasn as centers of 
attentions home and school, the town, and the fatherland*
The elementary school subjects are taught as important fac
tors in the understanding of the three ’’vital areas*” During 
this period instruction undergoes s development of things 
already known.

The courses of the first and second grades of the el
ementary education are: nature study, arithmetic, language,
and social education* Nature study deals with certain rudi
ments of Anatomy, Botany, Chemistry, and Zoology* Mathemat
ics deals with some rudiments of Arithmetic and Geometry; 
and social education with the study of Civics, History, and 
Geography*

The subjects of the last four years of elementary 
education ares language, arithmetic, nature study, social 
education, morals and religion, singing, art and manual ac
tivities, physical education, shopwork, and gardening* For 
girls, home economics and child care are added in the fifth 
and sixth years* In the last four years the whole method or 
^globalization* is not emphasised, but rather is concerned 
with the relationships among the various subjects*

The program of education contain© twelve main sub
jects of language, eight of arithmetic, twenty of nature 
study, thirteen of history, geography and civics, and nine 
of religion* Each of these main subjects contains some
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sub-groups# Th© courses of the fourth grade have the game 
number of subjects as each of the courses mentioned above 
for the program of the third grade except for geography, 
history, and civics*

Th© program of education of th© fifth and sixth 
grades contains ten subjects of language, eight of arithme
tic, twenty of nature study, twenty-three of civics, history 
and geography, and ten of religion* Bach of these subjects 
also contains many sub-headings* However, the subjects of 
study of the last four years of elementary education are dif
ferent In the nature of their content*

Throughout the elementary school years, subject mat
ter is to be acquired through a series of activities with 
their corresponding learning outcomes* For instance, on 
page 4© of the official program. Item number four under lan
guage for the third grade is2 nInterpretation of poetry, 
fables, riddles, and so forth. Interpretation of maxims*11 
(Author*a t r a n s l a t i o n . T h e  type of activity pointed out 
in the program for this subject iss ^Memorising and recit
ing poetry, reading fables, guessing riddles. Short compo
sitions on some themes of recitation# Drawing or modeling 
some passages of the recitation.w (Author*s translation*)
The subject© of the courses of study and their corresponding 
fixed activities are identical for all the urban and rural 
schools of Peru*

66Ibld., p. 49.
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Brief Evaluation of the Plans and programs of 
Elementary Education '

The present plans and programs of Peruvian element
ary education see® to be superior to the plans used prior 
to 10-41* In fact, the plan® and program® prior to 1041 
were completely rigid* On the other hand, in the curricu
lum of these plans subject matters from th© first grad© 
were used* The present plans and programs are relatively 
more flexible, and point up the method of globalisation, at 
least In the first grades* The plans prior to 1941 were 
like strait-jackets which paralysed the movement, initiative, 
and creativeness of the teachers* The present plans and 
programs give the teachers a certain freedom of initiative, 
at least theoretically*

lowever, the present plans of the Feruvi&n element
ary education seem, from the point of view of the author, 
to have the following deficiencies*

1. The plans and program® have been made in Lima by a 
commission made up of only a very few people.67 The 
State must provide guide-lines for th© plans, but 
the teachers and pupils must elaborate their plans 
and programs In every school of th© country.

2. The plans and programs are identical for th® urban 
and rural schools in spite of the great cultural
and economic differences which exist among the Peruv
ian cities and rural communities* For instance, it

67Ibid., p. 26.
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seems Inadequate to use the same programs in Lima 
and in the southern Indian eonEmmities of Peru* 
Belatlvely speaking, Lima is a modern city which ha© 
advantages of certain cultural media such as radio, 
newspapers, museums, public libraries, and so forth. 
The Quechus communities, as has been said in the 
preceding chapters, are lacking in the most simple 
conveniences of Western Civilization. The school 
curriculum should be based mainly on the cultural 
advancement of the environment*

5* The subject matter of the programs Is not fitted 
to the children. In fact, the same curriculum is 
used In all the schools of the country and with all 
students, without taking into consideration individ
ual differences In terms of physical, mental, and 
emotional maturity.

4. The question© and activities of the plans and pro
grams are fixed in advance without giving attention 
to the experience, needs, and interests of the chil
dren.

5. The questions of the plans and programs seem to be 
exceedingly numerous in all the grades of element
ary education. Generally, the teachers have tre
mendous difficulty in explaining all the points of 
th© programs.

6. The plans and programs must b© revised according to 
the social and economic changes taking place in th© 
communities. The Peruvian program© have not been
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changes for twelve years• Certainly th© Queehua 
communitie® have been static since th© decline of 
th© Inca Empire, but some coastal cities, partic
ularly Lima, Chiclayo, and Puira, have had visible 
social and economic changes in the last twelve years* 

7* Th© democratic philosophy is basic in the education 
of children in a free country. Th© genera3. aims of 
Peruvian elementary education have failed to indi
cate that the democratic principle is essential in 
the whole process of education#

Learning Theory and Practice in th© Hural 
Schools of Southern Peru

Th© main characteristics of th© learning theory of 
th© Peruvian southern rural schools may be summarised by the 
following pointsi

1* The motivation of the classes in th© rural schools
seems to be openly extrinsic * generally, the teacher 
says at the beginning of the class, 51 Hoy nos vamos 
a ocupsr d© la ©igulent© leccion.” (Today we are 
going to have th© following lesson*) The teacher 
explain® the lesson in an academic fashion without 
taking into consideration whether or not the chil
dren are really interested in the class.

2. The learning processes in the rural schools are 
strongly lntcllectuelistlo# The author observed 
that the fourth grad© teacher of the rural school 
of Chineheros (Guzeo) explained to th© children 
about the use, origin, and physical and chemical
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properties of clay la terms entirely intellectual- 
iatie* At the end of the long explanation, the 
teacher wrote on the blackboard many questions about 
©lay* Ihe pupils appeared to be inactive during the 
whole period of th© dissertation*

3* Memorising in learning Is widely used in the south
ern rural schools. After the teacher's explanation
of a certain subject, the Children 'Memorise this sub
ject In the school text books* Generally, during 
the month© of November and IJeoember, the last months 
of the second semester of the Peruvian school year, 
the children--without any previous explanation--mem
orise many chapters from their school texts, fh© 
teacher writes the lessons on th© blackboard in 
places where there are few text books*

Usually th© teachers give high marks to chil
dren who are able to ^recitar la leccion*1 (recite the 
lesson) almost by heart* It Is doubtful whether the 
children can understand clearly the true meaning of 
the subjects studied by means of rigid memorisation.

4* fhe physical and mental maturity of th© child is not
taken into consideration in th© rural schools* In 
fact, there are children from nine to seventeen years 
of age in the second and third grades in most of the 
rural schools. All of these children of different 
levels of physical maturity are expected to work at 
the same rate in the painful task of memorizing 
meanInglesa lessons* For instance, in the second
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grad© of the rural school of Chlchoros (Cusco) in 
July, 1951, there were approximately ten children 
over fourteen years of age in a group of forty chil
dren* fh© oldest children of the class were the most 
advanced according to the .opinion' of- the second ■'grade 
teacher of Chlncheroe• The author observed that the 
teacher demanded that all -the children of the class 
heir© the same achievement as the advanced children*

It would seem that the rural teachers think 
that the children of the same grad© must work with 
the game intensity, and have the same achievement#
The physical maturity, the precarious state of health, 
and the emotional disturbances of the children mean 
nothing* The school grad© is apparently regarded as 
the magic leveler of the individual differences in 
terms of physical and mental growth*

5* The rural schools have limited equipment, supplies, 
and materials# The Ministry of Public Education 
provides only one standard reading book for the first 
and second grade children# Pep© £ holm is the offi
cial reading book which Is used in all urban and 
rural schools of Peru* The government also provides 
pencils and notebooks to the rural schools # This 
supply of school materials is deficient* In the ma
jority of the rural schools, according to the teach
ers 1 reports In the t»lma summer workshop of 1951, a 
great percentage of Indian children do not have 
school materials• This seems to be due to the fact
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that the school materials are distributed mostly in 
the coastal urban zones• The children themselves 
buy the textbooks of elementary education* The text
book called Teaoro Bscolar Is used in all the Peruv
ian schools*

The author observed that the children of some 
rural schools of the Cuzco area had no school mater
ials except a few copies of Pepe y bole and El feaoro 
Bscolar. The deficiency of equipment# supplies# and 
materials seems to be a negative factor in the learn
ing processes of the Peruvian rural schools. The 
children use the same reading books through lack of 
school libraries* It is unnecessary to say that the 
use of the same reading books Is not adequate for 
satisfying the difference® in aptitudes# Interests# 
and tendencies of the children* The very few schools 
which have a small collection of books do not use 
them in the learning processes* The books of these 
school© are more Ilk© ornament® rather than tools of 
work.

The rural school of Chincheros has a select 
collection of twenty to twenty-five books which are 
in the principal1© office* During his two week visit 
In Chincheros# the author observed that the children 
did not utilize the school1s books*

6* 411 the school activities take place In the schools*
The children and teachers do not prepare plans or 
projects for getting materials of study from the
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community* For Instance, the Xneaie architecture 
ia studied by using a drawing ms a means of illus
tration* Deposits of clay and coal, and the ruins 
of Saesayhuaman, Fiassg, Qqueres, architectonic de
bris of the Inca civilization, are to be found near 
the rural schools of the Cuzco area. In spite of 
this fact, the children do not visit these places 
for study purposes. It seems that the rural school 
is separated from the community by an iron curtain.
The natural surroundings, the eeonosiie and. social 
events of Qaechua society are not employed as live 
sources of learning, The text-book Tesoro Bscolar 
is apparently considered as a marvelous source of 
Information rather than the treasure of real facts 
to be found In the community*

7. The teacher explains a great amount of facts every 
day. It seems that the reputation of the teacher Is 
based partly on his ability to explain a subject 
with as many details as possible#

The author observed In the fifth grade of 
Chincheros1 school that the teacher explained in one 
hour the administration of five emperors of the Inea 
Empire. In his long speech, the teacher explained 
the conquests made by these emperors, and the mater
ial and social progress of their policies. It seems 
doubtful whether children can learn with this type 
of teaching because a great amount of knowledge trans
mitted In a short time is confusing even for adults*
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8* In the first and second grades of the elementary 
rural school® all the activities are centered on 
the learning of the Spanish language for which the 
text-book Pepe y Lola is mostly used* 'From the be
ginning most of the teachers speak Spanish In the 
reading class* They believe that this practice Is 
successful for the learning of Spanish* By means 
of monotonous repetition, the children are compelled 
to learn phrases and sentences from, the text-book* 
These sentences are meaningless to the children be
cause they are strange to their culture, and are not 
the result of their personal experiences* Probably 
this fact accounts for one of the reasons why the 
children have such difficulty in learning Spanish In 
the rural schools. According to the reports of the 
teacher®, the majority of the third grade children 
have a very deficient knowledge of Spanish when they 
finish school*

9* A rigid schedule Is used in the learning processes 
of the rural school®. The courses of the school * s 
program are taught according to the schedule which 
is fixed at the beginning of the year* In the- class
room all the activities are subordinate to the sched
ule# A fifth grade child In the Chincheros school, 
after a class on Anatomy relating to the study of 
the stomach, asked the teacher In a timid fashion if 
chili is harmful to the health. The teacher answered 
the childs HWe are going to study this point next
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week in the subject of hygiene of digestion**1
In the summer workshop of Lima In 195X many 

rural teachers of Cusco and Puno pointed out that the 
schedules are fundamental norms which must be fol
lowed by the teachers* According to this point of 
view, the interests and needs of the children must 
be subordinated to the rigidity of the schools* 
schedules•

10* The children remain In the classrooms for many hours 
without a break, working on their tasks or listening 
to the teacher*s explanations* The study of the In
dian alimentation In Chapter III of this thesis 
points out the fact that the Quechua children go to 
school in the mornings after a poor breakfast with** 
out milk, cereals, or eggs, These children remain 
almost four consecutive hours without break in 
crowded classrooms which have poor ventilation* Un
doubtedly these children must become tired after 
working long hours without recess. It is doubtful 
whether tired children learn their tasks easily* 
Prolonged concentration of the mind on a subject de
creases the capacity of assimilation even in adults 
with great physical endurance*

11# The learning processes In the rural schools do not 
promote cooperation among the children In the solu
tion of the school*s tasks. The Indian child who 
goes to school has a favorable mental attitude toward 
the cooperative type of work. The child internalises
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this attitude from the sap of his culture* In fact,
according to the analysis of Chapter IV, cooperation 
seems to be one of the outstanding characteristics 
©f Quechua society# However, the child in the school 
is compelled to execute his tasks within an atmos
phere where there Is no cooperation among the chil
dren. It would seem that the teachers do not stimu
late the children to share their experiences with the 
class nor promote cooperative work related with the 
solution of school problems# On the contrary, the 
child Is forbidden to help other children In their 
school tasks# It is true that Individual learning 
is Important, but the exchange of ideas In the 
learning processes is equally important.

12* All the activities of the children and teachers In 
the Peruvian rural schools are performed In accord
ance with the Instructions of the official plans and 
programs of education, fhm author on hi© visit to 
certain school© of the Cusco area did not observe 
one case in which projects of school activities were 
planned by the teachers and children#
All that ha© been said seems to indicate that the 

learning processes of the southern Peruvian rural schools are 
guided by principles and practices of the so-called tradi
tional school.

However, some teachers in the Cuzco area seem to have 
become aware of the needs and Interests of the children In 
learning processes, but this awareness has not yet been
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crystallized Into fact* There are very few schools where the 
teachers promote various kinds of activities in learning 
processes* Incidentally, this can be observed in the schools 
of some teachers who assisted at the summer workshop of 1981 
which was sponsored by the Servlcio Cooperative Peruano Korte 
Americano de Bducaclon*

In general, the rural teachers of the Ouzco area dis
play good will for teaching their children* TJnfortunately, 
they seem insensitive to the feelings of the children*

Ways In Which the Rural Teachers Handle
the Children

There Is little available data concerning this sub
ject* This study is based on the opinions expressed by the 
teachers in the ©timer workshop of 1981, and the observations 
of the author in some rural schools of the Cuzco area, par
ticularly Chincheros#

Discussing discipline problems in the workshop men
tioned above, one of the rural teachers said more or less 
this8 "Prom the beginning, the teacher must show his author
ity in th© class room* In this way, the school1s discipline 
is assured. The permissive teacher, who allows the children 
to talk and move freely, is lost because *al quo se hace 
mlel las raoscss s© lo colBen*," (he who covers himself with 
honey will be devoured by th© flies— author1s translation.) 
Another teacher saidi "The teacher must show strong authority 
to establish order in the classroom to control the childrens * 
activities efficiently*” These quotations are not literal 
because the author has forgotten the exact use of words made
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by the teachers at th® time of the 1961 workshop* Bat they 
do accurately express the concepts expressed toy the teachers* 

Vmrj few teachers differed In opinion with the 
statements mentioned above. On the contrary, moat of them 
expressed their opinions in the- same manner*

The author observed also that the teachers handled 
their pupils In an autocratic way in the rural schools of 
the Cusco area. In fact* In the classroom situations, the 
teachers dictated orders to the children much the same as a 
general would to the soldiers under his command. In this 
autocratic atmosphere, children had no chance to elect their 
fellows for any kind of activities. For Instance, in the 
school of Chincheros, the teacher directly appointed the 
children who might sweep the floor of the classroom or get 
paracshas from the field to make brooms* Moreover, when the 
fourth grad© children were going to play with the fifth 
graders, the teachers alone decided who might play, and who 
might be the captains of the teams.

The autocratic attitude of th© teachers Is reflected 
In the classroom organization. In fact, teachers demand 
that the children maintain strict silence in the class* Th© 
children may not speak with their classmates even In low 
tones. Children usually ask no questions when they are in
terrogated by their teachers. The teacher channels and con
trols autocratically all the children*s activities. The 
children try to b© attentive to all the gestures and orders 
of their teachers as do musicians in an orchestra to th© 
baton of th© conductor. The school*s discipline seems to to©
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ive Is to demand the complete subordination of the children 
to the teacher’s will# In this type of discipline, the teach
er is a powerful master interested In maintaining silence in 
the class#

It is said in Peru, particularly in the capital, 
that the rural teachers whip the children who do not behave 
nicely or who do not perform their tasks# This statement 
seems to be exaggerated# The author has not observed one 
case In which such treatment was used# However, the teachers 
employ threat® and punishment with the children in the south
ern Indian communities#

There are five kinds of punishment in the rural schools 
taking away the only break period of th© day, expelling the 
children fro© the classes, asking th© pupils to stand in the 
corner of the class for some hour®, writing the same sen
tence in the notebook fifty or sixty time® and, finally, 
keeping the children in school after the end of the school 
day#

The author observed In the third grad© class of the 
Chincheros school that a child, apparently restless, was 
moving around In his desk paying no attention to th© teach
er’s explanation# The teacher rebuked the child, but h© 
kept on* Th© teacher said in an angry ton© of voice: "you
are making noise, and you are not listening to the lesson 
because you are lazy* Stand up immediately In that corner 
and don’t come back to your desk until I tell you to*11 
Without a word, the child went to one corner of the classroom.
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Th© author observed on another occasion three fifth graders 
of the Ohinchero® school writing in their notebooks th© sen
tences of punishment a half hour after school had let out. 
The teacher had written three sentences on the blackboard 
which were supposed to be written a couple dozen times by 
the children. The author does not remember th© content of 
these sentences.

Threats are frequently employed by th© teachers in 
handling children. The usual threat is related to what is 
called recitation of the paaos or lessons. The author ob
served the following episode in on© small elementary school 
located near Chincheros. In the third grad© class, while 
th© teacher was explaining th© lesson, two children were 
whispering at their desks. The teacher, visibly irritated, 
told these childrens "You are talking all th© time, we 
will see at the lesson time. By th© way, you will be th© 
first ones t© recite the lesson this afternoon.11 The author 
has observed similar cases in most of the rural schools of 
Cuzco* The teachers threaten the bulleros or noisy children 
by expelling them from the class or by keeping them after 
th© school period is over.

The most serious threat seems to be related to the 
final examinations of the year. The teachers threaten the 
bulleros with failing■them in the final tests if they do not 
modify their behavior. When a pencil or notebook is lost in 
the classroom, the teacher threatens th© whole group with 
taking away th© break period for several days if the pro
spective thief does not Immediately replace th© school
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materials lost in the class*
Report cards of behavior and achievement are employed 

in some rural schools* But these report cards are mostly 
used as a means of intimidation in order to promote a rigid 
discipline in the classroom* Te&ehers can frequently be 
heard threatening to give the children bad behavior on the 
report cards if they make noise in the class*

It would see® that th© continuous use of threats and 
punishments in handling Queehna children creates an atmos
phere of fear in the southern rural school®. In fact, chil
dren show visible signs of inhibition in school work situa
tions* All they do is to keep quiet and pay careful attention 
to the orders and Instructions of their teachers*

On the other hand, recognition is employed in hand
ling children in the rural schools. But this recognition 
Is reserved only for the aprovechados or advanced children 
of the class. These children are considered as models, and 
the great concern of the teachers is that all the children 
of the class should have th© same academic achievements of 
the aprovechados students. Th© children who have difficul
ties in learning, although they make great efforts to answer 
the teacher*s questions or to solve the problems of their 
school tasks, receive not a word of approval or encourage
ment. On the contrary, they are criticised for their mediocre 
achievements, and sometimes shamed by the teacher In a sar
castic fashion In the presence of their fellow students.
The following episode may be an illustration for what has 
been said. The author observed in one rural school th©
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following incident. A fifth grader had tremendous diffi
culty in accurately pronouncing some words in the lesson- 
recltatlon of a tale from Peruvian traditions by Kicardo 
Palma. The teacher helped him many times in correcting his 
mispronunciation, but the child still couldn* t pronounce 
properly in spite of the teacher’s help. Finally, the angry 
teacher exploded; ^Aren’t you ashamed of yourself for mis
pronouncing these words. You are already a young fellow, 
and yet you are unable to speak the Spanish language prop
erly.*1 The child went back to his seat showing visible 
signs of shame on his face* It is not difficult to imagine 
the terrible effect of the teacher’s explosion on the child’s 
self-esteem.

In on© section of the Pissag Elementary School, dur
ing the class on geography, a child was drawing in his note
book. The teacher took away the child’s notebook, and 
ordered him to work on geography. In addition, the child was 
threatened with losing his break period if he was going to 
start drawing again* In general, it seems that the rural 
teachers employ negative ways in handling children. Probably 
there are exceptions, but the threat, punishment, sarcasm, 
criticism, the use of aggressive words, the lack of good 
humor, and deprivation are common ways in which the teachers 
handle the children,

Goals of Teachers in Rural Education
Th© main goal of teachers in the first two grades 

of elementary schools Is to teach the Indian children to 
read and to write the Spanish language. The prestige of the
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teacher In a rural environment depends mostly on whether 
his pupils, at the end of the school year, are able to read 
the Pepe y JLola text-book. In order to gain this prestige 
which gives professional status, teachers concentrate all 
their efforts on trying to teach Spanish to their pupils.
On the other hand, It would seem that the teachers are com
pelled by the Indian communities and th® Peruvian government 
to pay special attention to the teaching of Spanish. It 
seems that the parents in some Quechua communities think it 
Is important for th® children to learn Spanish so they can 
help them In the trade and work relationship® with the 
whites. The parents also seem to think that if their chil
dren learn Spanish, they may have a better chance to improve 
their social and economic situation.

The rural teachers of Guzco and Puno expressed a 
great concern for the bilingual problems (Aymara-Spanish and 
Quechua-Spanish) In the summer workshop of 1951. At one of 
the meetings in which there was some discussion of the bi
lingualism, on® teacher said something like thiss "We are 
interested in learning the best method for teaching the Span
ish language to the Indian children. The Quechua and Aymara 
parents ask frequently that we teach Spanish to their chil
dren.” Many other teachers expressed similar points of view 
concerning the language problem.

The Government does not state as a goal of elementary 
education the learning of th® Spanish language in the Indian 
rural communities* However, the Government regards the idea 
of having only one language as a successful means for the
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achievement of national unity. In accordance with this
*■

*  ' Videa, the state puts special emphasis on the teaching of 
Spanish in the Indian communities* In fact, the state 
through the educational supervisors of the country constantly 
recommends to the teachers the teaching of Spanish to the 
Quechua children*

After the second grade of elementary school, another 
main goal of the rural teachers is to finish by all means 
all the points of th© Plans and Programs ©f Education* There 
lsnft any ministerial directive which states that the teach
ers must explain all the subjects of the official program 
during the school year* However, there is indirect official 
pressure in this direction. In fact, the questions on the 
final tests of the year are prepared by the Direccion de 
Sdueaeion Oomun Prlraarla of the Public Ministry of Education. 
These questions, according to the teachers in various pieces 
of Peru, represent a selection of questions on all of the 
subjects of the Plans and Programs.

Again, the supervisors of education when visiting 
the schools of their geographic jurisdiction, are concerned 
primarily with knowing toward what point of the Plans and 
Program® the schools are moving. Finally, th© classroom 
teachers are under pressure from the school principals regard
ing the development of the program subjects. This pressure 
of state, community, and school principals seems to create a 
certain fear In the teachers, fear which Incites them to 
make a great effort to finish th© program.

Because this program Is so extensive, from the
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beginning of Hovember teachers completely neglect the pasos 
de recitation of the children* In this period the main 
concern of the teachers is to catch up on the courses in 
which they are behind. Because of this practice of dis
pensing a great amount of knowledge, the teachers hare no 
time to detect the abilities of the children, or to provide 
any kind of opportunity for the development of these abili
ties . With their obsession of the programs, teachers forget 
to promote an adequate climate in the school for the normal 
development of the child, for the development of positive 
attitudes, or for the formation of good work habits.

In spite of the constant work, and the teacher1s good 
will for attaining the goals mentioned above, there are rea
sons for believing that the results obtained by the teachers 
are mediocre. In the first place, it is doubtful whether 
the children have at the end of the year a clear understand
ing of the numerous subjects learned during the year. This 
assumption is based on the fact that a great percentage of 
Quechua children, even In the last grades of elementary edu
cation, do not have a good understanding of the Spanish lan
guage, probably this fact is a handicap for the Indian 
children because learning processes become quite difficult 
with an insufficient knowledge of the language. The method 
of teaching used in the rural schools Is based mostly on mem
orisation of the subjects which are in most cases strange 
to the Quechua culture. This type of teaching is another 
cause of the mediocrity of the results obtained in the rural 
schools. In the second place, It must be quite difficult
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for children who are attending schools having only the first 
two grades to acquire an adequate knowledge of Spanish dur
ing those two years. This assumption is based on the fact 
that the Quechua children, according to reports of southern 
Peruvian teachers, sometimes do not attend classes for many 
weeks during the year, especially during planting; and har
vesting times. In addition, th© Indian children have little 
or no opportunity to practice their Spanish outside of 
school since Quechua is the only language spoken in the com
munity.

Background of the Peruvian Kur&l Teachers
Elementary school teachers fall into three categor

ies: (1) normal school graduate®, who hold the title of
Urban Normal1st or Rural Hormalist; (2) titled or certifi
cated teachers, who have not graduated from normal school, 
but hold a certificate permitting them to teach; (3) unli
censed teachers.

Every year th© Government grants a certain number of 
scholarships to the young people willing to study in the 
Rural Normal Schools. The scholarships are granted to the 
candidates who obtain th© best marks in th© tests of admis
sion to th© school. Until three years ago, the Organic Law 
of Education required only certificates of elementary edu
cation for the candidates to th© Rural Normal Schools. At 
the present time, the candidates have secondary education. 
Rural Normalists are graduated after three years of study.

The teachers of the second category obtain their
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certificates after successfully passing the examinations 
which are held in Lima during the vacations of th® teachers, 
fhe questions on these tests are formulated by the Direceion 
de Educacion Comun Frlmaria of the Ministry of Public Educa
tion.

fhe teachers of the third category are not required 
to take examinations In order to teach. They are appointed 
by the Director of Elementary Education on the recommenda
tion of the Supervisors of Education, at least theoretically. 
In practice it seems that the supervisors as well as th® 
Director of Elementary Education are influenced by the re
commendations of politicians or priests in the appointment 
of the teachers.

Most of the rural teachers in Peru fall into the 
third category. Sometimes it Is possible to find in rural 
schools teachers with an Incomplete elementary education. 
However, since the administration of Manuel Prado j Ugarteche, 
the Peruvian government has been Interested in the profes
sional improvement of the teachers In public ©ervice, par
ticularly the teachers in the third category. In fact, 
summer course© are given in Lima for the teachers of the 
third category who want to obtain the title of Rural formal
ist • Admission to these courses of improvement is granted 
to uncertified teachers who have completed their elementary 
school education and have had seven years of experience in 
public school teaching. The course for the uncertified 
teachers comprises three terms of three months each, thirty 
hours a week. At the end of this training the teacher
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students reoelv© their title as Rural Mormalists«
The Servicio Cooperative) Peruano Horte Americano de 

Fducacion, established in Peru under the Point Pour Program 
of the United States, is also working for the improvement of 
the graduate and undergraduate, rural teachers# The American 
specialists who are working In Peru have concentrated their 
attention on the problems of education of the rural areas of 
Cusco and the Altiplano*

Knowledge of the Peruvian Teachers Regarding 
Child Behavior and Development

One of the ways of exploring the knowledge of the 
rural teachers concerning child behavior and development 
may b© through an analysis of the outstanding aspects of th® 
education given In the Rural Mormal Schools* This analysis 
will be the basis for making certain assumptions concerning 
the knowledge of the rural teachers about the problems men
tioned above*

Most of the teachers of the Rural Mormal Schools 
are graduated from the Faculties of Education of the Peruv
ian Universities or from the Institutes Pedagoglcos of Lima* 
Consequently, in order to have an idea of the quality of 
education given in the Rural Mormal Schools It Is necessary 
to analyse briefly the education given in the universities 
of Peru# The plans for teacher preparation are similar in 
these universities except for certain minor differences of 
procedure#

The author studied in the Catholic University of 
Lima, and in th© national University of Trujillo. Lacking
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available data, th© author will try to analyze which are 
th© principles underlying child behavior and development In 
these universities, particularly the Oatholie University, 
basing th© analysis on his personal experiences in the above 
mentioned universities*

In the first place, in the Catholic University of 
Lima, at least until 1941, there was a departmentalisation 
in the study of various forces which simp# the personality 
of the child* fhere was no emphasis on the principle that 
biological and cultural forces are deeply interwoven in de
termining child behavior and development* Particularly, in 
the study of the child there was no emphasis placed on th© 
importance of th© affectional and social processes* The 
study of the child was centered mostly around a duallstie 
approach: body and mind* But the biological and mental
factors were regarded as two independent entities without 
any close relationship* fher© were studies of the different 
stages of physical growth, but there were no clear refer
ences of each of these stages in the behavior and self- 
development• the developmental tasks were studied with no 
attention given to the physical and cultural forces• For 
instance, no specific mention was made of social expectations 
or physical or emotional levels of maturity as important 
factors influencing the developmental tasks• Absorbed in the 
description of developmental tasks as independent entities, 
the professors of the Q&tholie University of Lima put special 
emphasis on the study of the child as a nstandard type11 with 
mental readiness for certain tasks related to his chronologi-
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eal age# Ho emphasis was put on the individual differences 
of physical, mental, and emotional maturity#

Moreover, the students received no information re* 
garding the behavior and development of Peruvian children.
!?he Peruvian professors as well as the French, Belgian, and 
Spanish professors of the Catholic university were concerned 
with th© explanation of the physical and mental development 
of the European rather than the Peruvian child. Prospective 
teachers were prepared ss if they were going to work in the 
schools of Paris, Brussels, or Madrid# The students re
ceived no information concerning possible ways of studying 
the Peruvian child within the structure of his culture. It 
was taken for granted, at least implicitly, that the European 
and Peruvian children were similar physically and mentally 
in each of th© phases of their development.

In June of 1951, th© author observed in the Barranco 
School, Belneario, of lima, that the teachers were employ
ing foreign Intelligence tests in testing the children* 
hater, the Assistant Director of Barranco School pointed out 
that the results of the tests were not satisfactory because 
the I.Q.’s of the Peruvian children were lower than th© for* 
eign intelligence tests scales. What happened In the Barranco 
School also happens in many other schools where foreign intel
ligence tests, which are not adequate for the cultural exper
iences of the Peruvian children, are used Indiscriminately# 
$hls suggests once more that Peruvian teachers consider th© 
native children as If they were Europeans or Americans.

Another characteristic of education in the Catholic
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University is the concentration on the study of methods of 
teaching rather than on knowledge of the child. The theory 
of ultra-modern methods of teaching is useless if the child 
is unknown.

Based on the brief analysis mentioned above plus 
personal observations, the author thinks that most of th® 
graduate or undergraduate rural teachers, who were disciples 
of graduate teachers in the universities, are lacking a good 
professional background concerning the fundamental princi
ples underlying child behavior and development. Probably 
there are exceptions but, in general, the rural teachers are 
concerned primarily with transmitting knowledge rather than 
In becoming interested in the feelings, abilities, and be
havior of their pupils.

However, there are signs which indicate that the 
Peruvian teachers are willing to study th© behavior and de
velopment of th© Peruvian child. This interest has been 
shown in national meetings of the teachers sponsored by 
themselves. Unfortunately, this interest has not been crys
tal iaed Into fact. Lack of leadership is one of the reasons 
for this situation. It would seem that the most intelligent 
teachers leave the teaching profession because of low salar
ies, and social status.

For their part the southern Peruvian rural teachers 
show a great Interest in the improvement of their profes
sional knowledge. Teachers attend the workshops sponsored 
by the American specialists, and they seem sensitive to th® 
new educational approaches. In fact, the author observed in
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some rural schools of Ouzco that the teachers are putting 
into practice the new techniques of reading and writing 
which were suggested by the Americans. However, the rural 
teachers seem to have a poor knowledge of th© basic princi
ples of human development. Perhaps this is due to the fact 
that the American specialists, who show interest and good 
will in helping the teachers, were concerned primarily with 
teaching methods rather than helping the rural teachers to 
understand child behavior and development.

Summary
The Peruvian government determine® the school 

courses, and the content of these courses* Usually, th© 
ministry approves the report of the national Council of Ed
ucation concerning the project of the Plans and programs of 
Elementary Education, In 1951, President Manuel Odrla in
stituted the Plans and Program© of Elementary Education. 
According to these plane and programs the elementary educa
tion Is of three stages? kindergarten, transition, and 
educaoion primaria oomun» Kindergartens and transition 
classes are stages of pre-school education. There are kind
ergartens only in the important Peruvian cities*

Th© public elementary education Is of two stages? 
first grade, and second grade. The former comprises th© 
first, second, and third grades; and the latter the fourth, 
fifth and sixth grades. Most of the rural schools are of 
th© first stage.

The main objective® of elementary education are to
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provide the elements of general culture, to stimulate altru
ism and cooperation, to fayoy acquisition of good habits, 
and to cultivate religious sentiments#

Instruction■ in;.--the first- two years is by the- method 
of ’̂ loballfsaelon” and revolves around three *vltal areas” s 
home and school, th© town, and the fatherland# The subjects 
taught in the second grade (the last four years of elementary 
education) ares language, arithmetic, social education, 
nature-&tudy, religion, singing, art, and manual activities, 
physical education, shopwork and gardening. For girls, home 
economics and child care are added in the fifth and sixth 
years•

The subject matter of each course fixed by the Pro
grams is exceedingly long and detailed, and th© activities 
connected with the subject matter tend to neglect the exper
iences, needs, and Interests of the Quechua children.

The learning process in the rural schools Is Intel-
lectuallstic based mostly on text-book !,r©citations.n Be
sides* the learning In rural schools does not utilise materials 
from th® environment, and operates outside of the cultural 
reality of the Quechua society#.

In general, It seems that th© rural teachers handle
their children by employing negative means such as punish
ment, threat, criticism, deprivation, and so forth.

The fundamental goal of th© first and second grade 
teachers is to teach the Spanish language to the children.
The teachers of the last four years of elementary education 
are Interested primarily In explaining all of the subject
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matter of the Programs.
Th© feruwlan rural teachers fall Into tin*®® cate

gories $ (1) normal school graduates, (2) certified teach
ers, (3) unlicensed teachers* Th© last ones are th© most 
numerous.

It would seem that th© rural teachers lack a good 
professional background concerning the basic principles of 
child behavior and development. In general they do not take 
into consideration the biological and cultural forces which 
shape the self or personality of the child.

The next chapter will deal with some main conclusions 
concerning th® exploratory analysis of the culture of the 
Indian communities and the influenc© of this culture on th© 
self-development of children* Also, some conclusions will 
be pointed out concerning the attitudes of th© teachers to
ward the children and the program and methods used In the 
rural schools. Finally, the last chapter will deal with 
three questions: (1) principles which should underly an
approach to th® education of the Indians; (2) the us© of 
suitable plans, programs, and methods of education in the 
rural schools; (3) the preparation of the teachers; and some 
suggestions for further research*



CHAPTER VII

OOllGMSJOIfS AHD EDUGiiTIOH AL IMFLICATIOHS

The study of the Inca culture made In Chapter II has 
shown that many cultural factors of the present Indian com* 
sanities of southern Peru are survivals of the Inca civili
zation. For instance, the form of landholding, social 
organ!zaticm, fiestas and dances, beliefs concerning etiology 
and treatment of diseases are all survival© of the ancient 
Inca culture* Due to this fact, th© study of the Xnea civ
ilization has been helpful in the understanding of the phil
osophy of the Indian communities* From the exploratory 
analysis of th© race, nutrition, and health of the Indians 
mad© in Chapter III th© following main conclusions were 
deriveds

1. According to the opinions of Peruvian and foreign 
anthropologists the Peruvian Indians are descend
ants of the Asiatic emigrants who arrived in America 
around 20,000 years ago.

2* Th© Quechuas, after many centuries of living in th©
mountains, have been able to adapt themselves per-

*

fectly to life at high altitudes*
3. The diet of the £|u©ohmas is reduced in quantity, and

inferior in quality. The quantity of food consump
tion by the southern Indian is th© lowest in the
country, and his diet, based cm cereals, potatoes,
and other native products, does not contain eggs,
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meat* milk* fruits* vegetables, sugar, cocoa, and 
other important foods*

4. The deficient diet of the Indians is due to the 
primitive methods of production, lack of arable 
land, low family income, and transportation diffi
culties »

5* Intestinal diseases are spread In the communities 
by the water supply! and typhus Is due to the lack 
of hygiene*

6* There are no physicians nor medicines in Quechua 
communities. The Indians care for their sick by 
means of magic and sorcery*
From the analysis of the cultural factors of the 

Indian communities made in Chapter IV the following main 
conclusions were derived;

1* Agriculture and textile making are the main activi
ties of the Qpechuas* Landholding is communal*

2* The ain© or cooperative work Is practiced In agri
culture, house-building, pasturing, and household 
chores* The children take part in the cooperative 
work in their homes, and In the social activities 
of the community*

3* There are no social classes in the Indian communi
ties* In the classless Queehna society there Is a 
strong feeling of solidarity among the Indians.

4. The Qpechuas elect their authorities at popular
meetings* The authorities have the full coopera
tion of the people in th© exercise of their duties*
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5 * Usually there Is a good relationship between the

authorities and the people of the village* However, 
the authorities lose prestige and leadership when 
they become puppets of the governors*

6. fhe religion of the Queehuas is a mixture of Incaie 
and Christian beliefs* The Queehuas venerate the 
earth, high mountain peaks, and saints, particularly 
the Sant© Patron© of their villages*

7* Religious and social festivities are events in
which all the people of the community participate* 
Children work with their parents, relatives, and 
neighbors for the success of the festivities, and 
dance in religious and social ceremonies*

8* The Indian mother breastfeed® her babies without a
fixed schedule* Hursing is practiced until the child 
is two years old, and the young children are not pun
ished for defecating or urinating in their beds*

9* Children start to work very early in life, In ac
cordance with the social expectations of the Ouech- 
uas* However, It is not all work for the children* 
They enjoy playing different games of imitation and 
competition*

10. There are great cultural contrasts between the Quech- 
uas and Peruvian whites and mixed bloods. These 
cultural contrasts are most noticeable in the family 
organisation system of work, property, and politics* 
Prom the analysis of affactional relationships in the 

Quechua society made in Chapter 7 the following main
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conclusions were derlveds
1# There la a trial marriage period to determine the 

compatibility of the couples* Usually, the trial 
period culminates In a religious ceremony*

2* Queohua marriages are stable* There are very feu?
divorces In the Indian marriages*

3 * The Queehua family Is patrilineal and patrllocal.
As a general rule in each Indian household, the 
grandparents, the parents and their children, and 
in some cases the unmarried brothers and sister© of 
the father all live together*

4. The extended families live In the same neighborhood* 
There are strong affections! relationships between 
the members of these families* Children frequently 
visit their relatives who give them warm affection* 

6* There seem to be mutual understanding, assistance, 
respect, loyalty, and warm affeotlonal relationships 
between the Quechua married people*

6* The father is the head of the family and fixes the 
responsibilities of each of the members of the fam
ily* The wife and children obey his orders respect
fully and without objectIon#

?. There are deep affeotlonal relationships between the 
parents and children* Parents aspire to a better 
future for their children* They spend all of their 
modest resources for the education of their off
spring.

S# Children have a deep attachment to their parents
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whom they assist dutifully and affectionately, par
ticularly Id cases of sickness*

9* There is no evidence of open rivalry between the 
older children and the younger ones. Apparently, 
this Is due to the fact that the children enjoy the 
affection and understanding of their numerous rela
tives* The godfathers are considered as relatives. 
They give affection, guidance, and assistance to 
their godchildren*

10* There is no evidence of well organised peer groups
In the Quechua society. Children of the same neigh
borhood organise temporary groups for the rehearsal 
of songs and dances for the religious and social 
ceremonies.
All the cultural factors already mentioned have a 

tremendous influence in the life of the child. This cultural 
influence upon the life of the child, in accordance with the 
exploratory analysis of the Quechua society, may b© summar
ized in the following main conclusions?

1, The nutrition of the child is deficient in quantity 
and quality due to the poorness of the Indian fami
lies.

2, The child seems to have a low output of energy due 
to the poor and ill balanced diet.

3* There is a high percentage of mortality among the 
children due to th© unsanitary condition© of the 
environment, lack of hygiene, medicines, and medical 
assistance.
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4* The Quechua child, early in life, internalizes the 
mental attitude of cooperation of his family and the 
people of the community*

5* The Quechua child is not an individualist* He coop
erates with his brothers, friends, parents, rela
tives, and all the people of the village for the 
successful attainment of the goals of the group*

6* The Quechua child growing up in a social environment 
in which aggression is a deviation rather than a 
common rule, is pacific, tolerant, and docile.

7* In a classless society without religious and racial 
prejudices, the Quechua child does not seem to have 
a sense of individual failure, frustration, or pes** 
simisfic or hostile attitudes.

8. The Quechua child is completely integrated within his 
family and community. He is warmly accepted in his 
family, and in the social groups of the village.

9. Children and adolescents acquire a great sens© of 
belonging by participation in the ceremonies, rites, 
and social and religious dances of the community.

10* Due to the warm affection of the parents and rela
tives, the Quechua child from an early age seems to 
have a sense of security, and a feeling of adequacy.

11. The sense ©f security seems to give the child self- 
confidence in the performance of his developmental 
tasks. The fin© achievements of these'tasks is not 
carried out under author1tarian pressure or social 
competition*
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12* The Indian child knows that he has a place in M s  
family, and that h© is loved and understood by his 
parents and relatives* This feeling of being loved 
and understood seems to help the child to make fin© 
adjustments to the social expectations of his cul
tural environment.

13* The Indian child considers his parents, relatives, 
and the people of the village as Individuals always 
willing to give him affection, assistance, and pro
tection, This fact seems to induce the child to 
have faith and confidence In the world which sur
rounds him.

14. The Infrequency of divorce, the harmonious and peace
ful atmosphere of Quechua homes, the warm affeotlonal 
relationships between the parents and children, the 
lack of noticeable sibling rivalries, are factors 
which seem to promote a healthful self-development
of the child.

15. The Indian child gradually enhances his self In 
direct contact with the life of his environment, and 
the affection of his parents and relatives,
From the analysis of the Peruvian plans and programs 

of elementary education, and the analysis of the methods of 
education and background of rural teachers made in Chapter VI 
the following main conclusions were derived;

1. The plans and programs, and methods of teaching of 
the rural schools are the results of the philosophy 
of education, and limited knowledge of the child on
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the part of the teachers•
2m It seems that the philosophy of the teachers is

based on the premise that individuals of different 
cultures have the same character and temperament, and 
tbs same beliefs, custom®, needs, and interests* Due 
to this philosophy the plans and programs for the 
Peruvian rural and urban areas are identical, despite 
the great cultural differences between the Quechua 
communities and those with no Indian population.
The rural teacher1® knowledge of the child may be 

summarised by the following points:
1. The action of the biological and cultural factors In 

shaping child behavior and development is not clearly 
understood by the teachers.

2* Mo attention is given to the levels of physical and 
emotional maturity which condition to a certain ex
tent the mental readiness of the child for some tasks.

3. It is believed that all the children of a certain 
chronological age are ready to execute tasks adequate 
to that age, without regard to individual differ
ences *

4. It is believed that a strong and rigid authority is 
the best way to promote discipline in the school.
The methods of teaching in the rural schools seem to

be based primarily on the points mentioned above. The out
standing characteristic of this teaching may be summarized 
in the following main conclusions*

1. The physical, mental, and emotional maturity of the
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child is not taken Into account In the learning 
process, All the children of the same chronological 
age are regarded as having the same physical matur
ity, and the same mental readiness,

2, School activities are based an rigid schedules, 
neglecting the needs and Interests of the child.

3, In the process of learning the sources of information 
to be found in the community are completely over
looked.

4* Teachers handle the children autocratically, without 
any respect for their personality,

6* Teachers use negative ways such as punishment,
threats, criticism, and sarcasm, in handling children 
Regarding the affeotlonal relationships between 

teachers and children, the following main conclusion® may be 
pointed out*

1. It seems that the rural teacher does not fully ac
cept the Indian child. Du© to this fact, the teacher 
assumes an unfriendly attitude toward the children*

2. The unfriendly attitude of the teacher, the formal 
environment of the classes, and the lack of permis
siveness promote an unpleasant ©motional climate in 
the rural schools,

3. The unfriendly attitude of the teacher toward the 
children is seemingly the result of the prejudices 
against the Indians.
These prejudices, according to evidences found in the 

attitude of the teachers regarding the Indians, may be
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summarized by the following points:
1* Indians-are in a process of complete degradation due 

to alcoholism, eoosism, and religious superstitions* 
2* Indians have no aspiration for overcoming their 

poorness and ignorance*
3* Indians are incapable of feeling love, and their 

marriages are based on economic reasons and sexual 
appetites.

4* Parents sell their children as goods because they 
do not love them; and the children hate their par
ents, and run away from home frequently*

5. The Indian children are shy, distrustful, lazy,
hypocritical, liars, and have a low "standard” type 
of 1 • (4 *

Principles Which Should Underly an 4pproaoh 
to the Education of the Indian people

The author believes that education should be based on 
philosophical principles which will lead the minds of the 
children toward the attainment of certain desirable goals*
The democratic philosophy aspires to the formation of free 
individuals! while the goal of totalitarian philosophy Is 
the formation of submissive individuals subordinated com
pletely to the powerful state*

The programs and methods of education, and the pre
paration of the teachers, are based mostly on the philosophy 
of education* For this reason, the author believes it is 
necessary to formulate certain personal viewpoints concerning 
the principles which should underly an approach to the
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education of the Indian people*
Each culture is the accumulation of knowledge ac

quired over many centuries* Haw cultural, scientific, and 
technological discoveries augment the cultural heredity of 
the past* Also, each culture during the centuries has been 
broadening its cultural horisson through contact with other 
cultures. At the present time, due to the incredible prog
ress of transportation, there is a great contact and cul
tural exchange among most of the ©ountries of the world, and 
there are very few countries Isolated in ivory towers*

However, in spite of this frequent cultural exchange 
between countries, each country has a particular and distinct 
cultural profile, tech country has its own peculiar manner 
of Judging aesthetic creations, and in Interpreting and 
evaluating the historic process. To put it briefly, each 
culture has its own philosophy which conditions Its aesthetic, 
religious, social, political, and economic life*

For the Hindus, the monkey and cow are ©acred ani
mals and objects of adoration and veneration# To the mind of 
an individual of western civilisation, the Hindu cult is re
garded as primitive fetishism* £m individual educated In a 
republican country has a difficult time in understanding the 
tegllshra&n's devotion to his monarchy. A Chines© look© with 
Indifference at the man who is about to drown* In the same 
situation, an individual of the western civilisation would 
feel a moral obligation to try to save the life of the drown
ing man. This M a n s  that the people'of each culture attach 
a particular meaning to the things which they perceive, are
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more indifferent or more sensitive in their emotional reac
tions to certain situations, and adjust their ways of behav
ior characteristically when confronted by certain problems.

If a believer in Buddhism or Mohammedanism were ridi
culed for adoring hi© gods, he would probably react with 
violent anger. Individuals and countries have a deep attach
ment to their beliefs and customs, and they resist by all 
means any attempt to destroy their cultural traditions. In 
fact, the Spaniards changed their mental attitudes very 
little during the eight centuries of Arab domination. Neither 
have the Peruvian Quechuas changed very much during three 
centuries of Spanish domination.

Prom the analysis of the Quechua society made in the 
preceding chapters, was derived th© fact that the Indian peo
ple have their own philosophy of life. Consequently, it is 
necessary to recognise this fact in the education of the In
dians. Most Peruvians seem to recognise the culture of the 
Quechua society, but this recognition is distorted by preju
dices. In fact, it is believed in Peru that the culture of 
th© Indians is a mass of primitive beliefs and supersti
tions, something like a huge cancerous tumor which corrodes 
the entrails of the country. What is more, it Is believed 
that the Indians are useless because they are undergoing a 
process of complete degeneration.

An approach to the Indian culture unencumbered by 
emotional prejudices and equipped with sound judgement would 
make it possible to point out th© virtues and defects of the 
Indian culture, fhls approach Is possible within the
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framework of a democratic philosophy* 4 democratic person 
dealing with Indians would accept and respect their culture, 
and would consider them- as human beings able to make a valu
able contribution rather than as inferior and stupid individ
uals. He would not look upon the Indians as a heavy burden, 
but as useful Individuals who can contribute in one form or 
another to the economic production of the country or to the
defense of the national Integrity*

A democratic philosophy of education would not have 
to impose almost by force cultural values unknown to the Que
chua society. On the contrary, It would try to work with the 
cultural values of the Indian environment in the education 
of th© Quechua people* A democratic philosophy would not ex-
pect to change in one day the backwardness of the Quechua
society* It would be disastrous if the Indian people were 
forced to adopt overnight the cultural values and ways of 
living of western civilization, The progress of countries is 
a slow process of evolution* There are some which progress 
faster than others* This is due to many factors, probably 
the most important being the quality of education, political 
stability, th© extent and richness of the territory.

The progress of th© Quechua people is a matter of 
evolution in which the teachers must do their best in devel
oping to the maximum the potentialities of th® Indian people. 
In this process of evolution there should be no attempt to 
destroy the Quechua language with the objective of promoting 
the national unity. One language in a country facilitates 
the understanding of the people and th© formation of th®
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national unity. However, there are countries like Switzer
land in which four languages are spoken. In spite of this 
fact, Switzerland has a strong sens© of national conscious
ness. The Quechua language has survived more than 400 years 
in spit© of th© attempt by th© Spaniard© and Peruvians to 
destroy it* The author believes that Spanish should be 
taught in the rural schools, but there should be no attempt 
to destroy the language of the cojamunities. If the Quechua 
language were employed in teaching Spanish to th© Indians by 
scientific methods recommended by linguist®, probably in a 
very few generations the Quechuae would be bilingual. The 
Indian bilinguals could employ Spanish in their relation
ships with whites and th© people of mixed blood, and the 
Quechua language within their own caaasunities. Something 
like this is happening at the present time in the 0©rman and 
Italian zones of Switzerland where the people speak their 
dialects in daily conversation, while good Oerman and Italian 
is used In school®, end In government communications. The 
existence of three different languages in Peru (Quechua, 
iiymara, and Spanish) should not be considered an obstacle to 
good understanding among the Peruvian people, or to the 
strengthening of national cohesion, because th© national co
hesion of Peru should b© based on a belief in democratic 
Institutions. This aim could be achieved through democratic 
education which would respect th© cultural differences of 
the country including the languages.

It Is believed In Peru that the progress of th© In
dians may be accomplished only by th© teachers. The author
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believes that the progress of th© Indians will Gome about 
through the coordinate effort of the state, education, and 
all the social forces of the country.

It is not the purpose of this study to point out 
what should be the political program of the Peruvian govern
ment regarding the progress of the Indian coiimsimltles• How
ever, It seems necessary to make some brief comments about 
th© policy of the State toward the Indians.

Since the beginning of th© Republic th© Peruvian gov
ernment seem® to have had no special concern for the needs 
and problems of th© Indians. Ideas concerning th© betterment 
of the Indian communities seem to have been mostly theoret
ical rather than practical. The best policy of the Peruvian 
government would be incomplete if the problems of the Indians 
are ignored. Problems such as the construction of roads, 
electrification of the Quoch.ua villages, improvement of 
rural sanitation, etc., could not b® accomplished satisfac
torily without the cooperation of th© state. However*, th© 
government cannot be expected to do everything * The people 
themselves should try to utilise their own resources to the 
greatest advantage for the progress of their communities.
Th© teachers and social workers should try to stimulate the 
initiative of the Indians toward making plans for the better
ment of their local communities.

In some sectors of the Peruvian middle class it is 
believed that all the conservatives are indifferent to the 
fat© of th© Indian people. In reality, in the past as well 
as at th© present time some conservatives have been
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sympathetic toward the Indians. It might be desirable if
members of all Peruvian social classes who are interested 
in helping the Indians were to work in cooperation, The 
future of Peru is closely related to the future of the In
dian communities• Therefore, any positive attempt for car
rying out a plan for the education of the Indians is 
desirable.

Possible Changes Which Might B# Mad© in the 
Rural Plans and Programs of Education

The purpose of this portion of the study is to point 
out some suggestions which could be used In a possible re
form of the plans and programs of Peruvian rural education. 
These suggestions may be summarised by the following points?

1. The Ministry of Education, after a careful consider
ation of Indian culture, and with the cooperation of 
some experienced rural teachers, could formulate 
guide-line programs for all the schools of the Indian 
communities. These state guide-lines could point 
out some fundamental principles on which the rural 
education could be based. Consequently, the state 
guide-lines would not he concerned with a detailed 
©numeration of the subject matter of the courses of 
each grade. Also they would not indicate the kind
of activities to b© used each weak in teaching th© 
courses of the program.

2. The plans and programs of education should foe pre
pared by the teachers because, presumably, they are 
more aware of the needs of the children in the
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locality* in the preparation of the plans and pro
grams the teachers should ask for the cooperation 
of the leaders of the community* The local leaders 
who know the needs of their villages, and the aspir
ations of the local people, could contribute valuable 
ideas and suggestions* Seeking the participation of 
the leaders in the preparation of the plans and pro
grams of education could be one of the ways of pro
moting cooperation between the school and the 
community* The Quechua children could also- partici
pate in the preparation of the programs. At th© 
present time, due to the type of education, and the 
©motional climate of the rural schools, the Indian 
children seem to b© inhibited in expressing their 
needs and interests* This restraint of the children 
would disappear if the teachers would assume a more 
friendly attitude toward them*

3* The plans and programs of rural education should be 
flexible. Greater flexibility of the programs 
would permit the making of all necessary modifica
tions according to the circumstances, and the needs 
and interests of th© children*

4* The plans and programs of education should deal
mostly with the life of the community* The explora
tory analysis of the Indian culture made In the pre
ceding chapters has shown that th© children, from a 
very early age, acquire experiences in direct contact
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with all the social activities of the community* 
Therefore, It would be desirable for the plans and 
programs of education to deal with the subjects re
lated to the experiences of the children. For in
stance, projects of study concerning agricultural 
activities such a® fertilisation of the land, qual
ity of the seeds, irrigation of the plants, and 
disinfectants for controlling th© pests of corn and 
potatoes, would be of great interest to the Quechua 
children, and have a practical utility in the life 
of the communities* These few examples tend to em
phasise that the plans and programs of rural educa
tion could deal mostly with the economic and cultural 
activities of the community. Of course, the plans 
should also include a study of the Peruvian culture, 
and some notions of foreign cultures, particularly 
of th© American countries, because a plan of study 
limited to the local culture would tend to form 
limited mentalities.

6. Th© plans and programs of education should be pre
pared according to the mental maturity of the chil
dren. If the child is not yet ready to comprehend 
certain problems, for instance let us say fractions 
in arithmetic, It would be unwise to push him into 
these tasks.

6. The plans and programs should be revised periodi
cally* This practice would facilitate the making 
of changes and rectifications in accordance with th©
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situations and- needs of the children. Annual meet
ings of th© teachers working in-the same area for 
the purpose of ©it changing ideas about th© pi sms and 
programs used during the year should be extremely- 
interesting.

Suggestions for Changes in the Application of 
the Learning Processes in the Rural Schools
According to the analysis made In the preceding chap

ter, traditional school methods of teaching are used in 
southern Peruvian rural education* It seems necessary to 
change this practice, The author believes that the following 
main points regarding the changing of the development of th© 
learning processes in the rural schools should be taken Into 
accounts

1. Learning processes in the rural schools should be 
based fundamentally on the needs and Interests of 
th© Indian children rather than be subordinated to 
the text-books as dominant means of learning.

2 * Learning should not be dominated by the Interests and 
caprices of the teacher. Learning should be child 
centered.

3* Th© rural teachers should not expect the same a-
chievement of all the children of the same grad© in 
their school work, because achievement varies ac
cording to the Individual differences in terms of 
mental maturity and specific abilities.

4* The rural teachers should obtain the maximum advan
tage from the cooperative habit of the Indian
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children by establishing team work in learning. In 
this type of learning all the children would parti
cipate actively in carrying out the projects of the 
group, Team work in learning does not annihilate 
the initiative and originality of the individual.
On the contrary, the social interaction derived 
from team work Is a valuable experience for the 
child. Also, In team work dealing with many kinds 
of activities, the child would have a chance to de
velop his aptitudes and abilities#

5. In the rural schools learning methods based on th© 
memorization of meaningless subject matter should 
be don© away with. This type of learning tends to 
store many meaningless rules, formulas, and facts 
In the head of the child. The child should learn 
by doing, manipulating, ©nd experimenting in many 
kinds of activities which are interesting and mean
ingful to him. For Instance, the learning of arith
metic would be more interesting for the Indian child 
if he dealt with the familiar trade problems of the 
village market rather than memorizing the prices of 
sun glasses and Hhglish and American refrigerators, 
fhe rural teacher must help the child to develop log
ical reasoning and reflective thinking rather than 
compel him to memorize subject matter unfamiliar to 
his personal experiences.

6. The rural instructors teach Civics, geography, 
History, Ctraxranar, Heading, and so forth as separate
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subjects. These courses should be organized Into 
broader and iso re Inclusive fields such as social 
studies and language arts. For Instance, a project 
of study on the Saesayhuaman fortress would provide 
materials of history, geography, and civics. The 
story of the attack of Manco Inca from the fortress 
against the Spaniards would be incomplete and dis
connected without studying the strategic hill which 
dominates the city of Ousco, and without referring 
to the patriotism of the Indian leader. In many 
respects history, geography, and civics are closely 
related.

7. The Peruvian rural schools are divorced from the
life of the community. Therefore, all th® learning 
activities take place in th# schools. The schools 
must be considered as segments of the life of the 
community, and as institutions which help the younger 
generations in an understanding of the cultural val
ues of their society# If there is a great differ
ence in the principles and beliefs of the school© 
and those of the coi^mitie®, the younger generations 
will develop In an atmosphere of confusion, skepti
cism, and pessimism.

As the school can be considered a segment of 
th# community, the community could be th® focus of 
many school activities. The children and teachers 
should organise field trips for the purpose of 
studying certain social and economic aspects of
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community life# The materials obtained In th* com
munity could be valuable in learning# Also, teach
er*® should stimulate'and guide the children in part
icipation in enterprises tended to promote the progress 
of the community*

In some Quechua communities there are coal 
and lime deposits which are not used* The children, 
guided by the teachers, could carry out projects 
intended to Induce the people to utilise the coal 
as fuel, and the lime for bleaching the walls of the 
homes# In many Quechua communities people drink 
contaminated-water* In these eossBUtiltles , children 
and teachers could carry out projects for purifying 
the water supply with the help of the village peo
ple. These are some illustrations of the ways in 
which the schools might promote the progress of the 
community#

8* The main goal of the rural teachers, to finish ex
plaining all the subject matter of the program® by 
the end of the school year, should be modified* 
Individual growth in skills, Insight into social 
problems at the level of the child1® mental matur
ity to understand, the formation of work habits and 
social attitudes--in one word, the healthful mental
development of th© child— is much more important 
than the goal of completing the programs, and the 
marks of achievement*
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9m In the majority of th* rural Softools* from th* first 
to th© third grad©, activities are concerned with 
learning the Spanish language, These limited types 
of activity offer few opportunities to children for 
developing skills. The children should have differ
ent types of activities. Materials of the locality, 
such as clay, straw* and wood, could he employed in 
manual works incidents happening on- field trips 
could be employed in themes of discussion and coi&po- 
sitions finally, all sorts of available materials 
of the community could be utilised by the children 
for experimenting, constructing, and man!puleting.

10. In the 'rural schools the children work only at tasks 
assigned by the teacher* This undesirable practice 
Inhibits the free expression of the Interests and 
aptitudes of the children. The teachers should pro
mote favorable situations In which the children can 
freely express their ideas and feelings in their 
activities, and which would facilitate th© develop
ment of creativeness and self-reliance in the chil
dren.

11. The autocratic organisation of the class, th© disci
pline of imposition, the ^ejection of the children 
by the teacher create an emotional tension which 
causes anxiety, frustration, and resentment In the 
children. Within a negative emotional climate 
learning Is difficult and unpleasant. A democratic 
organization of the class, friendly relationships
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between the teacher# and children, and a discipline 
of self-control facilitate learning, and promote 
the healthful mental and emotional development of 
children*

IS* Rural schools have limited equipment and supplies 
of material®* This is a handicap in learning* If 
the State will not supply adequate school materials, 
the teachers and children could organise festivals 
for the purpose of raising money to buy needed text
books and reading materials*

Preparation of the Teachers 
The objective of this study is not to point out a 

detailed plan for the preparation of the Peruvian rural 
teachers, or to Increase the knowledge of the teachers now 
in service* The author believes that a detailed plan should 
be prepared with the cooperation of many teachers, and dir
ect contact with reality* The objective now is to point out 
a brief plan concerning th© training of teachers* The pre
paration of capable Peruvian teachers is connected with a 
reform of the flans and Programs of Education in the Rural 
normal Schools* In this reform, in the author*s viewpoint, 
the following main points can be considered;

1* The Ministry of Education should appoint a commit
tee for th© study of the actual Plans and Program.® 
of the Rural normal Schools* This committee, In 
cooperation with the teachers of th© normal Schools, 
would point out some possible changes in the programs.
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Based on th© reports' of the cansifctee and the sug
gestions of experienced rural teachers, new plans 
of education for th® Rural Normal Schools should be 
prepared.

2* The plans and programs of the Rural Normal Schools 
should be flexible and subject to frequent revisions 
and evaluations.

3# The plans should take Into account the study ©f the 
modern schools of general psychology, social pay- 

‘ ehology, cultural anthropology, sociology, genetics, 
and other sciences which throw new light onto the 
knowledge of child behavior and development. There 
Is little Peruvian scientific material on the sci
ences mentioned above. Therefore, it would be neces
sary to study books written and research mad® by 
foreign scientists. This study would be helpful to 
students in many respects. Of course, tills does not 
mean that Peruvians should apply the result® of th© 
foreign research to Peruvian reality Indiscriminate
ly. On® of the values of this study should 11© in 
the fact that Peruvian students could become ac
quainted with the scientific method employed in re
search. Moreover, the knowledge of scientific work 
done In other countries would arouse interest In th© 
students for making similar studies In their own 
culture•

4. In th® Rural Normal Schools the main focus should b© 
centered on the study of the Indian child and
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adolescent* In this sense all the cultural factors 
of the Quechua society which influence the life of 
the Indian child and adolescent should be taken into 
account*

8* In the Rural normal Schools there should be seminars 
in which the teachers would guide the students in 
the study of the Indian child by means of case rec
ords* Possible ways of studying the child in his 
comrrrunity should also be discussed in the seminars*

6* fhe students must be guided carefully in the study 
of modern methods of teaching* The future teachers 
need a clear understanding of these methods for 
promoting an efficient and pleasant learning In the 
rural ooiiaaunitles *

7* *Phe Rural Mormal Schools must equip teachers with a 
good general education. In spite of the speciali
sation in the teaching profession more than in any 
other the individual needs a good general cultural 
background because, If he is lacking in this back
ground and is obsessed with his own specialty, he 
fails to grasp the general panorama of his culture, 
and has a tendency to explain and evaluate every
thing happening In his surroundings in terms of his 
specialisation. Specialisation is the main char
acteristic of our present civilisation* However, 
the specialist needs a general culture In order to 
appreciate life as a whole, and not as a segment*

8* All th© activities and social Interactions In the
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Rural Normal Schools should gravitate within demo
cratic principles and practices and* therefore, the 
formation of teachers of a democratic mentality is 
extremely Important, particularly in Peru* Teachers 
educated in an environment wherein the individual 
personality is respected and wherein justice is 
practised, will be more sensitive to the needs and 
aspiration® of the Indians, and better able to form 
a democratic consciousness in the younger genera
tions*
The reform of education requires the preparation of 

plans, and the study of adequate means for the realization 
of these plans# The best projects of educational reform 
never get beyond the limits of the theoretical stage if 
there are no means by which to secure their successful achieve
ment# The author believes that in the preparation of teach
ers for the Rural Morins! Schools the following factors 
should b© kept In mind: selection of the teachers of the
normal schools, teaching materials, special attention by 
the State to the problems of rural education, and selec
tion of the student candidates to the scholarship® of the 
Rural normal Schools*

Teachers should be selected from Peruvian profes
sionals best qualified, and with good moral reputations, 
political influence should not b© a qualifleation in the 
appointment of teachers* If it were possible, foreign spe
cialists might be contracted as teachers in the Rural normal 
Schools who, by their background, could be valuable
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collaborators In the preparation of the teachers*
Concerning materials of teaching* the Rural Normal 

Schools must he provided with libraries, adequate equipment, 
and supplies of necessary materials for securing an efficient 
education* These materials cannot be bought without the 
economic support of the State* The Peruvian government prob
ably would do its best in giving adequate support toward the 
realisation of the projects of reform of rural education*

Finally, the scholarships to the Rural Normal Schools 
should be granted to the more able candidates* With the pur
pose of attracting intelligent young people to the rural ed
ucation, it would be desirable for the Peruvian government 
to Increase the salaries of the teachers.

Regarding the preparation of rural and urban teach
ers, there are positive hopes In Peru at the present time*
In fact, In the near future, La Escuela Normal Central de 
Choslea will be inaugurated due t© the cooperative efforts 
of the Peruvian government and the United States government 
under the Point Four Program. However, the preparation of 
young teachers is a matter of some years. For this reason, 
it might be necessary to adopt certain measures for the edu
cational improvement of the rural teachers now in service#
At the present time’ Hi Serwielo Cooperative Peruano Jforte- 
americano de Educaoton Is developing a plan with the teachers 
of Ouseo and Puno areas. In January and July of 1951, the 
Serviclo sponsored two workshops, one in Lima, the other in 
Cuzco*

Undoubtedly, the workshops are efficient as a means
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for Improving the knowledge of the teachers. This effi
ciency would be greater if the same group of teachers could 
attend two or three- consecutive workshops. Besides the 
workshops, it would be desirable if supervisors would fre
quently visit the rural schools in order to help the teach
ers in their difficulties and problems regarding the education 
of the children. It would also be desirable for the Peruvian 
government to sponsor a meeting of teachers in Lima, In which 
delegate teachers from all the rural -zones of the country 
could participate. At this national meeting the teachers 
should have a chance to discuss problems and projects of 
education in which they are primarily interested. This dis
cussion would enrich the experiences of the teachers.

Suggestions for Further Research
The main handicap of the author In his project was 

that he had no opportunity to get materials in the field, 
and attempted to analyze many problems at the same time.
For this reason, future research by other persons In prob
lems explored by the author will throw more light on the 
knowledge of the cultural influences on the self-development 
of the Indian child, and will point out more accurately the 
kind of methods which would be more adequate in Peruvian 
rural education.

There has been no research made in Peru on the Indian 
child and adolescent. Therefore, there are many problems 
which could be made objects of research in the Indian com
munities* It Is not the purpose of the author to suggest



points of possible research# However, the author believes 
that a good starting point would be to investigate In the 
field, problems related with the physical growth patterns 
of the Quechua child, the developmental tasks of the Indian 
child, and the nature of the Indian peer groups#
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